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ABSTRACT

Tracing the element enrichment in the Universe requires to understand the el-

ement production in stellar models which is not well understood, in particular at

low metallicity. In this thesis a variety of nucleosynthesis processes in stellar models

across initial masses and metallicities is investigated and their relevance for chemical

evolution explored.

Stellar nucleosynthesis is investigated in asymptotic giant branch (AGB) models

and massive star models with initial masses between 1 M� and 25 M� for metal frac-

tions of Z = 0.02, 0.01, 0.006, 0.001, 0.0001. A yield grid with elements from H to Bi is

calculated. It serves as an input for chemical evolution simulations. AGB models are

computed towards the end of the AGB phase and massive star models are calculated

until core collapse followed by explosive core-collapse nucleosynthesis. The simula-

tions include convective boundary mixing in all AGB star models and feature efficient

hot-bottom burning and hot dredge-up in AGB models as well the predictions of both

heavy elements and CNO species under hot-bottom burning conditions. H-ingestion

events in the low-mass low-Z AGB model with initial mass of 1 M� at Z = 0.0001

result in the production of large amounts of heavy elements. In super-AGB models

H ingestion could potentially lead to the intermediate neutron-capture process.

To model the chemical enrichment and feedback of simple stellar populations in

hydrodynamic simulations and semi-analytic models of galaxy formation the SYGMA

module is created and its functionality is verified through a comparison with a widely

adopted code. A comparison of ejecta of simple stellar populations based on yields of

this work with a commonly adopted yield set shows up to a factor of 3.5 and 4.8 less C

and N enrichment from AGB stars at low metallicity which is attributed to complete

stellar models, the modeling of the AGB stage and hot-bottom burning in super-

AGB stars. Analysis of two different core-collapse supernova fallback prescriptions

show that the total amount of Fe enrichment by massive stars differs by up to two at

Z = 0.02.

Insights into the chemical evolution at very low metallicity as motivated by the

observations of extremely metal poor stars require to understand the H-ingestion

events common in stellar models of low metallicity. The occurrence of H ingestion

events in super-AGB stars is investigated and identified as a possible site for the

production of heavy elements through the intermediate neutron capture process. The

peculiar abundance of some C-Enhanced Metal Poor stars are explained with simple
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models of the intermediate neutron capture process. Initial efforts to model this heavy

element production in 3D hydrodynamic simulations are presented.

For the first time the nucleosynthesis of interacting convective O and C shells in

massive star models is investigated in detail. 1D calculations based on input from

3D hydrodynamic simulations of the O shell show that such interactions can boost

the production of odd-Z elements P, Cl, K and Sc if large entrainment rates associ-

ated with O-C shell merger are assumed. Such shell merger lead in stellar evolution

models to overproduction factors beyond 1 dex and p-process overproduction factors

above 1 dex for 130,132Ba and heavier isotopes. Chemical evolution models are able to

reproduce the Galactic abundance trends of these odd-Z elements if O-C shell merger

occur in more than 50% of all massive stars.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ten years after Hans Bethe proposal of fusion inside stars in 1939 Chamberlain and

Aller (1951) observed differences in the surface abundance of stars. Stars are indeed

producer of elements and therefore do not exhibit the same chemical composition!

Hoyle (1954) explained that stars of many generations pollute the interstellar medium

leading to a continuous enrichment of gas in the Universe, called chemical evolution.

The amount of enrichment is characterized by the term metallicity or metal mass

fraction Z where metals are in the astronomy jargon all elements heavier than helium.

Stellar nucleosynthesis theory made an enormous step forward with the work by

Burbidge et al. (1957) which outlines many nuclear processes responsible for nucle-

osynthesis which were confirmed through observations in the following decades. In the

1960s computer were able to simulate stellar evolution and reaction networks during

the main sequence phase (Henyey, Forbes, and Gould 1964) and with different initial

compositions such as Z = 0 (Ezer 1961). Since then more complex models allowed

to simulate the advanced stages of stellar evolution and the prediction of the element

production in stellar models of various initial masses and compositions (e.g. Woosley,

Heger, and Weaver 2002; Herwig 2005).

The observation of many metal-poor stars led Eggen, Lynden-Bell, and Sandage

(1962) to propose a correlation between metallicity and eccentricity, pointing to the

halo as the origin of many metal-poor stars. During the formation of large structures

such as the Milky Way element synthesis and mixing have lead to distinct metal

enrichment of different sites. One has to understand the interplay of many gener-

ations of stars in conjunction with galactic structural evolution to understand the

observed abundances observed in stars of different age. Hence galactic chemical evo-

lution models were developed from simple 1-zone closed-box models (Schmidt 1963;
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Timmes, Woosley, and Weaver 1995) to sophisticated 3D hydrodynamic cosmological

simulations with gas and dark matter (e.g. Schaye et al. 2015).

Complementary, large-scale spectroscopic surveys such as the HK survey (Beers,

Preston, and Shectman 1985) and the Hamburg/ESO survey (Christlieb et al. 2008)

provide a wealth of observational data, including the stellar abundance of metal-poor

stars, which help to constrain the chemical evolution of the Milky Way and small

systems such as dwarf galaxies and globular clusters (e.g. Venn et al. 2012).

1.1 Motivation and goals

Despite the immense comprehensive amount of knowledge of stellar nucleosynthesis

an investigation across the wide initial mass and metallicity range is still missing

and pursued in this work. I outline the problems and specific goals of this thesis

in Section 1.1 and introduce the basics of stellar nucleosynthesis in Section 1.2 and

chemical evolution in Section 1.3.

1.1.1 Stellar yields

The ejecta of stars, the stellar yield, have been calculated by various groups since the

early stage of stellar evolution modeling. Because stellar evolution depends crucially

on initial mass (Fig. 1.1) AGB yields and massive star yields are often published by

separate groups.

Figure 1.1: Stages of stellar evolution for low- and intermediate-mass stars (top) and
massive stars (bottom) pictured by an artist. Figure adopted from seasky.org.
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Those yield sets differ in nuclear physics. The revision of cross sections, for ex-

ample due to new experimental measurements, can have a strong impact on stellar

structure and final yields (Herwig and Austin 2004) which makes yield calculations

based on the same nuclear reactions necessary. Model assumptions such as mass loss,

mixing processes at convective boundaries and fallback in core-collapse supernova

have a strong impact on stellar evolution and often differ between sets.

The difference in published massive star yields are analyzed in Gibson (2002) and

for AGB yields in Tosi (2007). Recently, Romano et al. (2010) compared the impact

of yield set combinations on Galactic chemical evolution and found large differences

such as of ≈0.5 dex for [C/O] (Fig. 1.2). Their recommended set includes yields

Figure 1.2: Predicted chemical evolution trends of [C/O] for three yield set combi-
nations in comparison with Galactic halo stars. Observational data from Spite et al.
(2005), Fabbian et al. (2009), Akerman et al. (2004) is plotted with STELLAB (Sec-
tion 3.3). Chemical evolution data is extracted from Romano et al. (2010) and for
details about the yield sets see Section 2.1.

from Marigo (2001a), the Geneva group (Hirschi, Meynet, and Maeder 2005a) and

(Kobayashi et al. 2006). The impact of the different assumptions are nearly impossible

to quantify and Tosi (2007) demand for chemical evolution an optimal set of yields

containing all major isotopes and which includes the whole range of stellar masses

and many metallicities.

The Padua group has published the most recent complete self-consistent yield

set of AGB and massive stars in Portinari, Chiosi, and Bressan (1998) and Marigo

(2001a). Drawbacks of this set are that AGB models are not based on full stellar
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evolution simulations (’synthetic models’), the explosion yields are not consistent

(based on yields by Woosley and Weaver 1995) and they include only isotopes up to

Fe. Additionally, they apply now out-dated nuclear physics. Because of the lack of

alternatives these yields are still in use (e.g. in Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Yates et al.

2013). My goal is to provide stellar yields of AGB models and massive star models for

chemical evolution simulations based on consistent nuclear physics, the same model

assumptions and for isotopes and elements up to Bi (Chapter 2).

1.1.2 Chemical evolution

By the end of the 1970s it was clear that dark matter (halos) play an important role

in the formation of galaxies. Dark matter was applied in cosmological simulations

since the early 1990s (Mo, van den Bosch, and White 2010). To model the chem-

ical enrichment in galaxies by taking into account gas and dark matter as well as

inhomogeneous mixing cosmological hydrodynamical simulation are employed (e.g.

EAGLE and Illustris simulations Schaye et al. 2015; Vogelsberger et al. 2014). Such

simulations include the three components dark matter, gas and stars which make

them computational expensive (Fig. 1.3). Other strategies are semi-analytic models

Figure 1.3: Stars, gas and dark matter in a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation
of the Local-Group environment (Fattahi et al. 2016; Sawala et al. 2016).

which post-process dark matter N-body simulations. This is used to follow chemical

enrichment on smaller, galactic scales (e.g. recent work by Côté, Martel, and Drissen

2013; Crosby et al. 2013).

To model chemical enrichment in such simulations a gas (star) particle returns

stellar ejecta over time. These star particles are treated as a simple stellar population
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and their ejecta need to be pre-calculated and provided as an input. Codes to calcu-

late those ejecta are not publicly available which makes it challenging to reproduce

their results. Furthermore they often provide limited choice of stellar evolution pa-

rameters such as the initial mass function. Additionally, those codes typically do not

include exotic sources such as neutron-star (NS) mergers required to trace r-process

enrichment (Wiersma et al. 2009).

Usually only a small number of elements up to Fe are followed in simulations with

dark matter and gas which affect the efficiency of radiative gas cooling (Scannapieco

et al. 2005). Very recently heavy elements are included (e.g. Shen et al. 2015) and

SSP ejecta for heavier elements are required. SSP ejecta of all elements would provide

strong constraints for comparison with observations.

To model the chemical enrichment in chemical evolution simulations, my aim is

to provide an open-source code which allows to compute the ejecta of SSPs and other

stellar parameter (Chapter 3). Various chemical evolution assumptions should be

provided for specific applications and any yield sets should be handled, including my

yield set with elements up to Bi (Chapter 2).

1.1.3 Reactive-convective nucleosynthesis

AGB stars

Large Galactic surveys allow to find stars at lower and lower metallicity with the

currently lowest measured value of [Fe/H] below -7.1 (Keller et al. 2014). Those

observations motivate to investigate stellar models down to extreme low and zero

metallicity. Such stellar evolution simulations reveal H ingestion in He-burning zones

in low and zero-metallicity AGB stars (Fujimoto, Ikeda, and Iben 2000), in He-core

flashes in low-Z low-mass stars (Campbell, Lugaro, and Karakas 2010) and in very

late thermal pulses of post-AGB stars (Herwig et al. 2011).

The ingested H burns on the same time scale as it is mixed and its burning

affects the fluid flow. 3D hydrodynamic simulations of H ingestion in the post-AGB

star Sakurai’s object show that such a reactive-convective regime cannot be properly

described with the mixing length theory and the assumption of spherically symmetry,

both applied in stellar evolution models Herwig et al. (2011), Herwig et al. (2014),

and Woodward, Herwig, and Lin (2015).

Herwig et al. (2011) found that the H ingestion peculiar nucleosynthesis and the

production of heavy elements via a intermediate neutron-capture (i) process (Fig. 1.5).
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In recent years a number of observations require the i process to explain abundance

signatures. Those include open-cluster stars Mishenina et al. (2015), low-Z post-AGB

stars in the Magellanic clouds Lugaro et al. (2015), low-metallicity stars (Roederer

et al. 2016) as well as pre-solar grains (Jadhav et al. 2013; Fujiya et al. 2013) Those

observations have not been connected to any site and Sakurai’s object remains the

only confirmed site.

Previous studies used 1-zone and 1D approximations of i-process nucleosynthesis

while reliable predictions require comprehensive nucleosynthesis in 3D hydrodynamic

simulations which is currently not computationally feasible. I aim to develop an

approach to handle large networks in hydrodynamic simulations to provide accurate

predicitons of i-process nucleosynthesis in 3D.
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Figure 1.4: i-process nucleosynthesis predictions (line) based on the H ingestion in
a AGB star model in comparison with observational data of Sakurai’s object as in
Herwig et al. (2011).

Massive stars

In shell O burning of massive star evolution the nuclear burning time scales and con-

vective turnover time scale become comparable which requires multi-D hydrodynamic

simulations (Bazan and Arnett 1994). Similar to H ingestion into a He-burning shell
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in AGB models the ingestion of C-shell material into the convective O shell in massive

star models may lead to a convective-reactive regime.

Meakin and Arnett (2006a) investigated the interaction of the C shell and O

shell with 2D hydrodynamic simulations and suggested that the ingestion of C shell

material into the O shell could rapidly transition into a situation with accerating

entrainment rates. With increasing entrainment rates both shells could merge. Hy-

drodynamic simulations of the O shell showed that the entrainment processes require

3D models (Jones et al. 2016c).

O-C shell mergers in stellar models have been mentioned in passing in the litera-

ture (Rauscher et al. 2002; Tur, Heger, and Austin 2007). But neither the nucleosyn-

thesis nor the hydrodynamic processes of such shell mergers have been investigated

in detail in part due to the computational limitations. Large networks are needed

to follow the nucleosynthesis in the O shell and C shell and are not computationally

feasible in 3D hydrodynamic simulations. I plan to get insight into the nucleosynthe-

sis of O-C shell merger with 3D hydrodynamic simulations and a 3D-1D approach to

compute the comprehensive nucleosynthesis. To estimate the impact on the Galactic

production I aim to apply my galactic chemical evolution model (Chapter 3).

I will present an introduction to stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis in Section

1.2. The principles of element evolution on larger scales, the galactic chemical evo-

lution, is explained in Section 1.3. A short overview over stellar hydrodynamics is

provided in Section 1.2.4.
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Figure 1.5: Fractional volume of entrained C-shell fluid in sphere slice after 1.67 min
of entrainment in a hydrodynamic simulation of the O shell of Jones et al. (2016c).
The large-scale plumes of downflows indicate the divergence from spherical symmetry
and the necessity for 3D simulations.

1.2 Stellar nucleosynthesis

1.2.1 Stellar modeling

The simulation of a star is a complex multi-physics problem in 3D which spans ex-

tremely short and long time and space scales. A variety of simplifications are applied

to allow the modeling of most stellar phases and are, in part, related to the involved

time scales. The following time scales and basic equations are from Kippenhahn and

Weigert (1990).

The Kelvin-Helmoltz time-scale τKH is the time it would take to radiate away all

gravitational energy and is defined as

τKH =
|Eg|
L
≈ GM2

2R
(1.1)
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where Eg is the gravitational energy, L is the energy radiated away (luminosity). G

is the gravitational constant, R the radius and M the mass. The nuclear time scale

τn is the time it would take to radiate away all the energy available through nuclear

reactions En and is defined as

τn =
En
L
. (1.2)

To estimate the time until a perturbation in a stellar model reaches hydrostatic equi-

librium the hydrostatic (dynamic) time scale τhydro is derived in Kippenhahn and

Weigert (1990) as

τhydro ≈ (
R3

GM
)1/2. (1.3)

The assumption of spherically symmetry allows to describe the stellar model in 1D.

In hydrostatic equilibrium which is assumed during stellar evolution τKH � τhydro and

τn � τhydro. Based on these assumptions one can derive the structure equations Eq.

1.5 and 1.6 where r and m are the radial coordinate and mass coordinate, respectively.

ρ is the density, P the pressure and G the gravitational constant.

To model the energy transport under the assumption of τn � τKH the energy

equation can be written as Eq. 1.7 where εn is the energy release due to nuclear

reactions and εν is the energy lost due to neutrinos. The energy transport and the

temperature gradient depend on the the properties of the layer such as the convective

stability. The temperature gradient ∆ = dlnT/dlnP is set with Eq. 1.8 where T is

the temperature and P is the pressure. ∆rad is in radiative layers given as

∆rad =
dlnT

dlnP
|rad =

3

16πacG

κLP

mT 4
(1.4)

and for convective layers derived from the mixing theory applied in the stellar model

(Böhm-Vitense 1958). a is the radiation-density constant, c is the velocity of light

and G is the gravitational constant.

The change in abundance of species i due to nuclear production reactions rji and

destruction reactions rik is given through the change of its mass fraction Xi in Eq.

1.9. The indices j and k span all N relevant nuclei.
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dr

dm
=

1

4πr2ρ
, (1.5)

dP

dm
= − Gm

4πr4
, (1.6)

dL

dm
= εn − εν (1.7)

dT

dm
= − GmT

4πr4P
∆, (1.8)

dXi

dt
=
mi

ρ

∑
j

rji −
∑
k

rik (1.9)

Variables in the basic equations Eq. 1.5 to Eq. 1.9 are related through additional

quantities such as the equation of state σ(P, T,Xi).

1.2.2 Stellar phases

Stellar evolution can be separated in distinct phases according to stellar characteristics

which depend on the initial mass of the stellar model and to lesser extent on its

metallicity. Stellar models above 0.08 M� ignite H in their center at T ≈ 107 K

(Kippenhahn and Weigert 1990) and evolve to the main sequence (MS, Fig. 1.6). The

latter is the longest burning phase of their evolution (Table 1.1).

RGB stars

After exhaustion of central H the core shrinks and H burning starts in a shell sur-

rounding the core. The envelope expands due to shell burning and low-mass and

intermediate mass stars with masses below ≈ 8 M� evolve into red giants (Fig. 1.6).

Stars above this threshold mass are classified as massive stars and they evolve into

supergiants (Fig. 1.7).

Horizontal branch

The growing H-free core becomes highly degenerate in low-mass models with initial

masses above ≈ 0.8 M� and below ≈ 1.8 M� and central He burning commences in a

flash at the tip of the RGB (Fig. 1.6). Core He burning takes place via the triple-alpha

reaction at T ≈ 108 K. Lower core densities in stellar models of higher initial mass

lead to a slow onset of He burning.
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Figure 1.6: Hertzsprung-Russell diagram including the stellar models with initial
mass of 2 M� and 20 M� at Z = 0.0001. Marked are the stellar phases main sequence
(MS, including track populated), horizontal branch (HB), red giant branch (RGB),
supergiant (SG), asymptotic giant branch (AGB), post-AGB and white dwarf (WD).

AGB stars

In low-mass models and most intermediate-mass models a degenerate C/O core forms

after central He burning (Fig. 1.7). With the alternation of H-shell and He-shell

burning these stellar models enter the complex thermal-pulse (TP) asymptotic giant

branch (AGB) phase (Fig. 1.6, Herwig 2005; Herwig 2013). In the most massive

intermediate-mass models the cores are only partly degenerate which allows C burning

and the formation of a O/Ne/Mg core before the onset of the TP-AGB phase (Siess

2010). These stars are referred to as Super-AGB (S-AGB) stars (Fig. 1.7).

Massive stars

After central He burning non-degenerate conditions lead to the onset of central C

burning via the 12C-12C reaction at T ≈ 109 K (Woosley, Heger, and Weaver 2002).

After exhaustion of C burning proceeds in the surrounding shell and central Ne burn-

ing starts via photo-disintegration at T ≈ 1.5× 109 K (Thielemann et al. 2011a). In

the next stage O is burned via 16O-16O reaction which produces Si. In the last stage
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Figure 1.7: Stellar classification similar to Herwig (2005). Distinguished is between
the different burning phases, stellar characteristics and the final fates which all depend
on metallicity.

Si is burned in the core and shell which leads to the production of large amounts of

the Fe-peak elements Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni. In these advanced stages the burning

time scales become subsequent shorter due to energy loss via neutrinos. The time

scales decrease to months and days in the core while outer layers and stellar surface

are frozen out (Table 1.1).

Core-collapse and supernova explosion

With the growth of the Fe core in the massive star model the gravitational force even-

tually overcomes the degeneracy pressure provided by the electrons. The following

collapse is accelerated due to electron capture and/or endoergic photo-disintegration

of nuclei which further reduces the pressure (Thielemann et al. 2011a). In some

massive stars collapse is halted at extreme nuclear densities of ≈ 1014 gcm−3 due to

degeneracy pressure of the neutrons and a proto-neutron star forms. Infalling layers

bounce back at the remnant and the reverse shock, if sufficiently energetic, launches

a supernova explosion with energies of ≈ 1051 erg = 1044 J (Thielemann et al. 2011a).

The high shock temperatures throughout the onion-shell structure of the star allow

to synthesize elements on short time scale of seconds which are either ejected or fall

back onto the remnant (Arnett 1996). Other stellar models collapse directly to a

black hole without neutron star formation and do not ejecta any matter.
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Table 1.1: Nuclear burning times ∆t of a low-mass stellar model with initial mass of
2 M� and massive star model with initial mass of 20 M� at solar metallicity. Data of
the massive star model is taken from Thielemann et al. (2011a).

Burning phase ∆t [yr]
Mini=2 M�

H burning 1.3× 109

He burning 2.0× 108

Mini=20 M�
H burning 1.3× 107

He burning 9.5× 105

C burning 3.0× 102

Ne burning 3.8× 10−1

O burning 5.0× 10−1

Ne burning 5.5× 10−3
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1.2.3 Nucleosynthesis

Nuclear reactions

Charged-particle reactions are the main source of energy generation in stars and are

responsible for the creation of elements up to iron (Iliadis 2007). The endothermic

nature of the the fusion of Fe nuclei stops the production of heavier nuclei. Elements

beyond Fe are mainly produced through neutron-capture reactions and are separated

into the slow neutron capture process (s process, Fig. 1.8) with neutron densities of

109 cm−3 (Straniero et al. 1995; Gallino et al. 1998) the rapid neutron-capture process

(r process) 1023 cm−3 (Thielemann et al. 2011b). Each process is thought to produce

about half the heavy elements up to Bi (Herwig 2005; Heil et al. 2007; Thielemann

et al. 2011b). 35 proton-rich isotopes are identified as p nuclei and most of them are

produced in the p process (Arnould and Goriely 2003; Pignatari et al. 2016c).

Figure 1.8: Sketch of the s process path in the isotopic chart starting from Fe. It is
differentiated between neutron captures, β− decays and β+ decays.

To model the thermonuclear reactions the reaction rate per particle pair < σv >

is required. It depends on temperature and the cross section of the reaction (Il-

iadis 2007). For example with < σv > the mean lifetime of a nucleus 12C against

destruction through proton capture is calculated with

τp(
12C) =

1.

< σv > NAX(H) ρ
(1.10)

where X(H) is the mass fraction of hydrogen, ρ is the density and NA is the Avo-

gadro’s constant (Iliadis 2007).
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Only large nucleosynthesis networks with ten thousands of reactions and hundreds

to thousands of isotopes can model the production of elements in the stellar models.

Nuclear cross sections are important constituents of reaction networks. They are

deduced from experiments (Rolfs and Rodney 2005) and, if not available, from the-

oretical work (Hauser and Feshbach 1952; Rauscher and Thielemann 2000). Most

nuclear information is still theoretical (Rauscher et al. 2002). The revision of cross

sections, for example due to new experimental measurements, can have a strong im-

pact on stellar structure and final yields when applied in stellar evolution simulations

(Herwig and Austin 2004; Pignatari et al. 2013b).

Post processing

In stellar evolution simulations the Henyey method (Kippenhahn and Weigert 1990)

is applied to solve the basic equations of a stellar model on a 1D grid (Section 1.2.1).

Such computations are very expensive when hundreds or thousands of species are

considered (Eq. 1.9). Typically only a small network which accounts for most energy

generation and structure properties is applied in stellar evolution simulations. The

comprehensive nucleosynthesis is done in a post-processing step. In this step mixing

and burning operators are solved separately. Stellar parameters such as temperature

and density are tracked during the stellar evolution computation and provided as an

input in the post-processing code. While this method allows the modeling of large

networks some of its drawbacks are discussed in Chapter 2.

1.2.4 Stellar hydrodynamics

Stellar evolution simulations include comprehensive microphysics and macrophysics

over long time scales which requires simplified model assumptions. Examples are

spherically symmetry, hydrostatic equilibrium and time-and space averaged mixing

(Böhm-Vitense 1958). The latter demands the convective turnover time scale τmix

to be much shorter than the burning time scale τnuc which prevails in many stellar

stages.

When the burning time scale decreases drastically such as in the advanced stage

of massive stars (Table 1.1) τnuc can become comparable with τmix and averaging

mixing in time and space is an insufficient approximation. Hydrodynamic simulations

allow to describe flow properties accurately on short time scales but require simplified

physics due to their large computational cost. In such simulations solved explicitly
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on a grid the time step size is limited by the sound crossing time through one grid

cell. The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition defines the maximum time step ∆t in

1D as

∆t =
∆x

u
(1.11)

where ∆x is the grid size and u is the fluid velocity (Herwig 2013).

One example is H ingestion into He-burning convective zone of the post-AGB

star Sakurai’s object where τnuc ≈ τmix in some layers and the nuclear energy release

feeds back into the flow to change its properties (Herwig et al. 2011). Such reactive-

convective events in flows of global scale are required to model the whole convective

zone in 3D and are computationally extremely expensive (Porter, Woodward, and

Jacobs 2000; Herwig et al. 2011). With the setup of Herwig et al. (2011) the modeling

the He convective zone requires time steps of ∆t ≈ 0.01 s while the convective turnover

time scale is τmix ≈ 1000 s which requires millions of time steps. A simple equation

of state such as the monoatomic ideal equation of state is applied for He-shell flash

convection (Woodward, Herwig, and Lin 2015). The entrainment of H-rich fluid into

the He convective shell is non-spherical and of turbulent character (Fig. 1.9).

Figure 1.9: Volume fraction of entrained H-rich fluid of the hydrodynamic simulation
of Sakurai’s object of Herwig et al. (2014).
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The simplified microphysics requires the application of small networks and nucle-

osynthesis in advanced burning stages in massive stars or heavy element production

cannot be accurately modeled. For the post-AGB star Sakurai’s object (Fig. 1.9) only

a 2-species network was applied. For multiple burning shells in massive stars a larger

network of 38 species is applied (Arnett and Meakin 2011) while accurate predictions

require hundreds or thousands of species.

1.3 Chemical evolution

1.3.1 Simple stellar populations

Over billions of years many generations of stars were born into a unique environment,

defined by the cumulative ejecta of previous generations (Hoyle 1954). The basic

building block of each galaxy is a stellar population (Fig. 1.10). Simple stellar popu-

lations (SSPs) are groups of stars formed from the same gas homogeneous mixed gas

cloud and hence have the same initial composition.

Figure 1.10: Sketch of the chemical evolution since the Big Bang with contributions
from stellar populations of many generations. After a unknown number of generations
our Sun was formed out of a gas cloud.

Chemical evolution parameters define the star-formation properties such as how
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many stars formed of which initial mass. The initial mass function ξ together with the

total mass of the SSP define how many stars are formed in the initial mass interval

[m1,m2] via

N = A

∫ m2

m1

ξ(m′) dm′ (1.12)

where the normalization constant A is derived from the total gas mass. Determination

of observed stellar masses help to define the initial mass range in which stars are

formed (see compilation in Côté et al. 2016d). The amount of massive star ejecta

depends critically on the explodability of the massive star which defines if a star

explodes as a core-collapse SN (Sukhbold and Woosley 2014; Ertl et al. 2016).

To trace the chemical enrichment by SSPs a fundamental ingredient are stellar

yields which are needed for a range of initial masses and metallicities (Côté et al.

2016b). Analyzing the ejecta of SSPs can provide valuable insights without the ap-

plication of more complex galaxy models as shown in Section 3.2.

1.3.2 Simple galaxy models

To model Galactic chemical evolution 1-zone closed-box models were applied early

on (Schmidt 1963; Tinsley 1980). These models assume an isolated system in which

stars eject their matter instantaneously after birth into a homogenous-mixed box

(McWilliam 1997). Over the years more complex chemical evolution models emerged,

taking into account infall, outflow and different properties of the galactic structure

(Timmes, Woosley, and Weaver 1995; Nomoto, Kobayashi, and Tominaga 2013).

In such models the basic equation which governs the evolution of gas mass M(t)

from t∗ to t∗ + ∆t is given as

M(t∗ + ∆t) = [ ˙Mej(t∗)− ˙M∗(t∗) + ˙Min(t∗)− ˙Mout(t∗)]∆t+M(t∗) (1.13)

where ˙Mej(t) is the rate of stellar ejecta and ˙M∗(t) is the star formation rate. The

inflow rate is given as ˙Min(t) and the outflow rate as ˙Mout(t). In a simple approach
˙Min(t) is coupled to ˙Mout(t) which in turn is connected with the star formation rate

but other varieties of inflow and outflow models exist(see comparisons in Côté et al.

2016c). To solve Eq. 1.13 the star formation history is required and derived from

observations or derived from the current gas density.

Constraints are stellar abundances including (I) the solar system abundance dis-

tribution, (II) the age-metallicity relationship in the solar neighbourhood and (III)
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the G dwarf distribution (Timmes, Woosley, and Weaver 1995). A 1-zone galaxy

code was created as as part of this work (Section 3.3).

1.3.3 Cosmological simulations

While 1-zone chemical evolution models describe homogenously mixed systems fairly

well (e.g. Timmes, Woosley, and Weaver 1995) they fail to model the inhomogeneous

mixing present during the assembly of the Milky Way from smaller galaxies. The

formation of dark matter halos described by cosmological N-body simulations are not

taken into account in those models.

In some sophisticated N-body simulation gas and stars are tracked which is com-

putational very expensive (e.g. EAGLE and Illustries simulations Schaye et al. 2015;

Vogelsberger et al. 2014). Only a limited number of elements can be included.

Another method is to use the information about the assembly of dark matter and

halos in a post-processing step in semi-analytic models (Côté, Martel, and Drissen

2013; Crosby et al. 2013). While those are less expensive and might be able to carry

more elements the feedback of gas and stars onto dark matter is not taken into account

(Sawala et al. 2013; Sawala et al. 2015).

In those large-scale simulations enrichment by single stars cannot be traced and

instead star particles describe the chemical enrichment. Those particles are treated

as simple stellar populations.

1.4 Thesis outline

Chapter 2: Yields for chemical evolution

In Chapter 2 I describe the methods to calculate the stellar evolution models of AGB

stars, massive stars as well as the simulation of core-collapse supernova explosions.

The stellar evolution simulations are analyzed with focus on peculiarities at low metal-

licity and the results of the extensive post-processing nucleosynthesis are presented.

In a discussion I outline the shortcomings of my approaches and results.

Chapter 3: Applications of yields in chemical evolution studies

I describe my investigations into the chemical evolution of simple stellar populations

and the Milky Way based on the stellar yields calculated in Chapter 2. First I present
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the simple stellar population code SYGMA, its application with different yield input

and in comparison with other works. I will outline my contribution to develop the

galaxy framework NuPyCEE which includes the chemical evolution code for galaxies

OMEGA. The investigations into galactic chemical evolution assumptions with the

latter code are summarized. Finally I address my efforts to make the code available

to the scientific community for research and for teaching.

Chapter 4: H-ingestion flashes and I process

In this section H ingestion events and i process nucleosynthesis are analyzed. In

particular I compare the result of simple i-process 1-zone models with the abun-

dance C-Enhanced Metal Poor (CEMP-r/s) stars. I present my efforts to predict

the elements produced via i process in 3D with the building of a 3D nucleosynthesis

framework to post-process the output of 3D hydrodynamic simulations.

Chapter 5: O-C shell merger in massive stars

The comprehensive nucleosynthesis in O-C shell mergers of massive star models is

analyzed. I investigate the element production in 1D stellar evolution models and in

a convective O-C shell merger model informed by 3D hydrodynamic simulations. The

impact of O-C shell mergers on the Galactic production is tested with (Chapter 2),

the galactic chemical evolution code (Chapter 3) and results are compared with disk

and halo stars.
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Chapter 2

Yields for chemical evolution

In this chapter I investigate the nucleosynthesis of AGB models and massive star

models with metallicities from Z = 0.02 down to Z = 0.0001 with particular focus on

the effect of low metallicity. Stellar yields between H and Bi are derived and serve as

an input for chemical evolution simulations in Chapter 3.

Draft of C. Ritter, F. Herwig, S. Jones, M. Pignatari, C. Fryer, R. Hirschi, to be

submitted to MNRAS

Abstract

We provide a significant extension of the NuGrid Set 1 (Pignatari et al. 2016a). Set

1 extension adopts the same physics assumptions for stellar models as Set 1.The

combined data set now spans the initial masses Mini/M� = 1, 1.65, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 12, 15, 20, 25 for Z = 0.02, 0.01, 0.006, 0.001, 0.0001 with α-enhanced composition

for the lowest three Z. All stellar evolution models are computed with the MESA

stellar evolution code and post-processed with the NuGrid mppnp code. Most AGB

models are computed towards the end of the asymptotic giant branch phase or to the

WD stage. Massive star models are calculated until core collapse followed by simple

1D models for the explosive core-collapse nucleosynthesis as in Set 1. We include

metallicity-dependent mass loss and convective boundary mixing in all asymptotic

giant branch (AGB) star models. These massive AGB models at low Z experience

efficient hot-bottom burning and hot dredge-up. In this case we reduce the convective

boundary mixing to take into account its energetic feedback. We find H-ingestion

events in these low-mass low-Z AGB models which lead for the 1 M�, Z = 0.0001

model to the production of large amounts of heavy-element. H ingestion appears in
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super-AGB models which could potentially lead to the intermediate neutron-capture

process. The massive star models of 20 M� and 25 M� at Z = 0.0001 produce light

elements via H ingestion which leads to peculiar nucleosynthesis signatures due to

the explosive nucleosynthesis. We have applied a new nested-network post-processing

scheme that allows to simulate in detail both heavy elements and CNO species under

hot-bottom burning conditions. The element production through the main and weak

s process, and of the γ process with respect to metallicity is analyzed. We find that

convective O-C shell merger in some stellar models lead to the strong production

of odd-Z elements P, Cl, K and Sc. All post-processing calculations use the same

nuclear reaction rates. Complete yield data tables and derived data products are

provided online, including the entire simulation database and the profile evolution of

all models. We provide the ”NuGridSet explorer” at http://wendi.nugridstars.org for

interactive exploration of the extended Set 1 database.
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2.1 Introduction

Stellar yields data are a fundamental input for galactical chemical evolution models

(e.g. Romano et al. 2010; Nomoto, Kobayashi, and Tominaga 2013; Mollá et al. 2015),

hydrodynamic models and chemodynamic models (e.g. Scannapieco et al. 2005; Few

et al. 2012; Côté, Martel, and Drissen 2013; Schaye et al. 2015). Gibson (2002) and

Romano et al. (2010) showed that results of chemical evolution model are strongly

affected by uncertainties related to the choice of the yield set. Romano et al. (2010)

for example found 0.6 dex differences in [C/O] ratio and 0.8 dex for [C/Fe] in their

galaxy models. Tosi (2007) demanded an optimal yield set which spans the whole

mass range and the whole metallicities with all major isotopes. A consistent choice

of nuclear and stellar physics input is crucial in such a yield set.

In most cases yields for asymptotic giant branch (AGB) models are combined

with yield sets of massive stars which all stem from different stellar evolution models.

Widely used yield sets of massive stars are those of Woosley and Weaver (1995),

Portinari, Chiosi, and Bressan (1998), Chieffi and Limongi (2004), Kobayashi et al.

(2006), the Geneva group (e.g. Hirschi, Meynet, and Maeder 2005b) which differ in

nuclear physics input and model assumptions such as mass loss and rotation. Yields

provided with a explosive contribution differ in their explosion prescription. These

assumptions considerably impact the final yields (Romano et al. 2010). AGB star

yields are given by e.g., van den Hoek and Groenewegen (1996), Marigo (2001b),

Karakas (2010), Straniero, Cristallo, and Piersanti (2014) and Cristallo et al. (2015),

which differ in their treatment of nuclear physics, the AGB phase and the mixing

model and hence their final yields. Recent works applying some of those yields are

Few et al. (2012) and Spitoni et al. (2016).

Wiersma et al. (2009) and Yates et al. (2013) apply as input for simple stellar

population models yields of the Padova group which are based on AGB models by

Marigo (2001b) and massive star models by Portinari, Chiosi, and Bressan (1998)

and inherit some consistency. But the models use simplifications to reduce compu-

tational cost, such as synthetic AGB modeling, that are not necessary anymore. To

reach a higher degree of consistency Pignatari et al. (2016a) (P16 in the following)

published AGB and massive star models and their yields of Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.01.

While their yields are calculated with the same nuclear-physics input they are based

on different stellar models: MESA (Paxton et al. 2011) for AGB star models and

GENEC (Eggenberger et al. 2008) for massive star models.
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In this paper we provide a new set of models and stellar yields which use updated

nuclear-physics input as in P16, but are calculated with the same stellar evolution

code, MESA. We recalculate massive star models of 15 M�, 20 M� and 25 M� pro-

vided in P16 with MESA to reach consistency at solar and half-solar metallicity. We

increase the initial mass range of massive star models towards the lower end by adding

stellar models of 12 M�. P16 provides AGB models up to 5 M� and does not include

super-AGB (SAGB) star models, which among other isotopes are important produc-

ers of 13C and 14N, in particular at low Z (e.g. Siess 2010; Ventura and D’Antona

2011; Karakas, Garćıa-Hernández, and Lugaro 2012; Ventura et al. 2013; Gil-Pons

et al. 2013; Doherty et al. 2014). In this paper we include S-AGB star models at all

metallicities and we extend the mass grid of P16 for each metallicity to Mini/M� =

1, 1.65, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Stellar models and recent observations indicate that massive AGB stars and S-

AGB stars experience hot-bottom burning (HBB, Sackmann and Boothroyd 1992;

Lattanzio et al. 1996; Doherty et al. 2010; Garćıa-Hernández et al. 1992; Ventura

et al. 2015). There are two options to resolve HBB in stellar models: either to couple

the mixing and burning operators or choose time steps smaller than the convective

turnover timescale τconv (e.g. τconv ∼ hrs for the stellar model of 4 M� at Z = 0.0001).

At present coupled codes require long computing-time to handle large networks and

heavy element nucleosynthesis. Post-processing codes would need to resolve the ex-

tremely short mixing time scale when HBB convective-reactive conditions are relevant.

In this work we present a nested-network post-processing approach which allows to

predict the correct nucleosynthesis of CNO species and s-process elements also in

these conditions, which we apply in all stellar models experiencing HBB.

With the convective boundary mixing prescription in this work, which is derived

from hydrodynamic simulations, mixing and 13C-pocket formation in AGB models is

obtained self-consistently at all Z. In order to resolve the chemical evolution history

in different galactic systems, we need to define the number of masses and metallicities

required. Côté et al. (2016b) show that adding more masses to the grid provided in

this work is not necessary. The authors conclude that the metallicity range is more

important than the number of metallicities within that range and hence we refrain

from providing a denser metallicity grid. P16 includes stellar models of solar and

half-solar metallicity.

In this work we present models down to Z = 0.0001 which are in part an ex-

tension of the work by P16. Below Z = 0.01, we calculate stellar evolution and
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post-processing tracks based on α-enhanced initial abundance which leads to [Fe/H]

= -1.18, 1.96 and -2.97 for Z = 0.006, 0.001 and Z = 0.0001. Ingestion events are

common at low and zero-metallicity in AGB models of low mass (e.g. Fujimoto, Ikeda,

and Iben 2000; Cristallo et al. 2009), in He-core flash in low-Z low-mass models (e.g.

Campbell, Lugaro, and Karakas 2010) but also in S-AGB models in a wide range of

metallicities (e.g. Gil-Pons and Doherty 2010; Jones et al. 2016a). The energy re-

lease due to H ingestion might violate the treatment of convection via mixing-length

theory (Herwig 2001) and/or the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium or in S-AGB

models (Jones et al. 2016a). The 3D hydrodynamic simulations of H ingestion of the

post-AGB star Sakurai’s object show that 1D and 3D predictions differ (Herwig et al.

2011; Herwig et al. 2014). The predictive power of 1D stellar evolution models to

describe H ingestion events might be limited.

Yield tables are typically provided in the literature but the access to the full

stellar models is limited. We provide a full web access of the stellar evolution

and post-processing data including yield tables at http://www.nugridstars.org/data-

and-software/yields/set-1. An interactive interface allows to retrieve data based on

ipython notebooks and is accessible through the NuGrid web interface WENDI1.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2.2 we describe the methods used to

perform the stellar evolution simulations, CCSN explosions and post-processing. In

Sect. 2.3 we introduce the general properties of stellar models and features related to

the low metallicity. In Sect. 2.4 we analyze the final yields at low Z. The latter are

grouped by nucleosynthesis process. We discuss this work in Sect. 2.5 and compare

the results with available literature. In Sect. 2.6 we summarize the results.

1http://wendi.nugridstars.org
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Stellar evolution

We adopt the physics assumptions of P16. In the following we describe additional

methods and assumptions applied in this work.

Initial composition, network and opacities

We use solar-scaled but α-enhanced initial abundance at Z = 0.006 and below. The

abundances are scaled from Grevesse and Noels (1993) and with the isotopic percent-

age from Lodders (2003) as described in P16. Enhanced species are 12C, 16O, 20Ne,
24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Ar, 40Ca and 48Ti. The enhancements were derived from fits of

halo and disk stars from Reddy, Lambert, and Allende Prieto (2006) and references

therein. For each enhanced isotope Xα we apply Eq. 2.1 where Aα and Bα were

derived from the fits for metallicities −1 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0 (Reddy, Lambert, and Allende

Prieto 2006). In the case of [Fe/H] < −1 we apply [Xα/Fe] = −Aα +Bα for Eq. 2.1.

[Xα/Fe] = Aα[Fe/H] +Bα (2.1)

For isotopes of Ne, S and Ar values from Kobayashi et al. (2006) were adopted. The

resulting [Xα/Fe] and mass fractions for Z = 0.0001 are shown in Table 2.1. The fit

result of [O/Fe] = 0.89 is at the top of the [O/Fe] distribution but within the maximum

given in (Reddy, Lambert, and Allende Prieto 2006). For the initial abundance of Li

in AGB models with initial mass above 3 M� we choose as a lower limit the Li plateau

(Sbordone et al. 2010) . In other stellar models an unrealistic initial Li abundance

was unintentionally adopted In these low-mass stellar models up to the initial mass

of 3 M� we employ the agb.net network in agreement with P16. For stellar models

with initial masses of 4 M� and above we use a network which includes necessary

C-burning reactions. The choice of opacities is the same as in P16.

Choice of MESA revision

We utilize the stellar evolution code MESA. MESA rev. 3372 is used for AGB models

in P16 while we use in this work rev. 3709. We compared stellar structure and post-

processing results of both revisions for stellar models of 3 M� and 5 M� and do not

find major differences. The structural evolution of the H-free and He-free boundaries
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for different MESA revisions are shown in Fig. 2.1.

For rev. 3709 we adopted the opacity settings of rev. 3372, including the temperature-

dependent transition between opacity tables, which results in a better agreement with

P16 (kap in Fig. 2.1). The differences between the revision of P16 and this work (rev.

3709, kap) in Fig. 2.1 are less than 1%.

Rev. 4631 was at the time of the calculations the latest MESA revision and was

not adopted due to various physics updates since rev. 3372 which lead to differences

in the structural evolution (Fig. 2.1).

Mass loss

The difficulty to predict mass loss has led to the development of semi-empirical pre-

scriptions for many evolutionary phases (e.g. Vassiliadis and Wood 1993; van Loon

et al. 2005). Such prescriptions describe observed properties while mass loss is still

a major uncertainty in stellar evolution (Willson 2000; Willson 2007). As in P16

we apply the mass loss prescription by Reimers (1975) for the RGB phase and the

prescription of Blöcker and Schönberner (1995) for the AGB phase. Both prescription

are based on the mass, luminosity and radius of the stellar model. The parameter

ηBloecker is increased to mimic the effect of the C-rich dust-driven phase as described

in P16. A proper dependence of the mass loss on metallicity based on observations

is not available yet but efforts have been made (Rosenfield et al. 2014).

Our approach provides a mass-metallicity dependence of AGB mass loss which

gives results that are consistent with the assumption made in P16 for solar-like metal-

licity and Herwig (2004) for low Z. We fit ηBloecker in the mass-metallicity plane to

derive a metallicity-dependent mass loss. We use ηBloecker as applied in P16 for stellar

models with Mini/M�= 1.65, 2, 5 at solar and half-solar metallicity. We derive values

of ηBloecker for stellar models with Mini/M� = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 at Z = 0.0001 from Herwig

(2004). We compare their mass loss rates with mass loss rates of these stellar models

for which we apply the Blöcker and Schönberner (1995) prescription and derive an

average ηBloecker which reproduces the mass loss of Herwig (2004).

The resulting spline fits of ηBloecker in the mass-metallicity plane are shown in

Fig. 2.2. We have also added ad-hoc values for stellar models of Mini/M� = 4,

6, 7, 8 for solar and half-solar metallicity to achieve a smooth transition between

initial masses of 1 M� and 8 M�. Note that those values do not change the general

trends. Our fit follows the general assumption that ηBloecker (and with it the mass loss)
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decreases for lower metallicity (Willson 2000, atmosphere-wind models). Rosenfield

et al. (2014) recently observed in low-mass low-Z AGB stars a trend of shorter AGB

lifetimes with initial mass which is qualitatively in agreement with these fit result.

The mass loss for stellar models with initial masses of Mini/M� = 1, 3, 5, 6 at

Z = 0.0001 based on the fits is shown in Fig. 2.2.

The choice of the mass loss prescription adopted in the massive star models de-

pends on the effective temperature Teff and the surface hydrogen mass fraction X(H)

as in Glebbeek et al. (2009). For Teff ≤ 104 K we adopt the mass loss rate of de Jager,

Nieuwenhuijzen, and van der Hucht (1988). If Teff > 104 K and X(H) < 0.4 we use

the rates by Nugis and Lamers (2000). For X(H) < 0.4 the de Jager, Nieuwenhuijzen,

and van der Hucht (1988) rate transits into the Vink, de Koter, and Lamers (2001)

rate up to Teff = 1.1× 104 K and the de Jager, Nieuwenhuijzen, and van der Hucht

(1988) rate is adopted for higher Teff . The Nugis and Lamers (2000) and Vink, de

Koter, and Lamers (2001) rates depend explicitly on metallicity. See Glebbeek et al.

(2009) for further details. A correction factor of 0.8 is adopted for mass loss rates of

massive star models as deduced for MS OB stars in Maeder and Meynet (2001).

Hot-bottom burning

HBB is the activation of the CNO cycle at the hot bottom of the convective envelope in

massive and S-AGB stars (Scalo, Despain, and Ulrich 1975; Sackmann and Boothroyd

1992). Higher temperatures in the AGB envelopes at lower metallicity lead to the

activation of HBB at lower initial mass compared to AGB models of higher metallicity.

This increases the number of stars which experience HBB with decreasing metallicity.

During HBB the mixing timescale of the convective envelope τconv and burning

timescales of CNO reactions τp can reach the same order as shown for stellar model

with initial mass of 4 M� at Z = 0.0001 in Fig. 2.4. The coupling of mixing and

burning operators in stellar evolution codes allow to resolve HBB correctly. Post-

processing codes decouple mixing and burning in order to be able to solve differential

equations for large reaction networks which allow to predict heavy elements. To

model HBB in the decoupled approach it is necessary to resolve the mixing timescale

at the bottom of the convective envelope which can be extremely short compared

to the interpulse phases of tens of thousands of years. We find a convective mixing

timescale of hours in these stellar model with initial mass of 4 M� at Z = 0.0001

(Fig. 2.4). Cristallo et al. (2015) who predict heavy elements with a large network in
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their stellar evolution code approximate CNO production due to HBB with a burn-

mix-burn step.

To predict realistic CNO elements and heavy elements we have developed a

method to solve the coupled mixing and burning equations for a small network which

includes species which are affected by HBB. Simultaneously, we solve the large decou-

pled network for the whole stellar model. After each time step the coupled solution

is merged into the large network. The small network includes the CNO, NeNa and

MgAl cycles and isotopes up to 35Cl similar to Siess (2010). The comparison of the

surface C/O ratio between the coupled and the nested-network solution is shown in

Fig. 2.4. The decoupled solution overestimates the surface C/O ratio compared to

the coupled solution from MESA. Our nested-network method results in the same

evolution of the surface C/O ratio..

The final stellar yields of CNO isotopes based on the nested-network method

are similar to Herwig (2004, H04) and Karakas (2010, K10) who couple mixing and

burning (Table 2.3). Both studies do not predict s-process isotopes. Our low 12C/13C

and 12C/16O ratio in comparison with Cristallo et al. (2015, p. C15) indicates that

the mix-burn-mix time step approximation of the coupled mixing and burning in

Cristallo et al. (2015) might not be an adequate treatment of HBB nucleosynthesis.

Our nested-network solution allows to predict Li production via HBB because we

resolve the Cameron-Fowler mechanism through the coupling of mixing and burning.

To predict CNO isotopes and heavy elements we apply the nested-network method

for all stellar models which undergo HBB.

Convective boundary mixing treatment

We apply convective boundary mixing (CBM) at all convective boundaries modeled

with an exponential declining velocity field beyond the convective boundary (Freytag,

Ludwig, and Steffen 1996; Herwig 2000). A CBM efficiency of f = 0.014 is used at

all convective boundaries except for the bottom of the pulse-driven convective zone

(PDCZ) and during the third dredge-up (TDUP) of the thermal-pulse (TP)-AGB

stage. Motivated by 2D and 3D simulations of Herwig et al. (2007) a lower CBM

efficiency of fPDCZ = 0.008 is applied at the PDCZ boundary. An increased mixing

efficiency of fCE = 0.126 is applied at the bottom of the convective envelope during

the TDUP which is calibrated for low-mass stellar models to produce the 13C pocket

(Herwig, Langer, and Lugaro 2003). This approach is the same as in P16.
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The continuation of HBB during TDUP leads to a increase of the TDUP efficiency

and is referred to as hot dredge-up (HDUP, Herwig 2004; Herwig and Austin 2004).

The application of CBM at the bottom of the convective envelope results in strong

burning of the mixed protons below the envelope and extreme TDUP efficiencies in

these massive AGB models at low Z. For the calibrated value fCE = 0.126 the TDUP

penetrates into the C/O core after the sixth TP of the stellar model with initial mass

of 5 M� at Z = 0.0001 as shown in the Kippenhahn diagram in Fig. 2.3. This finding

is in agreement with Herwig (2004) who found that the HDUP can penetrate into

the C/O core and terminate the AGB phase (see also Goriely and Siess 2004). The

abundance profile during a TDUP at the bottom of the convective envelope shows

the peak of nuclear burning in the CBM region which lifts the radiative gradient and

hence leads to a deeper penetration of the envelope into the He intershell (Fig. 2.3).

The reduction of fCEB to 0.01 prevents the extreme TDUP.

The efficiency of CBM at the lower boundary of the convective envelope in mas-

sive and S-AGB is not known. Investigations of the impact of CBM efficiency on

structure and nucleosynthesis such as for S-AGB models by Jones et al. (2016a) are

required. We assume that the CBM is weakened due to buoyancy of the mixed and

burning material and that the resulting CBM efficiency is reduced. We limit CBM by

reducing fCE for stellar models with initial mass of 4 M� and above which experience

HDUP. Table 2.2 shows the choice of CBM efficiencies at different convective bound-

aries applied in this work. With this approach we prevent in these stellar models the

termination of the AGB phase due to too extreme boundary mixing.

2.2.2 Explosion

We use the semi-analytic approach for core-collapse supernova explosions of P16. The

method drives a shock off the proto-neutron star based on a mass cut derived from

Fryer et al. (2012). The mass cuts depend non-linear on initial mass and metallicity

and are available for delayed and a rapid explosion prescription. The mass coordinates

based on these models are shown in Table 2.5. For stellar models such as the stellar

model of 15 M� at Z = 0.006 the mass cut is deeper located than than the outer

layers of the Fe core as visible from the Fe-core masses in Table 2.4.

One of the big uncertainties in the yields is the position of the mass cut. The

data from Fryer et al. (2012) were based on fits to the stellar structures produced

by comparing the models from a range of stellar evolution codes (Woosley, Heger,
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and Weaver 2002; Limongi and Chieffi 2006; Young et al. 2009). These mass-cut

prescriptions were then validated against the compact remnant mass distribution

(Belczynski et al. 2012). For these stellar evolution models, the mass cut is fairly

similar for models with zero age main sequence models with masses below 25 M�.

However, in particular for the 12 M� model, the core from the MESA model is much

larger than that produced by the Kepler code. This corresponds to much higher

densities in the inner 2 M� and, with the Fryer et al. (2012) analysis, we expect the

MESA models to collapse down to a black hole rather than explode to produce a

low-mass neutron star. In part, this is caused by the use of a small network in the

MESA code during Si burning.

At earlier times, the MESA models with initial mass of 12 M� and Geneva models

with initial mass of 15 M� look very similar and, to provide a first estimate from the

yields of the MESA models, we use the mass cut and energies used for Geneva models

with initial mass of 15 M� of P16. The differences between the MESA and Geneva

models in more massive progenitors is less extreme and, for these models, we use the

same mass cut and explosion energy for both code results.

2.2.3 Nucleosynthesis code and processed data

We use the post-processing multi-zone code mppnp and the same reaction network as

in P16. The yields and overproduction factors in this work were calculated according

to Eq. (8), (9) and (10) in P16.
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Table 2.1: Mass fractions of α-enhanced isotopes for Z = 0.0001 derived from Reddy,
Lambert, and Allende Prieto (2006) and Kobayashi et al. (2006). The solar normal-
ization based on Grevesse and Noels (1993) and Lodders (2003) as introduced in Sec.
2.2.1.

Isotope [Xi/Fe] Xi
12C 0.562 1.25E-05
16O 0.886 7.41E-05

20Ne 0.5 5.75E-06
24Mg 0.411 1.51E-06
28Si 0.307 1.51E-06
32S 0.435 1.09E-05

36Ar 0.3 1.64E-07
40Ca 0.222 1.21E-07
48Ti 0.251 5.38E-09

Table 2.2: CBM efficiencies f for the diffusive CBM mechanism in the range of initial
masses M . fCE is adopted at the bottom boundary of the convective envelope while
fPDCZ is adopted at the bottom boundary of the PDCZ. ’burn’ or ’non-burn’ stand
for burning or no burning at the bottom of the respective convective zone.

M < 4 M� M ≥ 4 M�

fCE fPDCZ fCE fPDCZ

burn non-burn burn burn non-burn burn

0.014 0.126 0.008 0.0035 0.126 0.008
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Table 2.3: The final yields for the stellar model with initial mass of 4 M� at Z = 0.0001
in comparison with yields of H04, K10 and C15. Units are in M�.

specie this work H04 K10 C15
CNO isotopes

C-12 6.948E-04 4.587E-04 2.787E-03 1.274E-02
C-13 9.086E-05 4.372E-05 4.059E-04 1.856E-04
N-14 4.691E-03 1.680E-03 2.405E-02 3.405E-04
O-16 1.824E-04 3.008E-04 6.094E-04 9.350E-04

isotopic ratios
C-12/C-13 7.65 10.49 6.87 68.64
C-12/O-16 3.81 1.52 4.5 13.63

s-process isotopes
Sr-88 8.969E-10 2.238E-08
Zr-90 1.520E-10 4.399E-09

Ba-136 2.236E-11 1.029E-09
Pb-208 1.465E-10 1.284E-08

Table 2.4: Fe core mass of massive star models presented in this work. The Fe core
boundary is defined where the mass fraction of Fe, Co and Ni falls below 50%. Units
are in M�.

initial mass Z=0.02 Z=0.01 Z=0.006 Z=0.001 Z=0.0001
12 1.60 1.52 1.55 1.50 1.64
15 1.46 1.50 1.66 1.55 1.53
20 1.68 1.32 2.02 2.08 1.65
25 1.55 1.78 1.66 1.56 1.69

Table 2.5: Remnant masses of massive star models according to Fryer et al. (2012)
for the two delayed and rapid explosion prescriptions. The model with initial mass of
25 M� at Z = 0.02 based on the rapid explosion prescription collapses directly into a
black hole. Units are in M�.

initial mass Z = 0.02 Z = 0.01 Z = 0.006 Z = 0.001 Z = 0.0001
delay rapid delay rapid delay rapid delay rapid delay rapid

12 1.61 1.44 1.61 1.44 1.62 1.44 1.62 1.44 1.62 1.44
15 1.61 1.44 1.61 1.44 1.62 1.44 1.62 1.44 1.62 1.44
20 2.73 2.7 2.77 1.83 2.79 1.77 2.81 1.76 2.82 1.76
25 5.71 - 6.05 9.84 6.18 7.84 6.35 5.88 6.38 5.61
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of the 1H-free and 4He-free core boundaries for MESA rev. 3332
(Set1), 3709, 3709 with modified opacities and rev. 4631. t0 corresponds to the first
TP at the beginning of the TP-AGB phase.
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Figure 2.2: 3D spline fit of ηBloecker dependent of mass and metallicity based on
Herwig (2004) and P16 (left). The green circles represent additional ad-hoc values.
Mass loss Ṁ in M�/yr for stellar models of Z = 0.0001 based on the mass-metallicity
fits of ηBloecker (right).
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of H-free and He-free cores for fCE = 0.126 and fCE = 0.01 for
stellar models with initial mass of 5 M� at Z = 0.0001 (left). t0 marks the beginning
of the TP-AGB phase. Abundance profile and energy release due to H mixing through
the bottom of the convective envelope during HDUP at ≈ (t− t0) = 7800 yr for the
case of fCE = 0.01 (right).
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Figure 2.4: Convective turnover timescale τconv and CNO reaction timescales τp rele-
vant for HBB at the bottom of the convective envelope of the stellar model with initial
mass of 4 M� at Z = 0.0001 (top). The evolution of the surface C/O number ratio
based on the coupled solution of MESA and based on the nested-network method
(hybrid, bottom). t0 marks the beginning of the TP-AGB phase.
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2.3 Results of stellar evolution and explosion

2.3.1 General properties

Stellar evolution tracks

AGB stars

The influence of metallicity on the stellar evolution is visible in the Hertzsprung-

Russell diagram (HRD) with the stellar models with initial mass of 3 M� and 5 M�

shown in Fig. 2.5. The shift of the tracks of lower metallicity to higher luminosities

and higher surface temperatures is the result of the larger core masses and lower

opacities of the envelopes. The central temperature-density tracks of models with

initial mass of 5 M� are separated from models with initial mass of 3 M�. The central

densities ρc depend on stellar mass M as ρc ∝M−2 under the assumption of constant

temperature during each burning phase (Woosley, Heger, and Weaver 2002). Lower

metallicity models behave as models with higher initial masses which is visible in the

approach of the 3 M� tracks at low metallicities towards the 5 M� tracks.

We find He-core flashes in stellar models with Mini ≤ 1.65 M� for Z = 0.006,

Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001. First dredge-up appears at Z = 0.006 and Z = 0.001 in

all these AGB models but at Z = 0.0001 only in stellar models with Mini ≤ 2 M�. We

find second dredge-up for models with Mini ≥ 4 M� and Mini ≥ 3 M� at Z = 0.006

and Z = 0.001 respectively. Core flash, first dredge-up and second dredge-up at

Z = 0.006 show the same initial-mass dependence as the AGB models at Z = 0.01 in

P16. The dependence of average luminosity on average core mass for stellar models of

Z = 0.006, Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001 is shown in Fig. 2.10 and follows the core-mass

luminosity relationship logL(Mc) = 1.7414Mc + 2.8799 given in Blöcker (1993).

All these stellar models with initial mass of 7 M� ignite C and reach the S-AGB

stage. The stellar models with initial mass of 6 M� show C ignition and the inward

propagation of the C flame at Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001. In the stellar models

with Mini ≤ 6 M� at Z = 0.006 the convective flames have disappeared and nuclear

burning takes place under radiative conditions. For models with initial mass of 4 M�

the maximum temperatures in the C/O core do not exceed T ≈ 3× 108 K, far below

the peak temperature of T ≈ 6 × 108 K found for Mup
2 by Siess (2007). We refer

to Farmer, Fields, and Timmes (2015) for more detailed studies of the onset of C

burning in MESA.

2Mup is traditionally referred to as the lower mass of C ignition (e.g. Becker and Iben 1980)
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Stellar parameters of the TP-AGB phase for each initial mass and metallicity are

shown in Table 2.11. We present in Table 2.12 the detailed TP properties for stellar

models of Z = 0.0001. The structure evolution of models with initial mass of 3 M�,

5 M� and 7 M� at Z = 0.0001 are shown in the Kippenhahn diagrams in Fig. 2.6.

The final core mass and lifetimes for AGB models are shown in Table 2.6.

We compare stellar models with initial mass of 2 M� and 5 M� at Z = 0.001 with

models of Weiss and Ferguson (2009) who calculated models with the same initial

masses at Z = 0.004 and with α-enhanced initial abundances. The core mass of these

two stellar models at the first TP are 0.63 M� and 0.985 M� while Weiss and Ferguson

(2009) got 0.494 M� and 0.908 M�. As Pignatari et al. (2016a) we find larger core

masses compared to Weiss and Ferguson (2009). Our number of thermal pulses of the

stellar models are 14 and 32 while Weiss and Ferguson (2009) have 10 and 38. The

final surface C/O ratio of these stellar models is 3.243 and 3.379 compared to theirs

of 3.449 and 0.772. The C/O ratio of the 5 M� model is larger than one because of

the decreasing strength of HBB in the last four pulses.

The evolution of the surface C/O ratio is altered by TDUP and HBB in massive

AGB models (Lattanzio et al. 1996; Lattanzio et al. 1997; Lattanzio and Boothroyd

1997; Frost et al. 1998). The surface C/O ratios for stellar models of Z = 0.0001

in Fig. 2.8 reveal a complex behaviour. While at Z = 0.02 low mass stellar models

steadily increase their surface C/O ratio (see Fig. 4 in Pignatari et al. 2016a), at

low Z the first pulses can lead to a surface enhancement close to or even above the

He-intershell C/O ratio as shown in Fig. 2.8. Due to a steady decrease of the C/O

ratio in the He intershell over time the TDUP leads to a decline in the surface C/O

ratio. Stellar models at higher Z such as the model with initial mass of 1.65 M� at

Z = 0.001 experience only an increase of the surface C/O ratio during their evolution.

For models with higher initial mass a higher C/O intershell ratio is reached which

leads to a higher C/O surface enhancement in the non-HBB models.

The TDUP strength is described by the dredge-up parameter λDUP and shows

a strong metallicity-dependent behaviour. In Fig. 2.9 we compare the stellar models

with initial mass of 2 M� and 7 M� at Z = 0.006 and Z = 0.0001. While the 2 M�

model at Z = 0.006 is very similar to the model of 2 M� at Z = 0.01 shown in Fig. 5

of Pignatari et al. (2016a), the 2 M� model at Z = 0.0001 reaches λDUP ≈ 1, similar

to the stellar model of the same initial mass and metallicity in Herwig (2004). The

maximum of λDUP and total dredged-up mass increase up to 3 M� for Z = 0.006 and

up to 2 M� for Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001. For low-mass models both quantities
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decline towards higher initial masses (Table 2.12). In comparison, Fishlock et al.

(2014) found that the 2.5 M� and 2.75 M� models at Z = 0.001 dredge-up the most

material. In intermediate-mass stellar models we find a decrease of the total mass

dredged up in contrast to Fishlock et al. (2014) who reach another maximum at 4 M�.

Our final core masses are larger at lower Z for most stellar models which is visible

in the initial-final mass relation (IFMR) of Fig. 2.11. The core masses of models

from P16 are added for comparison. The IFMRs in Weiss and Ferguson (2009) which

spans from 1 M� to 6 M� and covers Z = 0.02 down to Z = 0.0005 show in general

a smaller final core mass than these stellar models and those by P16. The spread in

metallicity is more pronounced for these models. Our IFMR covers the upper part

of the compiled data of observed open cluster objects shown in Fig. 10 of Weiss and

Ferguson (2009). The AGB phase of the stellar model with initial mass of 1 M� at

Z = 0.0001 is terminated due to a H-ingestion event which prevents further core

growth.

Massive stars

We compare these solar-metallicity models with the MESA models of Jones et al.

(2015, J15). We show the He-free core mass, C/O core mass and final mass of stellar

models with Mini/M� = 12, 15, 20 in Table 2.7. Our models of all initial masses

agree with J15. We show in Fig. 2.5 the HRDs and Tc − ρc diagram of stellar models

with initial mass of 15 M�. We find similar trends with metallicity in the HRD as for

AGB models. The central conditions for these 15 M� models are not very sensitive

to metallicity.

P16 found the final fate of massive stellar models to be the red super giant phase

which is in agreement with Peters and Hirschi (2013). All these massive star models

experience the same phase except stellar models of 20 M� and 25 M� at Z = 0.0001.

The latter move from the blue region of the HRD in the region of yellow supergiants

but not further, similar to models of Pop III stars of (Heger and Woosley 2010). Due

to their low metallicity the stellar models with initial mass of 20 M� and 25 M� ex-

perience negligible mass loss and their intermediate convective zones have the largest

extend of all models. This leads to higher compactness which favours the blue region

of the HRD (Peters and Hirschi 2013).

All these stellar models with initial mass of 20 M� and 25 M� burn C under

radiative conditions consistent with solar-Z and PopIII models (Heger and Woosley

2010, P16). We show the lifetimes of the core-burning stages in Table 2.10. The

definition of the lifetimes are given in P16. Most burning stages and the total lifetime
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are shorter for higher initial masses and lower metallicities.

The structural differences of stellar models with initial mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.001

and Z = 0.0001 are shown in the Kippenhahn diagram in Fig. 2.7. Contacts between

convective burning shells occur in different advanced burning stages and can have ,in

particular for a complete shell merger, a profound impact on stellar structure. The

contact between the convective H-burning shell and convective He-burning shell leads

in the stellar model with initial mass of 25 M� Z = 0.0001 to a H-ingestion event.

The occurrence of shell merger is affected by considerable uncertainties (Woosley,

Heger, and Weaver 2002) and requires studies with 3D hydrodynamic simulations

(e.g. Meakin and Arnett 2007a; Jones et al. 2016c).

The final core masses of the He, CO and Si cores as well as total mass are shown in

Table 2.9. The definitions of the core masses are in P16. The total mass increases for

lower metallicity for all initial masses. We do not find a clear trend of the core masses

with metallicity. We compare the final core masses of these stellar models with initial

mass of 15 M� and 25 M� for Z = 0.006 with those of Meynet and Maeder (2002,

p. M02) at Z = 0.004 and Pignatari et al. (2016a) at Z = 0.01 in Table 2.8. Our

H-free core masses are 5.09 M� and 9.66 M� while M02 got 4.45 M� and 8.44 M�.

P16 got 4.811 M� and 9.39 M�. Our results are in better agreement with P16 who

got larger values than M02 despite of the metallicity difference. For the C/O core

we get 3.27 M� and 7.26 M� compared to 2.27 M� and 5.35 M� from M02. P16 got

2.84 M� and 6.45 M�. The mass of the Si core is 2.02 M� and 1.99 M� and P16 got

1.70 M� and 1.85 M�.

Core-collapse supernova

The explosion energy and remnant mass of a progenitor depends on the pre-SN struc-

ture. The explosion properties determine the stellar layers that are ejected and the

shock conditions. We show a profile of maximum temperatures and densities reached

during the shock passage for stellar models of Z = 0.006 and Z = 0.001 in Fig. 2.12

. The differences in shock temperature profiles of the stellar models result from the

different density profile (slopes) of the progenitor models (Herant and Woosley 1994).

The shock temperature for stellar models with initial mass of 12 M� and 15 M� at

Z = 0.006 are the largest of all metallicities. Up to Z = 0.006 stellar models with

initial mass of 15 M� reach the highest shock temperatures and densities followed by

the 12 M� models but at higher Z the trend is reversed. The pre-SN structure of these
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stellar models do not always show trends with metallicity and the same counts for the

shock temperatures. There is no trend of increasing Fe-core mass with initial mass

and metallicity and instead the stellar models with initial mass of 20 M� show the

largest Fe core masses. This is in supported by recent studies of Ugliano et al. (2012)

and Sukhbold and Woosley (2014) who imply that there is no such (continuous) com-

pactness trend with initial mass and metallicity. The maximum temperatures and

densities of these delayed explosions at Z = 0.02 are similar to those shown in Fig. 31

of P16 for stellar models with Mini/M� = 15, 20, 25. We find qualitatively the same

increase with initial mass but lower explosion temperatures except for the model with

initial mass of 25 M�. The different explosion conditions might be attributed to the

pre-SN structures which were calculated with different stellar evolution codes.

2.3.2 Features at low metallicity

H ingestion

H-ingestion episodes are found in many phases of stellar evolution such as in low and

zero-metallicity AGB models (Fujimoto, Ikeda, and Iben 2000) and in very late ther-

mal pulses in models of post-AGB stars (Herwig et al. 2011). At the first TP of the

AGB model with initial mass of 1 M� at Z = 0.0001 the PDCZ penetrates slightly

into the H-rich envelope. A strong neutron burst follows and the production of heavy

elements. In the following TP the convective He-burning zone reaches strongly out

into the convective envelope which leads to very effective H ingestion and surface en-

richment. A H-ingestion flash (HIF) with LH ≈ 1010 L� occurs. The HIF terminates

the AGB phase as shown in the Kippenhahn diagram in Fig. 2.14. The conditions are

similar to those found in Iwamoto et al. (2004).

The stellar model of 1 M� at Z = 0.006 experiences a He-shell flash when it leaves

the highly luminous horizontal evolution towards the WD cooling track. This LTP

expands and reaches out into the convective envelope which leads to H ingestion and

a born-again phase (Herwig 2001; Herwig et al. 2011). The calculation is terminated

six years after the H ingestion due to convergence problems. The H ingestion leads

in the He intershell to the production of heavy elements up to the first s-process peak

which are mixed to the surface. Due to the energy release of H burning a stable

layer forms within the PDCZ and the convective zone splits. The inefficient mass loss

together with the short time scale of years lead only to a minor contribution of heavy

elements to the total stellar yields.
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In these S-AGB models the time between TP and TDUP becomes shorter for

lower Z as reported in Jones et al. (2016a). In rare cases this leads for AGB models

below Z = 0.01 to H ingestion into the PDCZ We find H ingestion during the 29th

TP of the stellar model with initial mass of 7 M� at Z = 0.001. This leads to

neutron densities of up to Nn = 1012cm−3 in the deepest layers of the PDCZ for

about five days. The splitting of the PDCZ due to H burning prevents the transport

of material from the deep layers to the surface. An efficient envelope enrichment of

heavy elements is limited due to the small He-intershell mass and the small amounts

of dredged-up material compared to the initially massive AGB envelope (Jones et al.

2016a). Element nucleosynthesis of HIFs do not contribute significantly to the stellar

yields.

Stellar models of 20 M� and 25 M� of Z = 0.0001 experience H ingestion at the

beginning of convective C shell burning and during O shell burning respectively. At

higher metallicity we find H ingestion in the stellar model with initial mass of 20 M� at

Z = 0.001 and in the stellar model of 12 M� at Z = 0.006. In both models H ingestion

events occur during Si shell burning. The bottom of the convective envelope which

reaches into the convective He shell is modeled without CBM in all four massive

star models. The penetration into the convective He-burning layer is visible for the

model of 25 M� at Z = 0.0001 in Fig. 2.7. The resulting energy release leads to the

formation of two extended convective regions which persist until collapse. We find at

the bottom of the He-shell convective zone neutron densities close to Nn = 1011cm−3

which remain for days until core collapse. There is only a minor production of heavy

elements but lighter elements such as F are effectively produced and contribute a

relevant fraction of the total stellar yields. The mixing between the H-burning shell

and He-burning shell in massive stars have been reported for models at low Z in

Woosley and Weaver (1995), for Pop III models in Heger and Woosley (2010) and for

rotating models in Hirschi (2007).

Herwig et al. (2011) and Herwig et al. (2014) who investigated the post-AGB star

Sakurai’s object with 3D hydrodynamic simulations showed that the stellar evolution

assumptions of spherical symmetry and the approximation of mixing via mixing length

theory of convection might not be sufficient to describe the flow properties of the

ingested H. This suggests to study the H-ingestion events found in this work with 3D

hydrodynamics simulations.
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Hot bottom burning

The temperature at the bottom of the convective envelope TCEB increases with in-

creasing initial mass and for most initial masses increases with decreasing metallicity

(Fig. 2.10) and reaches up to TCEB = 233.9 MK. In S-AGB models with initial mass

of 7 M� at Z = 0.0001 and Z = 0.006 temperatures reach more than TCEB = 150

MK which allows the activation of the NeNa and MgAl cycles. The stellar model

with initial mass of 3 M� at Z = 0.0001 reaches TCEB = 40 MK which leads to HBB.

Models of the same mass but of higher Z do not experience HBB (Table 2.11). The

threshold initial mass for HBB in Ventura et al. (2013) was found to be 3 M� at

Z = 0.0003 and 3.5 M� at Z = 0.008 which is similar to these values. HBB is active

in stellar models of masses as low as 3 M� in agreement with models of Z = 0.001 of

Fishlock et al. (2014).

Effects of HDUP and dredge-out

Herwig (2004) find that HDUP is characterized by extreme H-burning luminosities

LH during the TDUP. For stellar models with Mini ≤ 4 M� and Z = 0.0001 LH

often exceeds the peak He-burning luminosities. Under the most extreme conditions

in models with initial mass of 6 M� and 7 M� we find LH > 109L�. At higher

metallicities LH is lower. With reduced CBM (see Sec. 2.2.1) less H is mixed down

into the He intershell which decreases the size of 13C pockets. The 13C-pocket size

decreases with initial mass and reaches for S-AGB models down to 10−7 M� at Z =

0.0001. Dredge-out is found in the most massive AGBs models during second DUP

when the convective He-burning shell grows in mass and merges with the convective

envelope. This leads to the enrichment of the surface with products of He-shell

burning (Ritossa, Garćıa-Berro, and Iben 1999). The entrained H ignites as a flash.

H-burning and mixing timescales can become comparable (Gil-Pons and Doherty

2010; Jones et al. 2016a). We find dredge-out in S-AGB models with initial mass of

7 M� at Z=0.001 and Z=0.0001. The flash at Z = 0.0001 produces up to LH ≈ 108 L�.

The maximum H-burning luminosities agree well with Jones et al. (2016a). Our stellar

models with dredge-out are of lower initial mass than the lower initial mass limit of

dredge-out of ≈ 9 M� and above as reported by Gil-Pons and Doherty (2010).
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Carbon flame quenching in S-AGB stars

In these S-AGB model with initial mass of 7 M� at Z = 0.006 the propagation of

the C flame toward the center is quenched as shown in Fig. 2.13 (Denissenkov et al.

2013). The result is a hybrid core. It consists of a inner C-O core of ≈ 0.145 M�

surrounded by thicker layers of O, Ne and Mg. For stellar models with initial mass of

7 M� the first C-burning flash occurs at Z = 0.0001 closer to the center than at higher

metallicity. The C-burning front propagates outwards via a sequence of additional

flashes (Fig. 2.13). The location of the first C ignition is located further outwards

for models of higher metallicity due to the higher degeneracy of the core (Garćıa-

Berro, Ritossa, and Iben 1997; Siess 2007). The onset of C burning coincides with

the beginning of the second DUP for the stellar model with initial mass of 7 M� at

Z = 0.006. At higher metallicity the C burning starts earlier than at lower metallicity.

The difference in metallicity has a qualitatively similar effect on convective C burning

as the difference in initial mass between 7.6 M� and 9 M� shown in Fig. 3 in Farmer,

Fields, and Timmes (2015). Possible implications of hybrid WD’s are discussed in

Denissenkov et al. (2015).
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Table 2.6: Final core masses Mfinal and total lifetime τtotal for Z = 0.0001. We provide
tables for other metallicities online.

initial mass MFinal τtotal

[ M�] [ M�] [yr]
1.0 0.592 5.670E+09
1.65 0.637 1.211E+09
2.0 0.665 6.972E+08
3.0 0.852 2.471E+08
4.0 0.905 1.347E+08
5.0 0.992 8.123E+07
6.0 1.125 5.642E+07
7.0 1.272 4.217E+07

Table 2.7: Comparison of the He core mass (M75%
α ), CO core mass (MCO) and final

core mass (Mfinal) of this work with J15. Core masses are in M�.

initial mass 12 M� 15 M� 20 M�
this work J15 this work J15 this work J15

M75%
α 4.76 4.76 6.77 6.77 9.13 9.13

MCO 2.99 2.99 4.65 4.65 6.82 6.82
MFinal 12.15 12.15 15.40 15.40 12.81 12.82

Table 2.8: Comparison of the He core mass (M75%
α ), CO core mass (MCO) and Si core

mass MSi of this work with M02 and P16. Core masses are in M�.

initial mass 15 M� 25 M�
this work M02 P16 this work M02 P16

M75%
α 5.09 4.45 4.81 9.66 8.44 9.39

MCO 3.27 2.27 2.84 7.26 5.35 6.45
MSi 2.02 1.7 1.99 1.85
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Table 2.9: Core masses for massive star models. For each model the final core mass
(Mfinal), He core mass (M75%

α ), CO core mass (MCO) and Si core mass (MSi) are
shown. Values with ∗ were taken at maximum of the sum of Si+Ar+Ca+Ti. Core
masses are in M�.

initial mass MFinal M75%
α MCO MSi MFinal M75%

α MCO MSi

Z = 0.02 Z = 0.01
12.0 11.09 3.427 2.014 1.600 10.95 3.665 2.182 1.607
15.0 12.15 4.760 2.989 1.551 13.36 4.946 3.134 1.615
20.0 15.40 6.768 4.651 2.142 17.11 7.209 5.069 1.356
25.0 12.81 9.129 6.815 1.550∗ 19.73 9.394 7.056 1.808

Z = 0.006 Z = 0.001
12.0 10.71 3.861 2.295 1.617 11.92 4.015 2.392 1.710∗

15.0 14.07 5.090 3.265 2.018 14.88 5.231 3.325 1.789
20.0 18.56 7.303 5.158 2.219 19.74 7.567 5.414 2.081
25.0 20.65 9.664 7.264 1.985 24.59 9.715 7.096 2.008

Z = 0.0001
12.0 11.96 4.142 2.496 1.637
15.0 14.97 5.275 3.341 1.837
20.0 19.98 6.429 5.100 1.653∗

25.0 24.96 9.652 6.977 1.982

Table 2.10: Lifetimes of major central burning stages of massive star models. Shown
are lifetimes for H burning, τH, He burning, τHe, C burning, τC, Ne burning τNe, O
burning, τO, Si burning, τSi, and the total lifetime of the stellar models, τtotal. Times
in yr. The complete table is available online.

Model τH τHe τC τNe τO τSi τtotal
Z = 0.02

12 1.742E+07 1.669E+06 1.046E+04 1.046E+01 2.973E+00 1.895E-01 1.935E+07
15 1.243E+07 1.250E+06 1.835E+03 2.829E+00 1.361E+00 8.840E-02 1.386E+07
20 8.687E+06 8.209E+05 1.270E+02 1.811E+00 7.086E-01 5.071E-02 9.596E+06
25 6.873E+06 6.426E+05 2.525E+02 5.303E-01 1.390E-01 1.385E-02 7.585E+06
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of HRD’s (left) and central temperatures Tc and densities ρc
(right) for AGB models with initial mass of 3 M� and 5 M� and massive star models
with initial mass of 15 M� for Z = 0.006, Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001. Pe,R and Pe,deg
denote the pressure for a non-degenerate ideal gas and non-relativistic degenerate gas.
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Figure 2.6: Kippenhahn diagrams of a AGB model with initial mass of 3 M� at
Z = 0.0001 with its pre-AGB phase (top, left) and TP-AGB phase (top, right).
Grey areas mark the convective zones. The H-free and He-free core boundaries are
displayed by blue solid and green dashed lines. The TP-AGB phase of a massive
AGB model with initial mass of 5 M� (bottom, left) and S-AGB model with initial
mass of 7 M� (bottom, right) at Z = 0.0001 are shown.
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Figure 2.7: Kippenhahn diagrams for two stellar models with initial mass of 25 M�
at Z = 0.001 (left) and Z = 0.0001 (right). Convective zones are marked as gray
areas. The purple solid line and green dashed line represent H-free and He-free cores
respectively. The red dot-dashed line represent the C-free core. t∗ is the time until
the infall velocity reaches 1000km/s. Also displayed is the nuclear energy generation
εnuc. The specific energy loss rate due to neutrino production via nuclear reaction εν
is subtracted.

Figure 2.8: Surface C/O ratio versus total stellar mass for Z = 0.0001 (left). The He
intershell and surface C/O ratio for each TP of two stellar models with initial mass
of 1.65 M� and 2 M�.
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Figure 2.9: Metallicity dependence of the DUP parameter λ shown at the example
of low-mass AGB models and a S-AGB models with initial masses of 2 M� and 7 M�
for Z = 0.0001 and Z = 0.006.

Figure 2.10: Average luminosity versus average core mass of the TP-AGB stage for
stellar models at Z = 0.006, 0.001 and 0.0001 in comparison with the core-luminosity
relation (CMLF, left). Maximum temperature at the bottom of the convective enve-
lope TCEB versus final core mass during the AGB evolution (right).
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Figure 2.11: Initial-final mass relation for AGB models of this work with AGB models
at Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.01 from P16.

Figure 2.12: Maximum temperature T9 and density ρ of each zone during the CCSN
explosion for massive star models of different initial masses at Z = 0.006 and Z =
0.001.
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Figure 2.13: Kippenhahn diagrams of the core evolution of two S-AGB models with
initial mass of 7 M� at Z = 0.006 (left) and Z = 0.0001 (right). t∗ represents the
time until the first thermal pulse. For more details see Fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.14: H-ingestion in the AGB model with initial mass of 1 M� at Z = 0.0001.
The H ingestion during the second thermal pulse terminates the TP-AGB phase. t0
is the time of the appearance of the PDCZ.
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2.4 Post-processing nucleosynthesis results

This section complements P16 (Z ≥ 0.01) and focusses on results obtained for Z ≤
0.006. The discussion includes the weak and main s process (Käppeler, Beer, and

Wisshak 1989; Straniero et al. 1995; Gallino et al. 1998; Käppeler et al. 2011), the α-

process (Woosley and Hoffman 1992; Magkotsios et al. 2010) and p process (Rayet et

al. 1995; Arnould and Goriely 2003). Overproduction factors provide a quick overview

of which stellar models at which metallicity contribute which elements (Figs. 2.15

through 2.22). We distinguish between yields only from stellar winds, wind yields

plus pre-SN yields and the final yields which include wind yields plus SN yields (P16).

Final yields are shown for Z = 0.0001 in Table 2.13, and all others are available online.

The odd-even effect increases in model predictions with decreasing metallicity

(Truran and Arnett 1971). We find this odd-even effect of different strength for

intermediate elements in the massive star models (Fig. 2.24).

2.4.1 Dredge-up and dredge-out

In the AGB models with initial mass of 1.65 M� He originates mostly from the first

dredge-up. For higher initial masses the contribution of the second dredge-up in-

creases while the contribution of the first dredge-up decreases. Stellar models of

the same initial mass experience deeper first dredge-up at higher metallicity. The

initial mass above which the second dredge-up is responsible for most He is 2 M� at

Z = 0.0001 and 3 M� at Z = 0.006. The largest overproduction of He of AGB models

occurs at the highest initial masses.

C is primary produced during He burning in AGB models and massive star models

(Herwig 2004; Woosley and Weaver 1995). The overproduction factors of AGB models

peak at the initial mass of 2 M� for Z = 0.006 and Z = 0.001 and at the initial mass

of 1.65 M� for Z = 0.0001 (Fig. 2.25). The total amount of dredged-up material

reaches a maximum in these three initial stellar models (Table 2.11). The largest

overproduction factors of AGB models are slightly larger than those found in massive

star models. We find dredge-out (Ritossa, Garćıa-Berro, and Iben 1999) in stellar

models with initial mass of 7 M� at Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001 where it is the main

source of surface enrichment of C.

O is primarily produced in AGB models in the He intershell and during He- and

Ne-burning layers of massive star models (Woosley, Heger, and Weaver 2002). The
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CBM prescription applied in these AGB models at the bottom of the PDCZ (Herwig

et al. 2007) leads to O enhancement in the He intershell of X(16O) ≈ 15% compared

to 2% without CBM (Herwig 2005). In these AGB models O is mostly produced

at low initial masses where it is dredged up from the He intershell (Fig. 2.25). The

largest overproduction factors of O in AGB models are at the initial mass of 2 M�

at Z = 0.006 and Z = 0.001. At Z = 0.0001 the stellar model of 1.65 M� has the

largest overproduction factor of O.

2.4.2 HBB nucleosynthesis

Li is produced during HBB through the Cameron-Fowler mechanism in massive AGB

models (TCEB ≥ 30MK, Cameron and Fowler 1971; Sackmann and Boothroyd 1992).

We improved over the approach of P16 and resolve the simultaneous burning and

mixing of CNO isotopes while still including all heavy species in the calculation (Sect.

2.3.2). Li is effectively produced in all these massive AGB models and the largest

yields for each metallicity result from these most massive AGB models (Fig. 2.15 to

Fig. 2.19).

HBB in AGB models synthesizes large amounts of primary N while the pre-

explosive CN cycle in the external He-rich layers produce most N in massive star

models which is secondary (Woosley, Heger, and Weaver 2002). The overproduction

factors of N strongly increase for these stellar models with initial mass above 3 M�

at Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001 due to HBB (Fig. 2.25). The production of N increases

in stellar models at lower metallicity due to the larger temperatures at the bottom of

the convective envelope TCEB (Table 2.11).

In these most massive AGB models the activation of the (complete) CNO cycle at

TCEB ≈ 80 MK due to HBB leads to effective O destruction (Fig. 2.25) as in Ventura

et al. (2013). More efficient destruction of O occurs at lower Z due to higher TCEB.

The highest overproduction factors of all these stellar models are found in the massive

star models where most production takes place in the pre-SN stage. In the massive

star models the amount of O increases with initial mass up to 20 M� while at 25 M�

large parts of the O shell are not ejected due to fallback (Fig. 2.25).

2.4.3 C/Si zone and n process

Neutron-rich isotopes are produced in the He shell and upper part of the C shell via

the n process during the explosive nucleosynthesis of massive star models (Thiele-
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mann, Arnould, and Hillebrandt 1979; Rauscher et al. 2002). In these layers O is

transformed through α-chains into isotopes up to 28Si which leads to the formation of

a C/Si zone (Pignatari et al. 2013a). We find the C/Si zone in all these massive star

models. As fallback in the most massive stellar models with initial mass of 25 M� pre-

vents the ejection of deeper layers the more external located C/Si zone and n-process

nucleosynthesis become more relevant for the total production. In the stellar model

with initial mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.006 the largest contribution to the neutron-rich
40Ar originates from the n process in the C/Si zone.

The C/Si zone in the stellar model at Z = 0.006 is broader in mass and the

efficiency of the n process is larger than in the stellar model at Z = 0.0001 (Fig. 2.29).

The efficiency of the n process production decreases with metallicity as indicated in

the decrease of the yields of its tracer 30Si in stellar models with initial mass of 25 M�.

2.4.4 Shell merger nucleosynthesis

During Si shell burning convective O-C shell mergers occur in the massive star models

with initial mass of 12 M�, 15 M�, 20 M� at Z = 0.01 and 15 M� at Z = 0.02. In

these models the convective O shell increases in mass and touches the C-shell. C-shell

material is mixed into the O shell until both convective shells fully merge. Burning

of the ingested Ne results in large overproduction factors of the odd-Z elements P, Cl,

K and Sc in Fig. 2.20 (Ritter et al. 2017, in prep.)

In the stellar model with initial mass of 20 M� at Z = 0.01 the convective Si

burning shell grows in mass until it reaches the C shell. In the following merger of

the convective Si-O shell and convective C shell Fe-peak elements are transported out

of the deeper layers which fall back onto the remnant during CCSN. This boosts the

production of Fe peak elements, in particular Cr (Fig. 2.20).

The stellar evolution assumptions of these stellar models such as the approxima-

tion of spherical symmetry do not describe accurately the interaction of convective

C, O and Si burning shells (Meakin and Arnett 2006b; Arnett and Meakin 2011).

Instead, 3D hydrodynamic simulations are required to analyze the dynamics of the

convective shells and the nucleosynthesis and will be discussed in more detail in Ritter

et al. (2017, in prep. , Chapter 5).
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2.4.5 Fe-peak elements

The synthesis of Fe-peak elements are largely independent of the initial metallicity

(Woosley, Heger, and Weaver 2002). The odd-even effect decreases for Fe-peak nuclei

in these massive star models such as in the stellar model with initial masses of 12 M�

(Fig. 2.24). Fallback leads to a lower amount of Fe-peak elements ejected these stellar

models with initial mass of 20 M� and prevents any Fe ejection in stellar models with

initial mass of 25 M� (Fig. 2.20 to Fig. 2.22). In the stellar model with initial mass

of 15 M� the ratio of explosive production to pre-SN production of Fe peak elements

increases towards lower metallicity (Fig. 2.23). In contrast, for stellar models with

initial mass of 20 M� we find for the model of Z = 0.006 the largest ratio which

might be due to the larger cores mass of this model (Si core mass in Table 2.9).

To the production of Fe-peak elements in explosive Si burning comes a significant

contribution from α-rich freeze-out in stellar models with initial mass of 12 M� and

15 M� (Section 2.4.7). The interplay of the core masses at collapse (Table 2.9) and

the effect of fallback (Table 2.5 results in large variations of the Fe-peak elements

with initial mass and metallicity.

2.4.6 H-ingestion nucleosynthesis

Li is effectively produced due to H ingestion events in the massive star models with

initial mass of 20 M� and 25 M� at Z = 0.0001 (Fig. 2.22). The amount of Li pro-

duced in the stellar model of 25 M� is similar to the production in the most massive

AGB models at Z = 0.0001. An initial Li abundance well below the Li plateau was

unintentionally adopted in these stellar models which does not affect the Li produc-

tion. The burning of ingested H produces to the most N of all stellar models at

Z = 0.0001. At higher metallicity hot-bottom burning AGB models are the largest

producer. The explosion further increases the amount of N in the layers enriched

by the ingested H in stellar model with initial mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.0001 of this

work similar to massive star models at low-Z (Woosley and Weaver 1995) and Pop

III models (Heger and Woosley 2010). The radiative envelopes of both stellar models

prevent surface enrichment.

As previously reported by Pignatari et al. (2015) 15N is effectively produced in the

region of pre-SN H ingestion during the explosive nucleosynthesis in models of this

work. Relative to its pre-SN abundance 15N is orders of magnitude more produced

than 14N as visible in the ratio of SN yields to pre-SN yields of these stellar model
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with initial mass of 20 M� in Fig. 2.23. The ingestion events might be a relevant

source of primary production of 14N and 15N at low Z in contrast to rotating massive

star models (e.g. Hirschi 2007) which fail to produce the 14N/15N ratio observed in

the Sun (Pignatari et al. 2015). 19F is efficiently produced through 15N(α,γ)19F in

these stellar model with initial mass of 25 M� (Fig. 2.22).

In the first TP of the stellar model with initial mass of 1 M� at Z = 0.0001 the

ingestion of H leads efficient production of heavy elements up to Pb. During the

second TP the PDCZ growths in mass and reaches out into the convective envelope

(Fig. 2.14). Heavy elements are transported to the surface which results in large

overproduction factors from the first s-process peak up to Pb (Fig. 2.19).

2.4.7 α process

Matter in nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) during the CCSN explosion which ex-

perience fast expansion and cooling experiences an α-rich freeze-out (Woosley, Arnett,

and Clayton 1973; Woosley and Hoffman 1992). Such α-rich freeze out conditions

are reached in these stellar models with initial mass of 12 M� and 15 M� (Fig. 2.26).

A larger α-rich freeze-out layer formed during the explosive nucleosynthesis of the

stellar models with initial mass of 15 M� compared to the stellar models with initial

mass of 12 M� leads to a stronger production of Fe-peak elements compared to the

production in explosive Si burning. The NSE layers in the stellar models with initial

mass of 15 M� produce elements up to Mo in agreement with P16 (their Fig. 24).

The massive star models of lower initial mass produce only elements up to Ge and

Br at Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.001 respectively (Fig. 2.26). At lower metallicity heavier

elements are produced in the NSE region than in stellar models of higher metallicity

(Fig. 2.26).

2.4.8 Weak s-process

The weak s process takes place at the end of core He-burning and during the convective

C shell burning in massive star models and is metallicity dependent (e.g. Prantzos,

Hashimoto, and Nomoto 1990; Käppeler, Beer, and Wisshak 1989; Käppeler et al.

2011). We compare the heavy element production up to the first s-process peak which

results from the weak s process these stellar models with initial mass of 25 M� with

element production from the main s process these models with initial mass of 3 M�

and 5 M� for Z = 0.006, Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001 (Fig. 2.27). The weak s-process
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production is overall the largest at Z = 0.006 but drops for lower metallicities due

to the lower amounts of Fe seeds and poisoning through the initially enhanced 16O.

The latter is known to reduce the s-process efficiency drastically (Baraffe, El Eid, and

Prantzos 1992; Pignatari and Gallino 2007). The overproduction factors of elements

above As in the massive star model at Z = 0.0001 are below those of the AGB models

(Fig. 2.27).

The overproduction factors of the s-only isotopes 70Ge, 76Se, 80,82Kr and 86,87Sr of

the stellar models with initial mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.006, Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001

show the strong decrease in the s-process efficiency below Z = 0.001 (Fig. 2.28). In

these massive star models most production of 70Ge takes place in the pre-explosive

nucleosynthesis as indicated by the overproduction factors of the pre-explosive ejecta

compared to the explosive ejecta for the model at Z = 0.006 (Fig. 2.28). In stellar

models of lower initial mass the explosive nucleosynthesis produces further 70Ge which

increases the overproduction factors of the explosive ejecta over that of the pre-

explosive ejecta. The strong production in the stellar model with initial mass of

15 M� origins from a shocked thin Fe core layer.

2.4.9 Main s-process

The main s process takes place in the 13C-pocket of low-mass AGB stars and in

the PDCZ of massive AGB stars and is of secondary nature (Gallino et al. 1998;

Busso, Gallino, and Wasserburg 1999). In these AGB models the 13C-pocket size

M13C depends on the efficiency of the CBM and decreases at Z = 0.0001 from the

M13C ≈ 10−5 M� in the model with initial mass of 2 M� to M13C ≈ 10−8 M� in the

model with initial mass of 7 M�. M13C in model of 2 M� is similar to the size of

2− 3× 10−5 M� as in Lugaro et al. (2003) and P16. The decreasing pocket size with

initial mass leads to a drastic decrease of s-process production in massive AGB and

S-AGB models.

We compare the overproduction factors of heavy elements of these low-mass AGB

models, massive AGB models and S-AGB models with AGB models of Z = 0.02

from P16 (Fig. 2.31). In stellar models with initial mass of 1 M� at Z = 0.006 and

Z = 0.001 inefficient TDUP leads to little surface enrichment except for the model

at Z = 0.0001 which experiences H ingestion (Section 2.4.6). For stellar models

with Mini ≤ 2 M� the total dredged-up mass MD increases with initial mass which

leads to an increase of the overproduction factors of heavy elements with initial mass
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(Table 2.12). The overproduction factors of peak s-proces elements tend to decrease

for Mini > 3 M� because of the larger envelope masses dilute the heavy elements, a

decrease of MD and smaller 13C pockets (Table 2.12).

With decreasing metallicity lower initial masses have the largest overproduction

factors (Fig. 2.31). The largest overproduction factors of Sr and Pb are present in

low-mass AGB models with initial masses below 4 M�. The overproduction factors

are the largest around Zr at the first s-process peak due to efficient production of 96Zr

in the TP of AGB models with initial mass of 3 M�, 4 M� and 5 M� (Fig. 2.31). Rb

is also efficient produced in the TP of massive AGB stars and its ratio to Sr, which

is mostly produced in low-mass AGB models, increases from low-mass AGB stars to

massive AGB stars. At lower metallicity the higher pulse temperature TPDCZ results

in a larger Rb/Sr ratio in the stellar models with initial mass of 2 M� (Fig. 2.31).
87Rb and 88Sr have the largest overproduction factors in models of 4 M� at Z =

0.006 in agreement with models of the same initial mass at Z = 0.01 of P16. 208Pb

has the highest overproduction factors in the stellar model with initial mass of 3 M�

at Z = 0.006 in agreement with AGB models at Z = 0.01 of P16.

2.4.10 p-process

The p process takes place in explosive Ne and O burning of CCSN models where heavy

seed nuclei are destroyed through photo-disintegration and proton capture (Woosley

and Howard 1978). In the massive star models presented here the lightest p nuclei
74Se, 78Kr and 84Sr are more strongly produced than most heavier p-process isotopes

in stellar models with initial mass up to 20 M� (Fig. 2.30). These isotopes are formed

in the deepest layers of explosive O burning due to their light masses and strong

fallback prevents any production of 74Se, 78Kr and 84Sr in the massive star models

with initial mass of 25 M�. In the latter models only the heaviest p nuclei such as
180Ta and 180W are ejected.

Models with initial mass of 15 M� produce the majority of p-process isotopes

from the α-rich freeze-out layers. For increasing metallicity the relative contribution

of the α-rich freeze-out material to the total amount of produced 74Se, 78Kr and 84Sr

decreases. At Z = 0.006 the production in α-rich freeze-out layers of the model of

15 M� would become negligible. But in this model an additional production of light

p nuclei takes place in a shocked and ejected thin Fe core layer.

The dominant production of 92,94Mo, including contributions to 96,98Ru, occurs in
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the same α-rich freeze-out layers as 74Se, 78Kr and 84Sr. Heavier p-process isotopes

are mostly produced in O and Ne shell burning of these massive star models which is

the only p-process site in stellar models with initial mass of 20 M� and 25 M� because

of the lack of α-rich freeze-out layers. In stellar models with initial mass of 20 M� we

find larger production than in those of 12 M� (Fig. 2.30).
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Figure 2.15: Overproduction factors versus charge number of final yields of AGB
models at Z = 0.02 with stellar models with initial mass of 1.65 M�, 2 M�, 3 M�,
4 M� and 5 M� of P16.
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Figure 2.16: Overproduction factors versus charge number of final yields of AGB
models at Z = 0.01 with stellar models with initial mass of 1.65 M�, 2 M�, 3 M�,
4 M� and 5 M� of P16.
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Figure 2.17: Overproduction factors versus charge number of final yields of AGB
models at Z = 0.006.
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Figure 2.18: Overproduction factors versus charge number of final yields of AGB
models at Z = 0.001.
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Figure 2.19: Overproduction factors versus charge number of final yields of AGB
models at Z = 0.0001.
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Figure 2.20: Overproduction factors of final yields massive star models at Z = 0.02
(top) and Z = 0.01 (bottom).
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Figure 2.21: Overproduction factors versus charge number of massive star models at
Z = 0.006 (top) and Z = 0.001 (bottom).
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Figure 2.22: Overproduction factors versus charge number of final yields of massive
star models at Z = 0.0001.
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Figure 2.23: Ratio of SN to pre-SN yields versus charge number of stellar models
with initial mass of 15 M� and 20 M� for Z = 0.02, Z = 0.006 and Z = 0.0001.
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Figure 2.25: Overproduction factors of C, N, and O versus initial mass of final yields of
AGB models and massive star models. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the values
0.5, 1 and 2. Included are AGB yields for Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.01 from P16. Plots for
all stable elements and many isotopes at all metallicities presented in this work are
available online at http://nugridstars.org/data-and-software/yields/set-1.

http://nugridstars.org/data-and-software/yields/set-1
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Figure 2.26: Overproduction factors versus charge number for stellar models with
initial mass of 12 M� and 15 M� at Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001. Shown are the
production factors of final yields under the assumption of fallback of the layers which
went into NSE (no NSE).
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Figure 2.27: Comparison of overproduction factors versus charge of stellar models
with initial mass of 3 M� and 5 M� (main s-process) and of stellar models with initial
mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.006, 0.001 and 0.0001 (weak s process).
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Figure 2.28: Overproduction factors versus mass number of final yields of stars with
initial mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.006, Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001 with focus on
the weak s-only isotopes 70Ge, 76Se,80,82Kr and 86,87Sr (left). The overproduction
factors versus initial mass of 70Ge at Z = 0.006 for stellar wind ejecta (solid line),
pre-explosive ejecta (small circles) and explosive ejecta (large circles) with delayed
explosion prescription (right). Plots for all stable elements and many isotopes at all
metallicities including delayed and rapid explosion prescriptions are available online
at http://nugridstars.org/data-and-software/yields/set-1.

Figure 2.29: Abundance profiles of the C/Si zones after the passage of the SN shock
for stellar models with initial mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.006 (left) and Z = 0.0001
(right). Shown are the α-chain isotope 28Si and the n-process isotopes 29,30Si.

http://nugridstars.org/data-and-software/yields/set-1
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Figure 2.30: Overproduction factors versus mass number of p-process isotopes and
their metallicity-dependence of massive star models with initial mass of 12 M� and
20 M�.
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2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Resolution of AGB models

In AGB models the H and He shells become hotter and thinner with increasing initial

mass and decreasing metallicity. This makes it challenging to model the bottom of

the convective envelope and its boundary in massive AGB stars (Siess 2010). To

model the effect of HDUP a high time and spatial resolution at the bottom of the

convective envelope is required In order to resolve the 13C pocket down to the size of

M13C ≈ 10−7 M� as in these most massive S-AGB models further resolution refine-

ment below the convective boundary is necessary. We achieve a moderate resolution

of the envelope boundary and 13C pocket for stellar models with Mini ≥ 4 M� with

the same adaptive mesh refinement as in P16.

To analyze the dependence of the final yields of the stellar model with initial mass

of 4 M� at Z = 0.0001 on resolution we compare a high-resolution calculation with

up to ≈ 1.8×104 zones with the calculation with moderate resolution of below 2×103

zones. The low-resolution model produces two times more elements at Z≈50 than the

high-resolution model. The element production increases towards heavier elements

up to a factor of 6.7 for Bi and Pb (Fig. 2.32) which is due to the moderate resolution

of the convective boundary regions and the 13C pockets.

The heavy element production in the 13C pocket for stellar models with initial mass

above 4 M� decreases strongly due to a rapidly decreasing 13C-pocket size (Fig. 2.17

to Fig. 2.19). For all AGB models with Mini > 3 M� we find TPDCZ > 300 MK

(Table 2.11) which is high enough to activate the 22Ne(α,n) reaction. In these stellar

models with initial mass above 4 M� the PDCZ becomes the main production site of

first-peak s-process elements (Fig. 2.17 to Fig. 2.19). The impact of the 13C-pocket

resolution on the yields of s-process elements in these stellar models is low.

2.5.2 Resolution of massive star models

The post-processing code does not fully resolve the core He-burning phase in these

massive star models. The C/O ratio at the end of the core He-burning differs from

stellar evolution calculations by a factor of ≈ 30% at Z = 0.02 and ≈ 50% at

Z = 0.0001. The largest absolute differences exist at Z = 0.02 because the the C/O

ratio decreases with metallicity.

To analyze the impact of the C/O ratio difference on the weak s process we have
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selected a massive star model with Z = 0.02 which shows stronger weak s-process

production compared to stars at lower Z. The stellar model with initial mass of

15 M� at Z = 0.02 shows the largest relative difference of 32% compared to other

massive star models at Z = 0.02 and does not show a relevant contribution from the

explosive nucleosynthesis to the weak s-process isotopes. Models with higher initial

masses which favour weak s process show a strong decrease of the relative C/O ratio

difference by about a factor two and three for models with initial mass of 20 M�

and 25 M�. To converge the C/O ratio of the core He-burning of the stellar model

of 15 M� during post-processing we have developed a sub-time step method for the

post-processing code.

We compare the final yield ratios of the converged stellar model with the under-

resolved stellar model in Fig. 2.33. The largest differences are for weak s-process

elements with up to a factor of three. This difference is within the uncertainty which

results from the explosion mechanism: the difference between delay and rapid explo-

sion prescription. The difference in yields between the resolved and under-resolved

stellar model is similar to the difference between these yields and those of P16 (see

Sect. 2.5.3).

To analyze the effect of resolution on the stellar evolution simulation of massive

stars we calculate a stellar model with initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.02 with a

factor between about two and ten higher resolved He core-burning phase than the

under-resolved model. We find that the He core is smaller at higher resolution as

visible in Fig. 2.34. A major O-C shell merger which is present in the under-resolved

model disappears at higher resolution. This could indicate that the massive star

models are not properly resolved. The late stage of massive star models is affected

by larger uncertainties related to the treatment of convection and CBM. Convective

burning shells need to be understood with multi-D hydrodynamic simulations since

1-D simulations fail to describe the flow properties of the violent convective motions

present in 2D and 3D simulations (Meakin and Arnett 2006b; Herwig et al. 2014; Jones

et al. 2016a). We refrain from calculating higher resolution models since physics in the

late stage of massive star evolution requires further input from multi-D simulations.

We conclude that the effect of the low resolution of these massive star models adds

to the large uncertainties already present.
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2.5.3 Comparison with stellar yields in literature

Significant efforts have been made over the years to create yield sets of various metal-

licities of AGB and S-AGB models. Recent works are Karakas (2010), Siess (2010),

the FRUITY database (Cristallo et al. 2011; Cristallo et al. 2015), Lugaro et al.

(2012), Ventura et al. (2013), Fishlock et al. (2014) and Doherty et al. (2014). Others

have published AGB and massive star yields such as the Padova group (Portinari,

Chiosi, and Bressan 1998; Marigo 2001b).

We compare yields of the AGB model with initial mass of 2 M� at Z = 0.0001 of

this work with yields of models of the same initial mass and metallicity from Herwig

(2004, H04), Karakas (2010, K10) and Straniero, Cristallo, and Piersanti (2014, S14)

in Table 2.14. For the isotopes 12C and 14N we find yields between those of K10 and

S14 and within a factor two of those of H04. The strong production of 16O compared

to K10 and S14 might be due to the choice of the CBM applied in the He intershell

(Herwig 2005). H04 get about 2.5 times lower O yield with the application of the same

CBM efficiency. In this work s-process isotopes are less produced than in S14. The

yield of 88Sr of the AGB model of this work is roughly 50% lower than of S14. The

yields of 138Ba and 208Pb are by more than 1 dex and 2 dex lower than those of S14,

respectively. We attribute the differences in part to less convective boundary mixing,

smaller 13C pockets and less s-process production in our AGB models compared to

S14.

Yields of the AGB model with initial mass of 5 M� at Z = 0.0001 of this work

and yields from models of the same initial mass and metallicity from H04, K10 and

Cristallo et al. (2015, p. C15) are shown in Table 2.15. 12C yield of this work lies

between those of H04 and K10 while 14N is less than a factor of two lower than yields

of H04. The 16O yield presented here is the lowest of all other works with about a

factor of three below the yield of K10. The stellar model with initial mass of 5 M� of

this work has 88Sr and 138Ba yields more than 1 dex below those of C15. The yield

of 208Pb is about a factor 88 lower than the yield of C15.

Groups have published massive star yields of various metallicities, among others

Woosley and Weaver (1995), the Geneva group (Hirschi, Meynet, and Maeder 2005b),

Chieffi and Limongi (2004) and Heger and Woosley (2010). We choose the yields of

Chieffi and Limongi (2004, p. CL04) and Kobayashi et al. (2006, K06) for a com-

parison with yields of this work. The metallicity dependence of the mass loss has a

significant impact on the final yields. K06 apply a metallicity-dependent mass loss
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while CL04 do not include any mass loss.

Yields of stellar models with initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.02 of this work are

compared with yields of the same initial mass and metallicity based on the models

of P16 in Table 2.16. The yields of 12C and 14N are close to those of P16 while 16O

yields are by about a factor three larger than in P16. We find only low sensitivity of

the yields on the amount of fallback. For 56Fe the difference in yields to P16 increases

and we find a factor of 3.2 and 4.5 lower Fe yields than in P16 which indicate larger Fe

cores in the massive star models of P16. 88Sr yields are more sensitive to the amount

of fallback then the CNO species as in P16. 88Sr yields of stellar models presented

here differ by about a factor two from those of P16.

At low Z we show yields for stellar models with initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.001

of this work and models of the same initial mass and metallicity of CL04 and K06

in Table 2.17. Yields of 12C and 14N are in between those of CL04 and K06 while
16O yields are larger than both works and roughly a factor of two larger than those

of CL04. The range of 56Fe yields given through the delayed and rapid explosion

prescriptions includes the yields of CL04 and K06. In contrast to this work CL04

and K06 fix the ejecta of Ni and Fe respectively and amount of fallback is adjusted

accordingly. The yields of 88Sr in these massive star models are considerably larger

than found in K06. Little fallback due to the rapid explosion prescription leads to

about 3 dex more production of 88Sr compared to Cl04 which originates mostly from

the innermost layers,

We compare yields of stellar model with initial mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.001 with

yields of models of the same initial mass and metallicity from CL04 and K06 in

Table 2.18. 12C yields agree well with K06 yields and 14N yields with CL04 yields.

We find lower 16O yields than CL04 and K06 which might be due to the fallback of

larger parts of the O shell in these models. Fallback strongly reduces 56Fe ejection in

stellar models presented here while it does not affect 56Fe in CL04 and K06 because

of their fixed Ni and Fe ejecta. This leads to more than 2 dex lower 56Fe yields of the

presented models than CL04 and K06. 88Sr yields of these massive star models are

considerable larger than those of CL04 similar to stellar models with initial mass of

15 M�.
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Table 2.14: Comparison of the final yields of the stellar models with initial mass of
2 M� at Z = 0.0001 from this work with H04, K10 and S14. Units in M�.

specie this work H04 K10 S14
C-12 2.356E-02 1.834E-02 3.274E-02 1.424E-02
N-14 3.870E-05 2.767E-05 7.458E-05 4.110E-05
O-16 9.951E-03 3.830E-03 1.015E-03 5.031E-04
Sr-88 2.161E-09 3.528E-09

Ba-138 1.678E-10 3.901E-09
Pb-208 6.656E-10 1.084E-07

Table 2.15: Comparison of the final yields of the stellar models with initial mass of
5 M� at Z = 0.0001 from this work with H04, K10 and C15. Units in M�.

specie this work H04 K10 C15
C-12 6.948E-04 1.830E-04 2.787E-03 1.274E-02
N-14 4.692E-03 6.703E-03 2.405E-02 3.405E-04
O-16 1.824E-04 1.200E-03 6.094E-04 9.350E-04
Sr-88 8.969E-10 2.238E-08

Ba-138 1.450E-10 5.523E-09
Pb-208 1.465E-10 1.284E-08

Figure 2.32: Ratio of final yields versus charge number based on a medium resolution
(Ym) and a high resolution (Yh) AGB model of 4 M� at Z = 0.0001. The dashed lines
indicate a factor of 0.5 and 2.
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Table 2.16: Comparison of the final yields of stellar models with initial mass of 15 M�
at Z = 0.02 of this work (delay, rapid) with those of P16. Units in M�.

specie delay rapid P16 (delay) P16 (rapid)
C-12 1.543E-01 1.528E-01 1.761E-01 1.785E-01
N-14 4.965E-02 4.989E-02 4.967E-02 4.973E-02
O-16 9.162E-01 8.137E-01 2.986E-01 3.011E-01
Fe-56 4.306E-02 5.395E-02 1.915E-01 1.681E-01
Sr-88 5.537E-06 1.752E-05 2.648E-06 4.056E-05

Table 2.17: Comparison of the final yields of stellar models with initial mass of 15 M�
at Z = 0.001 from this work (delay, rapid) with CL04 and K06. Units in M�.

specie delay rapid CL04 K06
C-12 1.537E-01 1.538E-01 1.840E-01 8.500E-02
N-14 2.675E-03 2.677E-03 2.990E-03 3.580E-03
O-16 1.148E+00 1.022E+00 5.270E-01 2.940E-01
Fe-56 5.280E-02 1.294E-01 1.000E-01 7.080E-02
Sr-88 3.935E-07 5.845E-05 3.230E-08

Table 2.18: Comparison of the final yields of stellar models with initial mass of 25 M�
at Z = 0.001 from this work (delay, rapid) with CL04 and K06. Units in M�.

specie delay rapid CL04 K06
C-12 2.115E-01 2.242E-01 5.300E-01 2.150E-01
N-14 5.825E-03 5.833E-03 4.560E-03 9.200E-03
O-16 7.878E-01 1.151E+00 2.280E+00 3.820E+00
Fe-56 2.140E-04 2.152E-04 1.010E-01 7.110E-02
Sr-88 4.575E-07 6.784E-07 8.010E-08
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Figure 2.33: Ratios of yields versus charge number based on the massive star model
with initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.02 computed with highly resolved core He-burning
(Yh) and computed with the resolution applied in the Set1 extension model (Yl). The
dashed line indicates a factor of 0.5.

Figure 2.34: Kippenhahn diagrams of two massive star models with initial mass of
15 M� at Z = 0.02 with the default resolution (left) and with an increased resolution
during core He-burning (right). tfinal indicates the time when the infall velocity
reaches 1000km/s. More details about the Kippenhahn diagram in Fig. 2.7.
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2.6 Summary

Stellar models and chemical yields for initial masses of M/M� = 1, 1.65, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

12, 15, 20, 25 at each metallicity Z = 0.006, Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.0001 are calculated.

Further stellar evolution tracks with initial masses of M/M� = 1, 6, 7, 12, 15, 20, 25

for the metallicities Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.01 are added to complete the NuGrid yield

grid Set 1. Set1 includes the same initial masses at all five metallicities and all its

stellar evolution and post-processing data is available online at the CADC3 and can

be analyzed interactively through the web interface WENDI at wendi.nugridstars.org.

We provide explosive yields of each massive star model based on two 1D CCSN

prescriptions which create the largest mass-metallicity grid of CCSN models with

strong shocks currently available. Predictions of elements and isotopes up to Bi are

available for all stellar models which make largest number of elements available for

the considered mass-metallicity space. These yields are consistent input for chemical

evolution simulations because they are based on the same nuclear reaction rates and

calculated with the same stellar evolution code MESA and post-processing code

mppnp.

AGB models include the effect of convective boundary mixing at all boundaries

which results in hot dredge-up in the most massive models. We predict the strong

production of N and Li in the massive AGB and S-AGB stars and heavy elements

through the application of a nested network approach which resolves HBB in the

post-processing code. All AGB yields show s-process enhancements based on a self-

consistent 13C pockets which strongly decrease in massive AGB and S-AGB models.

AGB mass loss is reduced towards higher initial masses and lower metallicity based

on a mass-and metallicity dependent mass loss prescription. H ingestion events in the

AGB model of initial mass of 1 M� at Z = 0.0001 lead to heavy-element production

up to the third s-process peak. S-AGB models at the lowest metallicity experience H

ingestion events which are a potential i-process site.

Fallback strongly reduces s-process and p-process production in these most mas-

sive star models down to the lowest metallicity. In stellar models with initial mass

of 12 M� and 15 M� α-rich freeze-out layers are ejected which produce most Ni and

significant amounts of p nuclei. The non-linear behaviour of the core masses with

initial stellar mass together with the mass-and metallicity dependent fallback lead to

3The Canadian Astronomical Data Center, http://www.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-
cnrc.gc.ca/vosui/#nugrid
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large variations of the yields of Fe-peak elements with initial mass and metallicity.

We find convective O-C shell merger in the stellar models with initial mass of 12 M�,

15 M�, 20 M� at Z=0.01 and 15 M� at Z=0.02 which lead to the strong boost of

odd-Z elements P, Cl, K and Sc. The massive star yields of stellar models with initial

mass of 20 M� and 25 M� include additional amounts of N and F due to H ingestion

events.

To apply the stellar yields presented here in chemical evolution studies chemical

evolution frameworks are required. The development of such codes and their appli-

cations are presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Applications of yields in chemical

evolution studies

3.1 Chemical enrichment and stellar feedback of

simple stellar populations for galaxy models

In this section I present and verify the functionality of the SYGMA module for chem-

ical enrichment and stellar feedback of simple stellar populations for galaxy models.

The ejecta of simple stellar populations based on stellar yields of Chapter 2 and of

previous works are compared. The effect of CCSN fallback on the chemical enrichment

of stellar populations is analyzed.

Draft of C. Ritter, B. Côté, F. Herwig, J. F. Navarro, C. Fryer, L. Siemens, to be

submitted to ApJS

Abstract

We present the stellar yields for galactic modeling applications module which mod-

els the chemical ejecta and feedback of simple stellar populations in hydrodynamic

simulations and semi-analytic models. An extensive extendable stellar yields library

is available including yields by the NuGrid collaboration which aims to adopt the

same nuclear reaction rates in all stellar models. With NuGrid yields the enrichment

of all elements and many isotopes up to Bi can be tracked. Our module models

the enrichment by r-process sites such as core-collapse supernova and neutron-star

mergers. Stellar feedback from the mechanic luminosities and luminosities in various
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frequency bands is computed based on stellar model input and is provided for the

NuGrid models. Our module offers a variety of input chemical evolution parameters

including options such as SNIa delay-time distributions and initial mass functions.

We compare the ejecta of simple stellar populations based on NuGrid yields and yields

of Portinari, Chiosi, and Bressan (1998) and Marigo (2001a) for C, N, O, Si and Fe.

We find up to a factor of 3.5 and 4.8 less C and N enrichment from AGB stars at low

metallicity in NuGrid yields which we attribute to complete stellar models, the model-

ing of the TP-AGB stage and and hot-bottom burning in super-AGB stars. The total

amount of Fe enrichment by massive stars differs by up to two at Z = 0.02 due to the

different CCSN fallback prescriptions. We verify our module in a comparison with

Wiersma et al. (2009) by applying the same yield input. We find that the evolution of

accumulated ejecta of the majority of elements agree well. We compare the impact of

two core-collapse explosion prescriptions and find variations with up to a factor of ten

for the accumulated ejecta of C, O and Si in the first 10 Myr at a initial metallicity

of Z = 0.001 in contrast to ejecta with Z = 0.02 which are in good agreement. The

module is accessible as an open-source code at http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE

and we provide a web interface which allows to perform simulations, analysis and

data extraction of the evolution of all stable elements and many isotopes.
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3.1.1 Introduction

To understand the chemical evolution of galaxies such as the Milky Way it is nec-

essary to model galaxy dynamics coupled with metal enrichment (Raiteri, Villata,

and Navarro 1996). Star particles make it possible to include the metal enrichment

and energy feedback via supernovae in multi-dimensional cosmological hydrodynamic

simulations (Navarro and White 1993; Steinmetz and Mueller 1994; Raiteri, Villata,

and Navarro 1996). The particles represent simple stellar populations (SSPs) which

are born in one star burst based on the same chemical evolution assumptions and

initial composition.

Presently, simple stellar populations are applied in sophisticated large-scale semi-

analytic models based on N-body simulations (e.g. Yates et al. 2013; Côté, Martel,

and Drissen 2015; Crosby et al. 2016), hydrodynamic simulations (e.g. EAGLE and

Illustris simulations Schaye et al. 2015; Vogelsberger et al. 2014) or chemo-dynamic

models (e.g. Kawata and Gibson 2003; Few et al. 2012). In such simulations the

ejecta of simple stellar populations is responsible for the metal enrichment and can

be pre-calculated and provided as an input. SSPs represent the basic building blocks

of simple galactic chemical evolution models (e.g. Prantzos 2008; Matteucci 2014)

such as OMEGA (Côté et al. 2016c).

Most SSP models include stellar yields of various compilations produced with dif-

ferent stellar evolution codes, post-processing codes and nuclear-physics input which

leads to large uncertainties in yields as shown in Gibson (2002) and Romano et al.

(2010). Wiersma et al. (2009), in the following W09, developed a chemical feedback

module for hydrodynamic simulations. They found that their SSP ejecta can differ

by a factor of two or more for different yields available in literature. For Stellar

Yields for Galactic Modeling Applications (SYGMA) we provide yields of AGB and

massive star models calculated with consistent nuclear-physics input and explosion

prescriptions based on the same codes provided by the NuGrid collaboration1.

Many codes for chemical enrichment in hydrodynamic simulations of galaxies track

only a few elements which are relevant for feedback such as the modification of gas

cooling properties (W09, Yates et al. 2013). Other codes use a compilation of yield sets

because the latter often comprise different elements (Romano et al. 2010). SYGMA

follows all elements and many isotopes up to Bi from NuGrid which avoids the mixing

of different AGB yield sets or massive star yield sets.

1http://nugridstars.org
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The widely adopted code starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) models the chemical

enrichment by SSPs with focus on the early enrichment by massive stars. Additional

data such as stellar continua, luminosities and colors are provided. Currently available

AGB yields are provided by the Geneva group (Ekström et al. 2012; Georgy et al.

2013) and are based on models calculated until the early AGB stage or the He flash

and without the TP-AGB stage. An alternative are yields by the Padova group

which include synthetic TP-AGB models (Girardi et al. 2000). In contrast, AGB

yields of NuGrid are based on full stellar evolution tracks computed from the pre-

main sequence through the TP-AGB phase, the most important phase of chemical

enrichment.

Ejecta enhanced by r-process from CCSNe and neutron-star (NS) mergers can

be tracked besides the commonly adopted AGB star, massive star and supernova Ia

(SNIa) enrichment (e.g. W09, starburst99). As other SSP codes SYGMA comes with

a variety of IMF types to select. To allow the test of exotic IMF types such as for

Pop III populations an arbitrary IMF can be defined.

Stellar feedback alters the surrounding medium through winds and radiation and

is often included in galaxy simulations. As commonly adopted, W09 include energetic

stellar feedback without a dependence on the stellar models from which the yields

were derived. They adopt a constant kinetic energy of 1051erg for stars above 6 M�.

We calculate energetic feedback such as mechanical luminosities of winds and SN is

calculated based on stellar model data. For the NuGrid yields we supply such tables

derived from the stellar models.

SYGMA is the basic building block of NuGrids python chemical evolution frame-

work NuPyCEE. It is essential to trace back element signatures of galactic chemical

evolution models to single stellar models which can be subsequently analyzed since

stellar and post-processing data is provided online. A first estimate of the impact of

stellar model assumptions can be done with simple stellar populations and without

applying complex galactic chemical evolution models. The NuPyCEE framework con-

sists of an open-source python code framework which includes examples and analysis

tools.

Any yields can be used which allows the analysis of different data sets. We provide

a library of commonly adopted yield sets of various sources. Our web interface allows

the user to run simulations and to download the evolution of chemical enrichment

and feedback. In contrast to starburst99 additional analysis steps can be done within

the interface.
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In this work we first present the functionality of our code (Sect. 3.1.2). We then

analyze the ejecta of SSPs at solar metallicity and low metallicity based on the new

NuGrid yields compared to the combined yield set of AGB yields of Marigo (2001a)

and massive star yields of Portinari, Chiosi, and Bressan (1998) (Sect. 3.1.3). We will

refer to both works as M01 and P98 respectively. Afterwards we aim to reproduce the

evolution of key elements ejected by SSP’s presented in W09 by applying their yield

set (Sect. 3.1.4). Finally, we discuss the effect of core-collapse mass-cut prescriptions

on yields from massive star models.

3.1.2 Code details

We discuss the basic assumptions of our simple stellar population model. Results

in this section are based on NuGrid yield input and models (Pignatari et al. 2016b,

Ritter et al., in prep.).

Population modeling

A simple stellar population consist of stars formed in one star burst out of a gas cloud

of a certain initial composition. To follow the gas enrichment of a SSP one need to

track only the ejecta of stars since all gas is locked up in stars during the the initial

star formation. The composition of the stellar ejecta is based on the yields of stellar

models computed with the initial abundance composition of the gas cloud. The total

mass of the gas cloud affects the total number of stars formed and the total amount

of stellar ejecta. Chemical evolution assumptions describe properties of the stellar

population such as the number of stars formed at a certain initial mass. The initial

mass and metallicity of the gas cloud, chemical evolution assumptions and stellar

yields are required for SSP modeling and determine the chemical enrichment.

SSP ejecta

SYGMA models the enrichment by AGB stars, massive stars, SNIa and neutron-

star mergers. due to massive stars. Besides the total enrichment the contribution

from AGB stars, massive stars and SNIa is tracked individually as show for a SSP

of 106 M� at Z = 0.02 in Fig. 3.1. Initial massive stars are the only contributor to

the total ejecta due to their short lifetime. Later AGB stars and SNIa start ejecting

matter and AGB stars become the dominant source of ejecta. We apply the delayed

production approximation which results in the instantaneous ejection of stellar yields
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Figure 3.1: Accumulated ejecta from AGB stars, massive stars and SNIa for a SSP of
106 M� at Z = 0.02 (top, left). Accumulated ejecta of C, O and Fe from all (total) or
from distinct sources (top, right). Total accumulated ejecta of elements and isotopes
of intermediate mass and from the first, second and third s-process peak (bottom).
Online Access.

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section2.ipynb
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after a certain time span (Pagel 2009). The times provided with the NuGrid yield

tables are for AGB models the stellar lifetime at the end of the computation and

excluding evolution beyond the post-AGB stage. For massive star models the time

until core collapse is taken. The lifetime τ for a certain initial mass M are derived

through a log-log spline fit of the tabulated lifetimes and initial masses. We show

τ(M) for the initial masses in Fig. 3.22. The mass ∆MSSP lost by a SSP over the

Figure 3.2: Stellar lifetimes τ for initial masses of the NuGrid models. The fits of the
lifetimes over the initial mass range are shown for each metallicity. Online Access.

time interval [t,t+∆t] is

∆MSSP =

∫ t+∆t

t

ξ(Mτ (t
′))M?(Mτ (t

′), Z) dt′ (3.1)

where Mτ (t) is the inverse of the lifetime function τ(M). ξ(M) is the initial mass

function normalized to the total gas mass of the SSP. M?(M,Z) is the total ejected

mass of the star of mass M and metallicity Z. In our 1-zone closed-box approximation

the stellar ejecta is homogeneously mixed with available gas.

General input

The choice of initial mass and metallicity for the SSP depend on the yield input.

Yields with an arbitrary number of isotopes can be applied. The yield tables need to

include the lifetime and final mass for each star which is for massive stars the neutron

star (NS) or black hole (BH) remnant. If the CCSN energies for all massive stars are

2For all figures in this work we provide figures online accessible via ipython notebooks.

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section2.ipynb
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provided, SYGMA can track the total energy release. Other input parameters are

discussed in the next sections.

Initial mass function

The initial mass function ξ gives the number of stars N within an initial mass interval

[m1,m2] via

N = A

∫ m2

m1

ξ(m′) dm′ (3.2)

where the normalization constant A is derived from the total gas mass. SYGMA

provides the Salpeter IMF (Salpeter 1955) given as

ξ(m) = ASm
−α (3.3)

where α = 2.35. A single power law with an exponent α of choice can also be selected.

We provide the Chabrier IMF (Chabrier 2003) which is defined as

ξ(m) =ACm
−1e−

(logm−logmc)
2

2σ2 for m ≤ 1 M�,

ξ(m) =ACm
−2.3 for m > 1 M�,

(3.4)

where mc = 0.079 and σ = 0.69. The Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001) is provided and

calculated via

ξ(m) =AKm
−0.3 for 0.01 M� ≤ m ≤ 0.08 M�,

ξ(m) =AKm
−1.3 for 0.08 M� ≤ m ≤ 0.50 M�,

ξ(m) =AKm
−2.3 for m ≥ 0.50 M�.

(3.5)

IMF types are discussed in more in detail in Kroupa et al. (2013). A custom IMF

can also be defined and applied in the code. The lower and upper boundaries of the

IMF can be set and are related to the onset of H-burning and the occurrence of the

most massive stars respectively (see discussion in Côté et al. 2016b).

SNIa rates

The number of SNe Ia NIa per M� in the time interval [t,t+∆t] is given by

NIa = AIa

∫ t+∆t

t

fWD(t′) ΨIa(t
′) dt′ (3.6)
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where AIa is the normalization constant, fWD(t) the fraction of white dwarfs and

ΨIa(t) the delay-time distribution (DTD) at time t (W09). In SYGMA only white

dwarfs with initial masses between 3 M� and 8 M� are potential SNIa progenitors

as commonly adopted (e.g. Dahlen et al. 2004; Mannucci, Della Valle, and Panagia

2006, W09). The boundaries approximate the lowest mass of a CO white dwarf which

can form in a binary system and the maximum white dwarf mass (Yungelson 2005).

Either AIa or the total number of SNe Ia per M� has to be provided as an input.

The power-law DTD of Maoz and Mannucci (2012) given as

ΨIa(t) = t−1 (3.7)

can be selected. The power-law exponent can varied separately. We provide a Gaus-

sian in the form of

ΨIa(t) =
e−t/τIa

τIa
(3.8)

and an exponential DTD as

ΨIa(t) =
1√

2πσ2
e−

(t−τIa)
2

2σ2 (3.9)

as in W09. τIa is the characteristic delay time and σ defines the width of the Gaussian

distribution. For a discussion of the parameters see W09 and references within.

NS merger rates

The number of NS mergers NNS in the time interval [t,t+∆t] is given as

NNS = ANS

∫ t+∆t

t

ΨNS(t′, Z) dt′ (3.10)

where ANS is the normalization constant. ΨNS(t, Z) is the NS DTD. The user can

choose between a power law DTD, the DTD of Dominik et al. (2012), or a constant

coalescence time. For our DTD based on Dominik et al. (2012) we adopt for Z ≥ 0.019

their DTD at solar metallicity and for Z ≤ 0.002 their DTD at a tenth of solar Z.

We interpolate the distribution between the two metallicities. The normalization

constant ANS is derived from the total number of merger systems NNS,tot via

ANS = NNS,tot /

∫
ΨNS(t, Z) dt′. (3.11)
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NNS,tot is calculated as

NNS,tot = 0.5 fm fb

∫ m2

m1

ξ(m′) dm′ (3.12)

where fm is the fraction of merger of massive-star binary systems and fb is the binary

fraction of all massive stars. fm and fb as well as the initial mass range for potential

merger progenitors [m1,m2] are free parameters to be set.

Stellar yields

Yield implementation

The yield tables with total yields ytot,i defined as the total mass of isotope or

element i ejected over the stars lifetime ytot,i (Pignatari et al. 2016b) are applied by

default. For the comparison with W09 (Sec. 3.1.4) tabulated net yields can be applied

instead. Net yields yp,i are defined as yp,i = ytot,i− yp,i where yp,i refers to the mass of

isotope or element i initially available in the star. SYGMA calculates from tabulated

net yields yp,i the total yields ytot,i of isotope i via ytot,i = y0,sim,i + yp,i where y0,sim,i

refers to the current abundance of isotope i in the simulation. Yields are only applied

in an initial mass interval which allows to take into account material locked away for

example through black hole formation. This IMF yield range is by default from 1 M�

to 30 M�. The IMF yield range and the IMF range can both be set separately for

stars of Z > 0 and Pop III stars to take into account different types of star formation.

The yields of a specific tabulated stellar model are applied in an initial mass interval

with boundaries given as half the distance to the next available tabulated entries of

lower and higher initial mass. If those are either not available or outside of the IMF

yield range the boundaries of the latter are applied. The total stellar ejecta ytot,i is

fitted over the whole initial mass range which includes the transition between AGB

stars and massive star models.

Extra sources for massive stars

SYGMA allows to attach additional yields to massive stars to follow the enrich-

ment via neutrino-driven winds or other sources. Yields are specified as an extra yield

table input and can be applied in fractions of the total ejected mass.

Yield tables

The default yields of AGB models, massive star models and core-collapse super-

nova approximations are from the NuGrid collaboration. Stellar yields for Z = 0.02,
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0.01, 0.006, 0.001 and 0.0001 are available. For each metallicity twelve stellar masses

are provided from 1 M� to 25 M�, including super-AGB stars. Low- and intermediate-

mass stars are followed through the thermal pulse (TP) AGB stage and massive stars

through all burning phases until collapse. Each simulation includes about 1000 iso-

topes in nearly 2000 grid zones and contains about 105 time steps. All stable elements

and many isotopes up to Bi are provided in the yield tables.

SYGMA provides analytic tools to distinguish which source is responsible for the

most element production. For the SSP of 106 M� at Z = 0.02 we verify and confirm

previous results that AGB stars are important producer of C, massive stars produce

the most O and SNIa produce the most Fe in Fig. 3.1 (e.g Schneider et al. 2014;

Woosley, Heger, and Weaver 2002; Thielemann, Nomoto, and Yokoi 1986). We track

all the stable elements and many isotopes up to Bi in SYGMA, as shown for some

intermediate elements and heavy elements.

In AGB and massive star models a mass and metallicity dependent mass loss is

used. Convective boundary mixing is applied at all convective boundaries of AGB

stars. The boundary mixing leads self-consistently to the creation of a 13C pocket and

an efficient s process in AGB models. A new hybrid post-processing method allows

to resolve hot-bottom burning and predict isotopes of the CNO cycle and s process

isotopes. Models at low Z experience hot dredge-up which impacts core-growth and

length of the AGB phase. The semi-analytic explosion prescription takes into account

a mass- and metallicity dependent fallback which lead at high mass to efficient black

hole formation. Explosive nucleosynthesis includes α-rich freeze-out which is present

in stars of 12 M� and 15 M� and the p process. The NuGrid data applied in this

work is available online as tables and through the WENDI interface (Section 3.1.5).

A sub-set consisting of AGB yields at solar and half-solar metallicity is published

(Pignatari et al. 2016b).

SNIa yields are from Thielemann et al. (2003) or (default) from Thielemann,

Nomoto, and Yokoi (1986). SNIa yields of a particular metallicity are applied only

until the next higher available metallicity. At zero metallicity we use the yields of

massive star models by Heger and Woosley (2010). The NS merger yields are from

Arnould, Goriely, and Takahashi (2007) and (default) from Rosswog et al. (2014). The

(default) yields for the extra yield input stem from pseudo neutrino-driven winds of

a proto-neutron star model.
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Stellar feedback

Wind properties and mechanical luminosities, including massive star explosion ener-

gies, of SSPs can be followed with additional input tables. These contain the time

dependence of stellar quantities which can be derived from stellar models. Parameters

for a specific tabulated model are applied in the same initial mass range as the yields.

Stellar winds

The properties of stellar winds are of importance since they can contribute to

the production of galactic winds which distribute metals and enrich the intergalactic

medium (Hopkins, Quataert, and Murray 2012). We provide the time evolution of

the mass ejection rates of each stellar model of NuGrid as an input for SYGMA. We

show the combined mass loss rates of AGB and massive star models for a population

of 106 M� at Z = 0.02 in the upper panel of Fig. 3.3. The AGB stellar mass loss rates

decrease towards lower initial masses which is visible in the decreasing trend with

time. The values are similar to Côté, Martel, and Drissen (2015) (Fig. 3, 4). The

steps in the evolution of the ejected mass (Fig. 3.3) origin from the transition from

one tabulated stellar model to the following model. The strongest AGB mass loss

found in the 5 M� model and visible in the peak shortly after 108 yr. To calculate

the mechanical luminosity of stellar winds Lmech we get for each stellar model the

time-dependent escape velocities vesc via

vesc(t) =

√
2GM(t)

R(t)
(3.13)

where M(t) and R(t) are total mass and radius of a stellar model at time t. By

deriving the terminal velocity v∞ from vesc one gets

Lmech(t) =
1

2
ṁ(t)v∞(t)2 (3.14)

Abbott (1978) found the relation v∞ = 3vesc for observed O, B, A and Wolf-Rayet

stars based on radiation-driven wind theory. We adopt this relation because our mas-

sive star models indicate efficient radiative momentum transfer with Teff > 15000K

on the main sequence (Leitherer, Robert, and Drissen 1992). For AGB models we ap-

proximate v∞ = vesc which might overestimate the kinetic energy contribution of the

AGB phase as indicated by observations (Bolton 2000). The AGB stars are often not

considered since their contribution is negligible compared to massive stars (Leitherer
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et al. 1999; Côté, Martel, and Drissen 2015).

We find that the largest mechanical wind luminosities originate from massive star

models while AGB models drop off by orders of magnitude (Fig. 3.3). Since the

stellar grid includes stellar models up to 25 M� we do not consider stellar models

above 30 M� which would be major contributors. Considering this threshold, the

massive star model luminosities are similar to a SSP of same mass and metallicity

derived with the population synthesis code starburst99 (Fig. 111, Leitherer et al.

1999).

SN luminosities

The CCSN luminositiy is canonically taken as 1051erg which matches the observed

explosion energy of SN such as SN 1987A. We apply CCSN energies based on the

CCSN explosion prescription used for NuGrid stellar models. We derive from Fryer

et al. (2012, their Fig. 2) mass- and metallicity-dependent mechanical luminosities.

For SYGMA, CCSN luminosities are provided for each massive star model in the

yield tables. Since yields are provided for stellar models up to 25 M� luminosities

from more massive models are presently not taken into account. The mechanical

luminositiy of a SNe Ia is an input parameter of SYGMA and is set to 1051erg. For a

SSP of 106 M� at solar Z we find the mechanical luminosity from CCSN SN explosions

of ≈ 1040erg/s which is similar to starburst99 (Fig. 113, Leitherer et al. 1999). In

comparison the SNe Ia contribution is more than 1 dex lower as shown in Fig. 3.3 and

very similar to Côté, Martel, and Drissen (2015) (Fig. 4). The mechanical luminosity

of the winds is at all times low than the SN contributions.

Stellar Luminosities

Stellar radiation alters the surrounding medium through ionization and its mo-

mentum flux due to radiation pressure. SYGMA can read in tables containing time-

dependent luminosities. To follow the energy release of our SSPs we include the bolo-

metric luminosities. To derive the lumminosities in specific wavelength bands such as

the H-ionizing band (13.6 - 24.6 eV) we use the synthetic spectra libraries PHOENIX

(Husser et al. 2013) and ATLAS9 (Castelli and Kurucz 2004). We calculate the time-

dependent luminosities of spectral bands based on the spectra of the stellar evolution

models. Spectra are derived from the best match of effective temperature Teff , the

gravity g, [Fe/H] and α-enhancement of a stellar model. The α-enhancement at low

Z is based on observations of individual elements and each element has its own en-

hancement. We derive [α/Fe]=0.8 by taking into account the initial abundance of

each element. The bolometric luminosity as well as the luminosity in two wavelength
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of mass ejection of a SSP of 106 M� at solar Z (top). Mechanical
luminosities of stellar winds, CCSNe and SNe Ia (middle). Time dependence of the
total luminosity and luminosities in the Lyman-Werner and H-ionizing bands emitted
by the SSP (bottom). Online Access.

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section2.ipynb
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bands of a SSP of 106 M� at Z = 0.02 are shown the lower panel of Fig. 3.3.

3.1.3 Results

Simple stellar populations at solar Z

We compare the ejecta of two SSPs based on yields from NuGrid and the yield set of

P98+M01. NuGrid yields at Z=0.02, P98 yields at Z=0.02 and M01 yields at Z=0.019

are used and we will refer to all as yields at solar Z. As the initial abundance those of

the NuGrid yield calculations are chosen (Pignatari et al. 2016b). We calculate the

total yields ytot from the net yields of P98+M01 (Sec. 3.1.2). For C, Mg and Fe yields

of P98 the factors of 0.5, 2 and 0.5 are applied as in W09. We use identical SSP

parameters for P98+M01 yields and NuGrid yields to analyze only the differences

due to the yield sets. A Chabrier (2003) IMF with a initial mass range from 0.1 M�

to 100 M� is selected and yields are applied in the range from 1 M� to 30 M�. The

DTD for SNe Ia is exponential and has a characteristic delay time τ of τ = 2×109 yr

and a normalization parameter AIa of AIa = 0.02 as W09. We choose the transition

mass Mmass from AGB stars to massive stars as Mmass = 8 M� which is in agreement

with the upper limit of the progenitors of SNIa of this work. All parameters are

listed in Table 3.1. We compare the accumulated ejecta of SSPs of 104 M� based

IMF type Chabrier
IMF range 0.1 - 100 M�

IMF yield range 1 - 30 M�
τIa 2× 109 yr
AIa 0.02
Mmass 8 M�

Table 3.1: Chemical evolution parameters of a SSP according to the model described
in Sec. 3.1.2.

on NuGrid yields and based on yields of P98+M01 (Fig. 3.4). The evolution of the

total accumulated mass of AGB stars and massive stars is about the same for NuGrid

yields and P98+M01 yields due similar amounts of total ejecta of both yield sets.

C, N — AGB stars are important dust producer (Ferrarotti and Gail 2006; Schnei-

der et al. 2014) and feature the primary production of of C (Herwig 2005). In massive

and super-AGB stars C is destroyed in hot-bottom burning (HBB) in the TP-AGB
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Figure 3.4: Accumulated ejecta of AGB stars and massive stars at solar Z based on
NuGrid yields and P98+M01 yields. Online Access.

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.2.ipynb
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stage (Lattanzio et al. 1996). Lower C yields in the NuGrid stellar models of 6 M� and

7 M� than in stellar models of lower initial mass is due to more efficient HBB in the

TP-AGB phase. The stellar models with initial mass of 6 M� and 7 M� provided by

P98 do not include the TP-AGB phase and the third dredge-up (TDUP). Hence the

accumulated ejecta of C of the SSP is lower with NuGrid yields than with P98+M01

yields before ≈ 2 × 108 yr (Fig. 3.4). The TP-AGB phase changes dramatically the

structure and chemistry of intermediate mass models. The SSP produce overall more

C with NuGrid yields while we would get the opposite without the decrease of massive

star yields by 0.5 as suggested in W09. In the former case AGB stars would start to

dominate the total production of C at 3.6 × 108 yr and in the latter case at 9 × 108

yr.

HBB transforms C into N which leads to larger N yields in the NuGrid tables

(Fig. 3.5). The result is a bump in the IMF-weighted ejecta of models with initial

mass of 6 M� and 7 M� (Fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.5: 12C and 14N yields at solar metallicity versus initial mass of NuGrid,
P98+M01 and P98+M01 without correction factor (no corr) of 0.5 (left). IMF-
weighted yields of 14N of stars of different initial mass (right). Online Access.

O, Si — O is mostly produced in massive stars (Timmes, Woosley, and Weaver

1995; Woosley, Heger, and Weaver 2002). The size of the O shell increases with

initial mass but fallback and BH formation prevent a continuous increase of O yield

with initial mass. Stellar models with initial mass of 20 M� and 25 M� from NuGrid

experience strong fallback of large parts of the O shell which leads to higher remnant

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.2.ipynb
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masses at high initial mass compared to P98 (Fig. 3.6). NuGrid yields feature less

O which results in less accumulated O by the SSP (Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.4). AGB models

of NuGrid include convective boundary mixing which leads to a larger enrichment of

O of about 15% in the He intershell of low-mass TP-AGB models compared to 2%

without any convective boundary mixing (Herwig 2005). M01 does not include any

convective boundary mixing which is why the mass of O released by AGB stars in

our SSP is higher with NuGrid yields than with M01 yields.

Si is mostly ejected in massive stars with a contribution from SNe Ia. Due to its

closer proximity to the core it is stronger affected by fallback than lighter elements

but it does not vary much with initial mass. We find that the difference in chemical

evolution of Si based on NuGrid and P09+M01 yields are smaller than for O. AGB

stars eject mostly unprocessed Si and the SSP ejecta is about the same for both yield

sets.

Fe — SNe Ia produce most of the Fe (e.g. Thielemann, Nomoto, and Yokoi 1986)

are not discussed here. The SSP ejecta of Fe of massive stars are qualitative different

(Fig. 3.4) due to the variation of Fe yields with initial stellar mass (Fig. 3.6). Most Fe

of NuGrid yields comes from massive star models at the lowest initial mass. P98+M01

yields contain the most yields at the initial mass of 20 M�. Within the first 20 Myr

the SSP ejecta of Fe from massive stars is up to a factor of three larger for yields of

P98 compared to NuGrid yields. At later times the Fe yields from NuGrid dominate.

SSP ejecta of Fe of AGB stars is unprocessed and does not differ much between yield

sets.

Simple stellar populations at low Z

To analyze the SSP ejecta at lower metallicity we compare the NuGrid yields at

Z = 0.001 with the yields of P98+M01 at Z = 0.004. We take a initial abundance of

Z = 0.004 to calculate total yields which is scaled from the initial abundance applied

previously. Yields of both sets at the same sub-solar metallicity are not available.

The initial abundance of NuGrid yields at Z = 0.001 is α enhanced opposite to P98

and M01. We compare the total accumulated ejecta of AGB stars and massive stars

based on yields from P98+M01 with those based on NuGrid yields (Fig. 3.7).

C, N — SSP eject of C of AGB stars is a factor of 3.5 larger with yields of P98

than with NuGrid yields (Fig. 3.7). This is due to the low-mass AGB models of P98
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Figure 3.6: Remnant masses versus initial mass of NuGrid and P98 models at solar
Z (left). Yields of 16O and 56Fe at solar Z versus initial mass (right). Online Access.

Figure 3.7: Accumulated ejecta of AGB stars and massive stars based on NuGrid
yields at Z=0.001 and P98+M01 yields at Z=0.004. Online Access.

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.2.ipynb
https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.2.ipynb
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which eject larger amounts of C compared to NuGrid models (Fig. 3.8). M01 uses

synthetic models which do not model the TDUP self-consistently as NuGrid models.

The synthetic models might dredge up larger amount of C into the envelope since

the dredge-up strength and minimum core mass of TDUP occurrence are calibrated

through the observed carbon star luminosity distribution. At solar Z more C is

produced in NuGrid massive star models.

Figure 3.8: IMF-weighted yields of 12C and 14N versus initial mass based on NuGrid
yields with Z = 0.001 and P98+M01 yields with Z = 0.004. Online Access

.

The AGB ejecta of N of the SSP based on M01 yields are a factor of 4.8 larger than

those based on NuGrid yields. More massive AGB models which are responsible for

N production via HBB show large discrepancies in yields between NuGrid and M01

(Fig. 3.8). The amount of N produced in these stellar models depend on the length

of the TP-AGB phase which is based on free parameters of the synthetic models of

M01. Through most of the evolution the SSP ejecta of N from massive stars is about

a factor of five lower for NuGrid yields than for yields by P98+M01.

O, Si — The stellar yields of O of AGB models differs more between yield sets at

lower Z than at solar Z. At low Z this difference is the largest for the most massive

AGB models which results early on in the largest difference in the SSP ejecta of AGB

stars (Fig. 3.7). The evolution of SSP ejecta of O from massive stars is in slightly

better agreement between the yield sets at low Z than at solar Z.

The SSP ejecta of Si from AGB stars is low with P98+M01 yields and below figure

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.2.ipynb
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boundaries with NuGrid yields. Si is only sensitive to the initial abundance which

differs between yield sets since NuGrid applies an α-enhanced initial abundance for

models of Z = 0.001. AGB ejecta of both sets are in good agreement when we apply

the same initial abundance. The SSP ejecta of Si from massive stars shows a good

agreement between yield sets as at solar Z.

Fe — Fe ejecta from AGB stars do not agree between yield sets of M01 and NuGrid

due to the difference in initial abundance. Accumulated Fe ejecta of massive stars

based on NuGrid yields starts below and then increases above the ejecta based on of

P98+M01 yields as at solar Z. The strong fallback in NuGrid models of high initial

mass limits the Fe ejecta at early times in the SSP evolution.

3.1.4 Discussion

Comparison with Wiersma et al.

We compare the SSP ejecta calculated with SYGMA with the results presented in

W09, using the same set of stellar yields as in W09. We apply the net yields of

AGB star models by M01 and net yields of massive star models by P98. We modify

C, Mg and Fe yields of massive star models by a factor of 0.5, 2 and 0.5 as W09.

The yields of Thielemann et al. (2003) are applied for SNe Ia as W09. The initial

abundance of elements is taken from Table 1 of the latter work. We apply the same

chemical evolution parameter as in W09: The Chabrier (2003) IMF which spans the

initial mass range from 0.1 M� to 100 M� and an exponential DTD for SNe Ia with a

characteristic delay time τ of 2× 109 yr. The initial mass range for which yields were

ejected is not known and we choose the range from 0.8 M� to 100 M� to match best

Fig. 2 in W09. The lower limit is the lowest initial mass of stellar models to ignite

He in the center and to enter the AGB stage (Karakas 2011). Stars of lower initial

mass are not of relevance due to their long lifetime beyond the Hubble time.

The initial mass Mmass which marks the transition from AGB stars to massive

stars depends on the upper limit of super-AGB stars and their electron-capture SN

channel. Poelarends et al. (2008) estimated Mmass = 9.25 M� based on their models

of solar metallicity but this value might vary with metallicity (Doherty et al. 2015).

Note that Mmass depends sensitively on the core growth which in turn depends on

the choice of mass loss and efficiency of TDUP in the AGB stage. Jones et al. (2016a)

found that an increasing convective boundary mixing efficiency increases the TDUP
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efficiency in super-AGB stars and impedes core growth which might influence Mmass.

We choose a value of Mmass = 8 M� as the transition from AGB to massive star

models since this value agrees best with the accumulated fraction of ejecta of AGB

stars, massive stars and SNe Ia of Fig. 2 in W09. We do not know Mmass chosen to

derive the results of their Fig. 2 but it might lay in the transition from the largest

AGB star model of 7 M� to the smallest massive star model of 9 M� of the P98+M01

set. All parameter choices are as in Table 3.1 except for the IMF yield range which

extends from 0.8 M� to 100 M�.

We compare the accumulated fraction of total ejecta of AGB stars, massive stars

and SNe Ia of our SSP model at solar Z with W09 (Fig. 3.9). The uncertainty related

Figure 3.9: Fraction of total mass ejected from AGB, massive star and SNe Ia for a
SSP at solar metallicity with yield input from P98+M01 (blue, triangles) compared
to results extracted from Fig. 2 in W09 (red, crosses). Online Access.

to the value of the transition massMmass affects the appearance of the AGB star ejecta

and the drop in total massive star ejecta. Fig. 3.10 demonstrates the sensitivity of

accumulated AGB and massive star ejecta for choices of Mmass = 7.5 M�, 8 M� and

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.1.ipynb
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8.5 M�.

The evolution of C indicates up to 10% less ejecta from intermediate-mass stars

in our model but agrees very well above 109 yr when stars with initial mass below

Figure 3.10: Evolution of fraction of total ejecta for transition masses of 7.5 M�, 8 M�
and 8.5 M�. Online Access.

2 M� start ejecting their material. N yields increase smoothly with initial mass which

leads to a smooth increase of the SSP ejecta similar to W09. C and N evolution in

the transition region from AGB to massive stars depends on the way the yields are

treated over the initial mass range. We fit the total ejected yields over the whole

initial mass range while we do not know the treatment in W09. The total ejecta

over the initial mass range where the range for potential values of Mmass between the

AGB star model of 7 M� and the massive star model at 9 M� is highlighted in yellow

in Fig. 3.11. In this yellow uncertainty band the total ejecta increases by about one

third and the stellar lifetime decreases by more than 50% towards higher initial mass.

Another uncertainty is variation of elements with initial mass. Different methods

have been used in literature such as an interpolation of single elements over the initial

mass range (Côté et al. 2012). In SYGMA, yields of a specific stellar model are applied

in an initial mass interval given by half the distance to the neighbouring stellar models.

Since we do not know about the approach of W09 one might expect differences due

the yield interpolation methods. The strong variation of C and N yields of massive

AGB models combined with different model assumptions might explain the deviation

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.1.ipynb
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Figure 3.11: Stellar lifetime and total ejected mass versus initial mass for P09+M01.
The shaded region indicates the transition from the yield set of M01 to the yield set
of P98, when the stellar models of 6 M� and 7 M� of P98 are excluded. The dashed-
dotted line represents the transition mass of 8 M� for our best model matching results
of W09. Online Access.

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.1.ipynb
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between our results and W09.

The α-elements O and Si agree very well with W09 (Fig. 3.9). They are dominantly

produced in massive stars within the first 30 Myr and the dependence of the massive

star ejecta on initial mass cannot be compared. The evolution of Fe ejecta of massive

stars and SNe Ia are qualitative similar but show differences of similar magnitude as C.

As for O and Si the contribution from AGB stars stems from the initial, unprocessed

material with good agreement between our result and W09.

We compare the evolution of [C/Fe], [N/Fe], [O/Fe] and [Si/Fe] in comparison

with W09 (Fig. 3.12). The overall largest differences are found within the first ≈ 20

Figure 3.12: Elemental ratios of the total ejecta of a SSP at solar Z simulated with
SYGMA and with yields from P98+M01 compared to results by W09. Online Access.

Myr where [C/Fe] in our model differs from W09 by over 0.4 dex. During this time

enrichment takes place only by massive stars (Fig. 3.11) which stellar yields span

1.7 dex in [C/Fe] over the whole initial mass range. [C/Fe] in the SSP ejecta is very

sensitive to the upper limit of the IMF yield range. A decrease of the upper IMF yield

limit from our best fit value of 100 M� down to 30 M� leads to a better agreement

with the first value of [C/Fe] of 0.7 in W09 (Fig. 3.13). Later in the evolution [C/Fe]

drops by about 0.5 dex below the results of W09. The choice of the upper limit of

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.1.ipynb
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the IMF as W09 together with the same interpolation of C and Fe with initial mass

of the massive stars as W09 could result in a better agreement of our results with

W09. [N/Fe], [O/Fe] and in particular [Si/Fe] of the yields vary less strongly with

Figure 3.13: Evolution of [C/Fe] for upper boundaries of 30 M�, 65 M� and 100 M�
up to which yields are applied. Online Access.

initial mass which might explain the better agreement with W09 (Fig. 3.12).

We distinguish between the same chemical evolution assumptions but different

yield input (Fig. 3.14) and different chemical evolution assumptions with same yield

input (Fig. 3.9). We find that the total ejecta of AGB stars and massive stars are in

better agreement when applying the same chemical evolution assumptions. During

the early AGB contribution there is a larger disagreement in the evolution of C due

to different chemical evolution assumptions while at later times is is due to different

yield input. The evolution of N, O and Si differ the most for different yield input likely

due to the fallback prescriptions. Fe differs stronger with varying chemical evolution

assumptions. The same SNIa yields are applied in both sets which results in a good

agreement when the same chemical evolution assumptions are applied. Overall we

find that differences in SSP implementation can play a more important role than the

input yields which emphasizes to use the same SSP implementation for different yield

sets.

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.1.ipynb
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Figure 3.14: Fraction of total mass ejected from AGB, massive star and SNe Ia for a
SSP at solar metallicity with NuGrid yield (blue, crosses) and yields from P98+M01
(red). Online Access.

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.2.ipynb
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Impact of mass-cut prescriptions

The composition of SSP ejecta depends on the choice of the mass-cut prescription

and fallback of the underlying stellar models. NuGrid provides two different explosion

prescriptions based on the convective-enhanced neutrino-driven engine (e.g. Fryer

and Young 2007; Fryer et al. 2012, F12). On a short timescale the rapid-convection

explosion provides enough energy for a successful explosion. The delayed-convection

explosion requires longer times to deposit enough energy to explode which results

in more fallback and larger remnants for stellar models of Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.001

(Fig. 3.15). The remnant mass in the delayed explosion increases with initial mass

while the remnant mass for the rapid explosion peaks strongly around 24 M� which

results in the large remnant mass of 15.5 M� for the stellar model with initial mass of

25 M�. The latter model collapses directly into a BH and the remnant mass becomes

the total mass at collapse (Fig. 3.15).

Figure 3.15: Remnant masses based on stellar models of Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.001 of
NuGrid with the delayed and rapid explosion prescription. Online Access.

We compare the impact of the two fallback prescriptions on the massive-star ejecta

of SSPs of 104 M� for Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.001 (Fig. 3.16). The SSP ejecta of C, O

and Si differ more between the fallback prescriptions at Z = 0.02 than at Z = 0.001

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.3.ipynb
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Figure 3.16: Accumulated ejecta of massive stars of NuGrid yields at Z = 0.02 and
Z = 0.001 computed with the delayed and rapid fallback prescription. Online Access.

https://github.com/NuGrid/sygma_paper/blob/master/notebooks_paper/Section5.3.ipynb
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due to the BH formation in the rapid explosion of the stellar model with initial mass

of 25 M� at Z = 0.001. This prevents the ejection of the Si, O and C shell. Similar

amounts of Fe fall back onto the remnant with both explosion prescriptions due to

the deep location of the Fe core and the SSP ejecta of Fe show smaller differences..

The ejection of elements of the SSP at Z = 0.001 agree well except for Fe. Little

fallback in the rapid explosion of the stellar model with initial mass of 20 M� and a

sufficient large Fe core allows the ejection of a thin layer of the Fe core which boosts

the amount of SSP ejecta.

The yield sets with the delayed and rapid prescription are available online (Section

3.1.5, 3.1.6). The rapid explosion models match better the observed gap between NS

and BH remnants than the delayed models even though the gap might be sparsely

populated (references in F12). Delayed explosions produce more fallback BHs, in

particular at low mass and yield a larger fraction of low-mass BHs formed with a SN

explosion. The latter can explain the observed BH systems which indicate a natal

kick (F12). Fallback is also relevant to produced the observed weak supernova which

are believed to be observed (F12). While both sets are valid to use we recommend

yields with the delayed explosion prescription in chemical evolution models. F12

argues that both extremes might be necessary to explain the SN. We combine yields

of the delayed and rapid explosions to take into account explosions on short and

long timescale and provide a yield table in which we add half of the yields of each

prescription.

3.1.5 Online availability

The SYGMA web interface allows to simulate, analyze, and extract SSP ejecta which

includes all stable elements and many isotopes up to Bi. The web page with docu-

mentation can be found at http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE. We introduce the

yield sets and parameters which are available within the web interface. The yield

input are the NuGrid yields, with delayed and rapid explosion prescription as well as

a mix of both, and SNIa yields by Thielemann, Nomoto, and Yokoi (1986) and Pop

III yields by Heger and Woosley (2010). The available metallicities are Z = 0.02,

0.01, 0.006, 0.001 and 0.0001, 0. Yields are applied in the initial mass range from

1 M� to 30 M�. Different chemical evolution parameters such as IMF and SNIa DTD

can be set.

SSP ejecta can be extracted in the form of tables which contain for each time step

http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE/
http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE
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the fraction of elements and isotopes of choice. The ejecta of each element or isotope

is normalized to the total mass of the SSP. Parts of a table which contains the amount

of elements ejected over 1010 yr by a SSP of 104 M� at Z = 0.02 is presented in Table

3.2.

Age [yr] C N O Fe Sr Ba M tot [Msun]
0.000E+00 3.466E-03 1.063E-03 9.650E-03 1.438E-03 6.072E-08 1.813E-08 1.000E+04
1.000E+07 7.848E-04 2.770E-04 4.412E-03 8.351E-05 2.715E-08 1.425E-09 6.557E+02
1.269E+07 1.120E-03 3.859E-04 6.546E-03 1.866E-04 4.197E-08 2.014E-09 9.426E+02

......
7.880E+09 6.301E-03 2.697E-03 1.508E-02 2.505E-03 1.391E-05 3.973E-06 7.067E+03
1.000E+10 6.304E-03 2.697E-03 1.509E-02 2.552E-03 1.391E-05 3.973E-06 7.068E+03

Table 3.2: Table of elements extracted with the SYGMA interface.

The SYGMA code is open-source and available to download at http://nugrid.

github.io/NuPyCEE. We provide an online documentation based on SPHINX3,

guides and teaching material in form of ipython notebooks. NuGrid’s stellar and nu-

cleosynthesis data sets are available at http://nugridstars.org/data-and-software/

yields/set-1 and can be analyzed with NuGrid’s WENDI interface at http://

wendi.nugridstars.org.

3.1.6 Yield set database

We provide a comprehensive set of yield tables for SYGMA which includes all yield

tables applied in this work. Yields of massive star simulations with modeled CCSN,

hypernova and pair-instability SN of Nomoto, Kobayashi, and Tominaga (2013) are in-

cluded. SNIa yields by Thielemann et al. (2003) and by Seitenzahl et al. (2013) can be

used. Included are yield tables of neutron star merger ejecta by Rosswog et al. (2014)

and Arnould, Goriely, and Takahashi (2007). Ejecta of magneto-hydrodynamic sim-

ulations by Nishimura, Takiwaki, and Thielemann (2015) and Pseudo-proto-neutron

star wind ejecta based on analytic models are also available. Abundances from pri-

mordial nucleosynthesis are taken from Timmes, Woosley, and Weaver (1995) based

on Walker et al. (1991) and from Coc, Uzan, and Vangioni (2013). Other yield tables

will be added on request.

3http://www.sphinx-doc.org

http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE/
http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE
http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE/
http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE
http://nugridstars.org/data-and-software/yields/set-1
http://nugridstars.org/data-and-software/yields/set-1
http://wendi.nugridstars.org
http://wendi.nugridstars.org
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3.1.7 Summary and Conclusions

We have introduced the SYGMA module which provides the chemical ejecta and stel-

lar feedback of simple stellar populations for hydrodynamical simulations and semi-

analytical models of galaxies. We presented the model assumptions and capabilities

such as a variety of SNIa delay-time distributions and initial mass functions. The

contributions from AGB stars, massive stars, SNe Ia and r-process sites such as NS

mergers and CCSN can be analysed. Arbitrary yields can be applied and available in

a large yield library which include yields from the NuGrid collaboration for all stable

elements and many isotopes up to Bi.

An online interface can be used to simulate, analyze and extract the ejecta SSP

ejecta in tabulated form for choices of chemical evolution parameters (Appendix

3.1.5). Access to the web interface, documentation, interactive examples are available

at http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE. where the mdule is the basic building block of

NuGrids chemical evolution framework NuPyCEE.

The SSP ejecta based on the NuGrid yields and the combined yields of P98 and

M01 are compared at solar Z and low Z. We find at both metallicities differences in

C and N due to massive and super-AGB stars which are a factor of 3.5 and 4.8 at low

Z. This is due to the complete stellar models of NuGrid which include the TP-AGB

stage and HBB in the most massive models. O, Si and Fe in the SSP ejecta vary by

up to a factor in case of the total ejecta of O and Fe at solar Z due to the amount of

CCSN fallback in both yield sets.

The functionality of the module was verified through a comparison with W09 in

which we apply their yields. The final accumulated ejecta are well in agreement in

both works with the largest differences in the fraction of ejecta of N and Fe from

massive stars of 10%.

We have analyzed the impact of CCSN fallback prescriptions of massive stellar

models on the ejecta composition of SSPs at Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.001. At the latter

metallicity we find the largest variations of about a factor of ten in C, O and Si in the

first 10 Myr which decreases to less than a factor two in the total ejecta. The total

ejecta of Fe at Z = 0.02 shows with a factor of 1.6 the largest difference between the

fallback prescriptions at both metallicities.
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3.2 Effect of convective boundary mixing on O

production and [O/Fe] in SSPs

In this section I summarize my work about the impact of convective boundary mixing

in AGB models, as applied in Chapter 2, on the chemical enrichment of simple stellar

populations.

Discontinuities at boundaries, an outcome of theory of mixing length, are in dis-

agreement with Newton’s laws (Canuto 1998; Herwig 2000). Many efforts have been

made to study convection in stars through multi-D hydro simulations (e.g. Freytag,

Ludwig, and Steffen 1996; Porter and Woodward 2000; Stancliffe et al. 2011; Herwig

et al. 2014) Applying prescriptions for convective boundaries derived from multi-D

simulations are common (Miller Bertolami and Althaus 2006; Weiss and Ferguson

2009). Core-overshooting, additional mixing at the upper boundary of the convective

core, is needed to match the morphology of cluster turnoffs (VandenBerg and Stetson

2004, and references in it).

CBM at all convective boundaries is applied in my stellar models (Chapter 2)

through a exponential declining velocity field beyond the boundary (Freytag, Lud-

wig, and Steffen 1996; Herwig et al. 1997; Herwig 2000). Special boundary mixing

parameter are applied in the TP-AGB phase for the pulse-driven convective zone as

motivated by Herwig et al. (2007)’s 2D and 3D simulations. Also an increased mixing

efficiency is applied during TDUP (Herwig, Langer, and Lugaro 2003). The bound-

ary mixing at the bottom of the pulse-driven convective zone has strong implications

for the He intershell abundance and structure. Convective boundary mixing leads to

effective O production of about 15% in mass fraction while without CBM only about

2% is reached in the intershell (Herwig 2005).

The O enrichment is in agreement with surface abundance of post-AGB PG1159

stars which reveal the He intershell (Werner and Herwig 2006). Recently Delgado-

Inglada et al. (2015) found O enrichment in the successor of AGB stars, in planetary

nebula, at different metallicity supporting the idea of O production in AGB stars. The

impact of the boost of O production due to CBM has not been estimated. Stellar

abundance could serve as constrains for the CBM efficiency in AGB models.

With simple stellar populations the relevance of O production due to CBM for

the chemical evolution is estimated. Applied are the AGB yields enriched based on

stellar models with CBM (Chapter 2) and AGB yields by Karakas (2010, K10) who
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do not include CBM. The yields of massive star models are those of Chapter 2 and

SNIa yields are from Thielemann, Nomoto, and Yokoi (1986).

We compare SSPs of 104 M� at Z = 0.02 and Z = 0.0001. We find at Z = 0.0001

1 dex more total O ejecta with yields of this work than with K10 while the difference

is small at Z = 0.02 (Fig. 3.17). The total amount of O ejected by AGB stars is

only about 12% of the O ejected by massive stars at Z = 0.0001 and not relevant for

Galactic production.

SSPs of both metallicities show early on a drop in [O/Fe] down to about −0.1 due

to the contribution of massive stars. At 5 × 107 yr the SSPs show the beginning of

a ’knee’ in [O/Fe] which indicates the onset of SNIa contributions (Fig. 3.17). This

[O/Fe] drop is increased at Z = 0.0001 by up to 0.05 when yields with CBM are

applied while at Z = 0.02 the increase is below 0.05.

These estimates indicate no relevance of CBM for Galactic production. With the

galaxy code OMEGA presented in the next section the impact on the Milky Way can

be estimated.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of the evolution of [O/Fe] in the ejecta of different (com-
bined) contributors, namely AGB stars, massive stars and SNIa for Z = 0.0001 (top)
and Z = 0.02 (bottom).

3.3 Galactic chemical evolution with the NuPyCEE

framework

For galactic chemical evolution studies I have built with Dr. Côté the one-zone model

for the evolution of galaxies (OMEGA) which utilized SSPs of SYGMA (Côté et al.

2016b; Côté et al. 2016c). OMEGA models the gas content and takes into account

dark matter as well as galactic infall and outflows of matter (Côté et al. 2016c). I

have developed the framework which models multiple stellar populations and allows

to apply continuous star formation rates and Dr. Côté have developed different inflow

and outflow models. Available is also a stellar abundance database (STELLAB) for

comparisons with observations which was mainly build by Dr. Côté and I contributed
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features which allowed the easy addition of stellar abundance datasets.

SYGMA, OMEGA and STELLAB are the NuGrid chemical evolution framework.

All code is available through a website at http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE which

I created (Fig. 3.18). With NuPyCEE the impact of new stellar yield sets provided

by NuGrid on chemical evolution can be explored. The NuPyCEE framework was

utilized in a variety of studies to which I have contributed mostly through the devel-

opment of OMEGA and my stellar yields and which are summarized below.

Figure 3.18: Website of the NuPyCEE framework. On top a pipeline with the
NuPYCEE modules SYGMA, OMEGA and STELLAB is shown.

With a Monte Carlo method the influence of uncertainties of chemical evolution

parameters on the chemical evolution of 16 elements of a Milky Way model were

estimated Côté et al. (2016d). Bands of uncertainty were derived for the evolution of

each element. The slope of the IMF and the total number of SNIae were identified

as the main sources of uncertainties.

A first investigation into the impact of the yield input grid size on chemical evo-

lution is done in Côté et al. (2016b). The number of massive star models included

in the yield set was varied and the impact on nine elements analyzed. The chemical
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evolution of elements is more sensitive to the metallicity range of the yield grid rather

than the number of metallicities within that range. Also stressed is the importance

of the remnant mass prescription which can lead to variations of up to 0.7 dex in

chemical evolution predictions.

In Côté et al. (2016c) different galactic inflows and outflow models and their impact

on the chemical evolution of elements of the dwarf galaxy Sculptor is analyzed. The

best parameter values to match the observed abundance distribution for each inflow-

and outflow model is derived with a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo method. Similar

matches to the observed element distributions are obtained with each prescription

while fundamental parameters such as the number of SNIa and the strength of the

outflows differ. Hence the evolution of galaxies cannot be constrained by matching

the observed element abundances.

3.4 Outreach

The aim is to provide the chemical evolution code NuPyCEE to the scientific com-

munity since GCE codes are often either not publicly available (e.g. Kobayashi et

al.) or not well documented (e.g. code of Timmes, Woosley, and Weaver 1995). We

develop our framework online on GitHub4 and include an extensive documentation

inside and outside of the code.

To give students insight into chemical evolution I have created interactive tuto-

rials available online (Fig. 3.18). NuPyCEE is written in the common programming

language python which allows an easy start with the code. I have taught an in-

troduction into chemical evolution and NuPyCEE in the ASTR501 and ASTR404

Astronomy class for graduate students at the University of Victoria. I have created

teaching notebooks and supervised students with projects about the impact of differ-

ent r-process sources on the solar-system distribution and the investigation into the

chemical evolution of the ultra-faint dwarf galaxy Hercules.

3.5 Summary

To model the chemical ejecta and feedback of simple stellar populations in hydrody-

namic simulations and semi-analytic models the SYGMA module is presented. Its

4http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE
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functionality was verified in a comparison with work by Wiersma et al. (2009). The

SSP ejecta of different elements based on the yield set presented in Chapter 2 was

compared with a widely used yield set.

Convective boundary mixing in AGB models which is required to explain observed

features leads to an increase of the amount of O ejected. Its impact on the chemical

evolution was estimated through a comparison of SSP ejecta based on yields with and

without CBM. The impact was found to be small for metallicities of Z = 0.02 and

Z = 0.0001.

To model the evolution of galaxies the chemical evolution framework NuPyCEE

is presented and applications are summarized. Such studies require ejecta of stellar

models at very low metallicity which experience H ingestion events. H-ingestion

events are investigated in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

H-ingestion flashes and i process

4.1 Introduction

Observation of stars at lower and lower metallicity in the galactic halo (e.g. Keller

et al. 2014, recently with [Fe/H] below -7) motivate to investigate stellar models down

to extreme low and zero metallicity. Such stellar evolution simulations reveal strong

H-ingestion episodes in different phases of evolution for example in low and zero-

metallicity AGB stars (Fujimoto, Ikeda, and Iben 2000), in very late thermal pulses

(VLTP) in post-AGB starsH- (Herwig et al. 2011) and in the He-core flash in low-Z

low mass stars (Campbell, Lugaro, and Karakas 2010).

In an ingestion event H is mixed from a H-rich stellar envelope, down into a C-rich

convective layer where high enough temperatures exist to allow C to capture a proton.
13N is produced which decays to 13C while under the influence of convective motions

as shown in the sketch in Fig. 4.1. If 13C reaches deep enough layers, available alpha

particle lead to the reaction 13C(α,n)16O) which releases neutrons. The latter can

lead to the build-up of heavy elements. This process is called intermediate neutron-

capture process (Cowan and Rose 1977) and operates at neutron densities between s-

and r-process of Nn ≈ 1015cm−3.

The stellar evolution tracks of the lowest metallicities which I calculated reveal

ingestion episodes in low-mass AGB stars, super AGB stars and massive stars. The

ingested H burns on the same timescale as it is mixed and its burning affects the

fluid flow. Such a convective-reactive regime cannot be properly described with the

mixing length theory applied in stellar evolution models (Herwig et al. 2011; Jones

et al. 2016b). Results of 3D hydrodynamic simulations of Sakurai’s object by Herwig
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et al. (2011), Herwig et al. (2014), and Woodward, Herwig, and Lin (2015) reveal

that ingestion events cannot be properly treated in 1D.

These results have to be understood in context of observations. For example the i

process in VLTP of the post-AGB star Sakurai’s object is motivated by its light curve

and surface abundances (Herwig et al. 2011). Also certain grains can be explained by

the i process (Fujiya et al. 2013; Jadhav et al. 2013). To model yields of stars below

the current lower limit of [Fe/H] = -2.3 3D investigations are required and a proper

prescription of these 3D processes in 1D have to be found. In the following sections

I lay out my work about such ingestion events.

Figure 4.1: Sketch of a slice of a sphere showing H ingestion with relevant processes
for the nucleosynthesis of heavy elements.
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4.2 H ingestion in super-AGB stars

In this section I summarize my contributions to and the results of the investigation

of H ingestion and convective boundary mixing in S-AGB models which are reported

in Jones et al. (2016b).

Included in S. Jones, C. Ritter, F. Herwig, C. Fryer, M. Pignatari, M. G. Bertolli,

B. Paxton, 2016, MNRAS, 455, 3848

The Super-AGB stars are the most massive AGB stars in the initial mass range

from ≈ 7.5 M� to ≈ 9.75 M� (Poelarends et al. 2008). Those models ignite C due to

their degenerate conditions and neutrino cooling (Jones et al. 2016b) which leads to

the formation of a O/Ne/Mg core under the He-burning shell of the TP-AGB phase

(Garćıa-Berro and Iben 1994; Garćıa-Berro, Ritossa, and Iben 1997; Siess 2010).

In Super-AGB models presented in Chapter 2 convective boundary mixing (CBM)

is applied at all boundaries in the form of an exponential decreasing mixing diffusion

coefficient (Herwig 2000). CBM in low-mass stellar models can match the abundance

observed in post-AGB stars (Werner and Herwig 2006) and produce 13C pockets and

the observed s process signatures (Herwig 2000). In intermediate mass models the

protons mixed through the boundaries due to CBM are burned at high temperatures

which can alter the stellar evolution and chemical enrichment (Herwig 2004; Herwig

2004). To take into account feedback of very energetic proton burning the efficiency of

CBM was reduced in S-AGB models presented in Chapter 2 while systematic studies

are required to analyze the impact of different CBM efficiencies in detail.

In the S-AGB models at Z = 0.0001 (Chapter 2) I found repeating H ingestion

in the pulse-driven convective zone (PDCZ) during third dredge-up in the TP-AGB

stage. The occurrence of H ingestion events in these S-AGB models depends on the

initial mass and metallicity.

I estimated that the energy release due to the burning of ingested H can become

close to the internal energy which could lead to the unbinding of the layers above.

Such conditions violate the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium of stellar evolution

models. The energy release due to H burning splits the PDCZ and stops further

transport of H into deeper layers. Herwig et al. (2011) showed with 3D hydrodynamic

simulations that such a split is a feature of the spherical approximation of the stellar

model.
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We performed a systematic study of different CBM efficiencies applied at the

bottom of the pulse-driven convective zone and the convective envelope during the

TP-AGB phase of S-AGB models of a range of metallicities. High CBM efficiencies

at the bottom of the convective envelope can prevent growth of the He-free core and

prevent the appearance of electron-capture SN. H ingestion in these stellar models

could lead to i-process nucleosynthesis of second-peak elements as observed in C-

Enhanced Metal Poor stars and introduced in the following section.

Figure 4.2: H ingestion into the convective He shell during a thermal pulse in the
AGB phase of a 7 M� model of Z = 0.0001. Figure adopted from Jones et al. (2016b).
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4.3 CEMP-r/s stars reveal i process signature

In this section I present results which were created in collaboration with Laurent Dard-

elet. We compared the prediction of simple i-process models based on the assumption

of H ingestion found in AGB models (Chapter 2, Section 4.2) with the peculiar abun-

dance of CEMP-r/s stars.

Included in L. Dardelet, C. Ritter, P. Prado, E. Heringer, C. Higgs, S. Sandalski, S.

Jones , P. Denissenkov, K.Venn, M. Bertolli, M. Pignatari, P. Woodward, F. Her-

wig, 2014, XIII Nuclei in the Cosmos (NIC XIII), 145

4.3.1 CEMP-r/s stars

C-Enhanced Metal Poor (CEMP) stars are a class of metal poor stars with surface

abundance of [C/Fe]>1. Their fraction increases towards lower metallicity and reaches

20% at [Fe/H]=-2 (Allen et al. 2012; Beers and Christlieb 2005). A subclass are

CEMP-r/s stars which are characterized by large enhancement of s-process and r-

process elements (Jonsell et al. 2006; Lugaro et al. 2012; Masseron et al. 2010).

The established theory to explain these enhancements assumes pre-enrichment

with r-process material and s-process material accretion from a heavier companion

AGB star (Jonsell et al. 2006). This theory is unable to explain the large [hs/ls]1

and low [La/Eu] ratios of CEMP-r/s stars such as the star CS 31062-050 (Fig. 26 in

Bisterzo et al. 2012, Fig. 4.3).

4.3.2 A simple i-proces model for the CEMP-r/s stars

We build a 1-zone i-process model based on the physical conditions in a PDCZ of

a AGB stellar evolution model. Adopted are temperature of 2 × 108 K, a density of

104 g cm−3 and a solar-scaled initial abundance of Z = 10−3 with enhancements of

O and C according to the abundances in the PDCZ. H is enhanced to mimic the H

ingestion and the nucleosynthesis is modeled with the NuGrid single-zone PPN code

(Herwig et al. 2008).

1ls and hs represent the total abundances of elements from the first and second s-process peaks
of the solar system abundance distribution.
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Figure 4.3: Change of neutron density Nn with time for the initial mass fractions of
H of 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 (top). Best match of the i-process model with the abundance
pattern of the CEMP-r/s star CS 31062-050 Johnson and Bolte (bottom, abundance
data from 2004). In the bottom-right corner the values of the neutron density Nn

and exposure (tau) are shown.
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Within the first second 13N is produced out of most 12C and decays into 13C on the

timescale of 9.97 min. This enables the 13C(α,n)16O neutron source which can produce

neutron densities of Nn ∼ 1015cm−3 depending on the amount of H initially available

(Fig. 4.3). Over time the neutron exposure τ =
∫ t

0
NnvT dt

′ (vT is the neutron thermal

velocity) increases which shifts the production from lighter to heavier elements. We

find a good match of the i-process 1-zone model to the abundance of CS 31062-

050 from Y to Ir (within the observational errors) for a given amount of H initially

available and a given neutron exposure (Fig. 4.3).

When the energy release of burning of ingested H results in extreme perturbation

of the spherical symmetry as in 3D hydrodynamic simulations (Herwig et al. 2014)

these perturbations might terminate i-process nucleosynthesis. Such a self-quenching

might depend on the physical conditions of the convective zone and stellar struc-

ture and a range of i-process termination times are expected. We treat the neutron

exposure as a free parameter and find the best match for logτ = 1.6 (Fig. 4.3).

Our predictions match the large ratio of [hs/ls]≈ 1, the [La/Eu] ratios between 0.0

and 0.5 and the ratio of the Er-W region compared to those in the Os-Ir region of CS

31062-050. We identify these i-process signatures in other CEMP-r/s stars. Fe-group

elements and Pb are not properly described due to the depletion of n-capture seed

elements.

4.4 Summary and Outlook

In this chapter we investigated H ingestion and the i process in AGB models. We

identify H-ingestion events in S-AGB models, which are stronger at low metallicity.

They are sensitive to the choice convective boundary mixing and could lead to i-

process nucleosynthesis. It has been found that ingestion events are not properly

treated in 1D stellar models and require 3D hydrodynamic simulations.

We have shown that the observed heavy-element abundance of some CEMP-r/s

stars can be matched with simple 1-zone i process models based on conditions derived

from AGB model. These observations cannot be described with classical r-process

and/or s-process predictions.

Realistic i-process predictions are required to connect observations with potential

i-process sites. Herwig et al. (2011) has first shown that 3D hydrodynamic simulations

are required to model H ingestion in Sakurai’s object. For example only the 3D

hydrodynamic simulations were able to identify the Global Oscillation of Shell H-
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ingestion which appeared during H entrainment (GOSH, Herwig et al. 2014). But it

is currently not computationally feasible to include hundreds or thousands of species

for i process nucleosynthesis in such simulations.

As a first step towards overcoming those limitations I am working on a method

to perform the comprehensive nucleosynthesis by post-processing the output of 3D

hydrodynamic simulations generated by the PPMstar code (Woodward, Herwig,

and Lin 2015). At each time step of this post-processing approach isotopes would be

advected on a reduced grid and then comprehensive nucleosynthesis performed. I have

developed a post-processing framework which processes the low-resolution output of

the 3D hydrodynamical simulations with a time step size and network size of choice.

The nucleosynthesis network of each cell is constructed with code of the NuGrid

collaboration. The advection routines are not fully implemented and mixing does not

take place yet. As an application I have post-processed an event of strong H ingestion

in the 3D hydrodynamic simulation of a low-Z AGB model of Woodward et al. (in

prep.) and find the production of large amounts of 13N of up to 14% (Fig. 4.4). This

hints towards strong i-process production under the assumption that 13N is effectively

transported into the deepest layers.

The extreme cost of the post-processing nucleosynthesis is estimated to be up to

10% of the 3D hydrodynamic simulation which motivates an inline processing in the

PPMstar code to take advantage of the available scaling ability and routines. For

this purpose I have provided Prof. Paul Woodward with the nucleosynthesis modules

to be included in the PPMstar code.

The convective-reactive nucleosynthesis as during H ingestion is also found in O-

C shell mergers presented in the next chapter. Post-processing or co-processing as

introduced in this chapter might be needed to explore nucleosynthesis in such events.
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Figure 4.4: Mass fractions of the ingested 1H and the 13N produced after about 3 min
in a sphere slice based on the post -processed 3D hydrodynamic simulation.
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Chapter 5

O-C shell merger in massive stars

In this section I present my investigation into the nucleosynthesis of interacting con-

vective O and C shells of massive star models. Comprehensive nucleosynthesis in a

1D model based on 3D hydrodynamic simulations is analyzed and compared with O-C

shell mergers found in 1D stellar evolution models. The relevance of Cl, K and Sc

produced in O-C shell mergers for the Galactic production is estimated.

Draft of C. Ritter, B. Côté, F. Herwig, J. F. Navarro, C. Fryer, L. Siemens, to

be submitted to MNRAS

Abstract We investigate the nucleosynthesis in mergers of O- and C-shell convection

in massive stars or when large amounts of C-shell material is ingested into the O-

shell convection zone. An initial attempt to perform a 3D hydrodynamic simulation

of O-shell convection with a moderate C-ingestion shows no dramatic deviation from

spherical symmetry and provides an estimate for the convective mixing efficiency in

this situation. With the application of the derived mixing in comprehensive 1D multi-

zone nucleosynthesis simulations we find that combined convective-reactive O- and

C-shell burning can be a production site for the odd-Z elements P, Cl, K and Sc. But

very large overproduction factors of ≈ 5 can be achieved only when the entrainment

rate is enhanced to ≈ 10−3 M�/s which can be associated with O-C shell mergers. We

identify such production in a number of our 1D stellar evolution models of massive

stars that are part of the NuGrid yields with overproduction factors beyond 1 dex.

In addition we report that p-process species are produced in this environment with

strongly mass-and metallicity dependent overproduction factors of more than 1 dex

for 130,132Ba and heavier isotopes. We find that the merger of the O shell with the Si
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shell produces Fe peak elements which are effectively mixed out of the shells which fall

back on the remnant during the core-collapse explosion, similar to the mixing-fallback

mechanism. Under the assumption that merger or entrainment convective-reactive

events involving O- and C-burning shells occur not always but in more than 50% of

all massive stars chemical evolution models are able to reproduce the observed trends

of the odd-Z elements in the Milky Way.

5.1 Introduction

Massive stars are the main producer of intermediate elements below the Fe peak with

a contribution to heavy elements(e.g. Woosley, Heger, and Weaver 2002). However,

the odd-Z elements K and Sc in galactic chemical evolution models of the Milky

Way based on yields of NuGrid (Pignatari et al. 2016b; Ritter et al. 2016, in prep.),

Kobayashi et al. (2006, K06) or Nomoto, Kobayashi, and Tominaga (2013, N13) are

up to 1 dex lower compared to halo and disk stars (Fig. 5.1).

Several production mechanisms have been considered for Sc, such as the ejecta of

proton-rich neutrino winds (Fröhlich et al. 2006), jet-induced core-collapse supernova

explosions (e.g. Tominaga 2009) and hypernovae (e.g. Sneden et al. 2016). However

the quantitative impact of these mechanisms on chemical evolution models has not

yet been demonstrated.

Another group of species with still essentially unknown nuclear production are the

p-process isotopes. For decades massive stars have been considered the main source

of rare proton-rich stable isotopes beyond iron1. This scenario was never consistently

tested by GCE simulations but the underproduction of p-process yields within this

scenario has always been recognized compared to the solar abundances (see Pignatari

et al. 2016c, and references therein).

Uncertainty of the nuclear C-burning reactions (Pignatari et al. 2013b) and neutrino-

induced reactions (e.g. Fröhlich et al. 2006) supported by multi-D simulations (e.g.

Arcones and Montes 2011) enhance the p-nuclei production in massive star models.

Rapidly rotating, strongly magnetic collapsing stars (Fujimoto et al. 2007) are further

candidates for p-nuclei synthesis. Low mass retention efficiencies of rapidly accreting

C/O white dwarfs question the single degenerate SNIa channel as proposed source of

1 74Se, 78Kr, 84Sr, 92,94Mo, 96,98Ru, 102Pd, 106,108Cd, 112,114,115Sn, 113In, 120Te, 124,126Xe,
130,132Ba, 136,138Ce, 138La, 144Sm, 152Gd, 156,158Dy, 162,164Er, 168Yb, 174Hf, 180Ta, 180W, 184Os,
190Pt, and 196Hg
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p nuclei (Denissenkov et al. 2017).

While previous attempts to explain the sufficient production of odd-Z elements

focussed on explosive nucleosynthesis environments we are here proposing that odd-Z

elements are forming in convective-reactive pre-supernova stellar evolution. Convec-

tion is described by the mixing-length theory (Cox and Giuli 1968) in 1D stellar

models. This theory is highly effective and works very well in many phases of stellar

evolution. However, it fails to describe accurately the evolution of convection zone in

the late phases of stellar evolution of stars.

In recent years multi-dimensional stellar hydrodynamic simulations have been

constructed that start to elucidate the complex behaviours that can be encountered

in shell convection with fuel ingestion. For example, (Herwig et al. 2014) showed

that the convective-reactive combustion of H-rich material ingested into He-shell flash

convection can lead to violent global, non-radial oscillations that severely compromise

the assumption of spherical symmetry. This particular type of convective-reactive

event has been shown to lead to the unique intermediate neutron-capture process, or

i process.

Just as the i-process nucleosynthesis pathway is only possible in convective-reactive

H-He burning, we are now generalizing on this example, and consider what other

unusual nucleosynthesis could be possible in other types of convective-reactive nucle-

osynthesis. One such interaction can occur between convective C- and O-shell burn-

ing when C-shell material is ingested into the O shell. Based on 2D hydrodynamic

simulations Meakin and Arnett (2006a) suggested that such ingestion could rapidly

transition into a situation with accreting entrainment rates. Mergers of O- and C-

shell convection zones have been mentioned in passing in the literature (Rauscher

et al. 2002; Tur, Heger, and Austin 2007). But neither the nucleosynthesis nor the

hydrodynamic processes of such shell mergers have been investigated in detail.

In this work the convective-reactive C ingestion into O-shell convection in full

3D is explored, followed by comprehensive multi-zone nucleosynthesis simulations

and analysis of shell mergers in stellar evolution models. The result are preliminary

estimates of odd-Z element production the impact of which we analyze in galactic

chemical evolution models of the Milky Way.

We introduce our simulation tools in Section 5.2. The results are presented in

Section 5.3 followed by a discussion of current model limitations in Section 5.4. In

Section 5.5 we present a summary and the conclusion.
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Figure 5.1: K and Sc predictions of our GCE model based on NuGrid yields (R16) in
comparison with disk and halo stars of the Milky Way. For comparison we show GCE
predictions based on yields from K06 and N13. Data of K are from the APOGEE
survey (Wilson et al. 2010; SDSS Collaboration et al. 2016), and Sc data from Ishigaki,
Chiba, and Aoki (2012) and Ishigaki, Aoki, and Chiba (2013, crosses), Roederer et al.
(2014, dots) and Battistini and Bensby (2015, stars).
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5.2 Methods

We perform 3D simulations of a convective O shell with C ingestion in a stellar

model with an intially mass of 25 M� and metallicity Z = 0.02 with the explicit

hydrodynamics code PPMstar (Woodward, Herwig, and Lin 2015). The overall

approach is the same as in Jones et al. (2016a), including 4π geometry and a 7683

grid. However, instead of driving the convection with a constant volume heating the

O-shell fluid burns via the 16O-16O rate according to Eq. 18.74 in Kippenhahn and

Weigert (1990).

To model the burning of C fluid in our hydrodynamic simulation we have computed

the nucleosynthesis of C-shell material on a trajectory through the O shell. We find

the 12C-12C and the 16O(α,g)20Ne reactions to produce the most energy over most

of the O shell. It is assumed that each α particle liberated by the former reaction

triggers the latter reaction as plenty of O is available and C fluid is burned according

to the 12C-12C rate (Eq. 18.72 in Kippenhahn and Weigert 1990). The energy release

of C-fluid burning is the sum of Q values of both reactions.

The detailed nucleosynthesis is computed with the 1D multi-zone post-processing

code mppnp that includes all relevant isotopes (Pignatari et al. 2016b). Similar to

Herwig et al. (2011) we ingest unprocessed fuel from the layer above the convection

zone, in this case C-shell material into the O-shell convective zone, at a prescribed

rate.

We model the chemical evolution of the Milky Way with a one-zone open-box

model with galactic inflows and outflows in OMEGA (Côté et al. 2016c; Côté et al.

2017) that is part of the NuGrid chemical evolution framework NuPyCEE2. Yields

of AGB and massive star models are taken from NuGrid. Alternatively, massive star

yields are from K06 and N13. Yields of PopIII stars are from Heger and Woosley

(2010) and SNIa yields are from (Thielemann, Nomoto, and Yokoi 1986). The initial

mass function of Kroupa (2001) is adopted over the initial mass range from 0.1 M�

to 100 M�, and we assume the ejection of stellar yields between the initial masses of

1 M� and 30 M�.

2http://nugrid.github.io/NuPyCEE
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Convection and feedback in 3D

3D hydrodynamic simulations of the O shell of Jones et al. (2016a) indicate a entrain-

ment rate of 1.3 × 10−6 M�/s. If the O shell of that underlying stellar model grows

in mass with this entrainment rate at the upper boundary it can reach the C shell in

1.91 days. This is before the end of O shell convection in 9.7 days which would allow

a convective O-C shell merger. The shell merger would likely boost the entrainment

rate by many orders of magnitude.

In our simulation C-shell material is entrained into the O shell over 110 convective

turn-over times of ∆rshell/vradial ≈ 2.2min. The entrained fluid reaches to the bottom

of the convective O shell (Fig. 5.2) where its spherically averaged abundance develops

towards a stationary state.

The energy release by C burning does not strongly affect the flow properties

in contrast to global oscillation of shell-H ingestion (GOSH) events found with H

entrainment into a convective He shell in low-mass stellar models (Herwig et al.

2014).

This motivates to calculate a diffusion coefficient in a spherically symmetric ap-

proximation of the mixing as in Jones et al. (2016a). We find an average entrainment

rate of 3.13 × 10−7 M�/s over 60 min during which the fluid interface shows little

variation. This entrainment rate is lower than of Jones et al. (2016a) due to our lower

O shell luminosity.

5.3.2 Nucleosynthesis in 1D

The large processing power required does not allow to include large networks of C

burning, O burning and p-process nucleosynthesis in 3D hydrodynamic simulations.

We construct a 1D setup of the 3D hydrodynamic simulation based on a time-averaged

diffusion coefficient and the temperature and density profile of the stellar evolution

simulation (Fig. 5.3). We ingest C-shell material at the radial position at which the

entrainment rate from the hydrodynamic simulation was derived. A possible O-C

shell interaction leads to higher entrainment rates (Meakin and Arnett 2006a) and

we expect an increase by some undetermined orders of magnitude higher than what

is derived from our hydrodynamic simulation.

We investigate entrainment rates of C-shell material from 1.2 × 10−7 M�/s to
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Figure 5.2: Volume fraction of C-shell fluid after 148 min of entrainment in a sphere
slice of the convective O shell.
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Figure 5.3: Abundance profile of the mppnp simulation of the O-shell after 16.5 min
of ingested C-shell material at a rate of 103Ṁe. The diffusion coefficient D is extracted
from our 3D hydrodynamic simulation.
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1.2× 10−2 M�/s. At 1.2× 10−2 M�/s the whole C shell would be entrained in 100 s

which is the overturning timescale of the hydrodynamic simulation of the O shell in

Meakin and Arnett (2007b). This entrainment time is small compared to the sound

crossing time of our O shell of the order of seconds. In a catastrophic scenario of a

transsonic mass exchange, the mass exchange rate could event reach 1 M�/s.

Intermediate elements

At an entrainment rate of 1.2 × 10−4 M�/s we find considerable production of 35Cl,
39K and 45Sc after 16.5 min (Fig. 5.3).

31P, 35Cl, 39K and 45Sc are produced in the lower part of the O shell through

entrainment of large amounts of 20Ne under convective-reactive conditions.

We investigate the nucleosynthesis through repeated multi-zone simulations by

turning on and off individual rates aided by flux analysis of 1-zone simulations.

The protons released by 20Ne burning produce 31P. The latter is transported into

deeper layers where it is destroyed with 31P(γ,p). The resulting protons are cap-

tured by plenty available 34S and produce 35Cl via 34S(p,γ)35Cl. 39K is synthesized

via 38Ar(p,γ)39K and to a less extent 39Ar(p,n)39K at about the same depth as 35Cl.
35Cl is disintegrated in deeper layers and produces 45Sc via 44Ca(p,γ)45Sc. Neutron-

capture on other Ca isotopes lead to the production of 44Ca in the highly neutron-rich

environment of the O shell.

To analyze the impact of the nucleosynthesis on the total stellar production we

calculate the elemental overproduction factors as OP = (Yi + Ytot)/(Yni + Ytot). Yi

is the amount of material produced after 16.5 min and Yni is the amount produced

over the same time without ingestion of C-shell material. We compare the amounts

relative to the total yields Ytot produced in the stellar model with initial mass 25 M�

at Z = 0.02 of NuGrid (Fig. 5.5). The overproduction factors of P, Cl, K and Sc

increase with the entrainment rate in most cases while the relative production can

differ.

The stellar model with initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.02 experiences a O-C shell

merger about 4 min after the end of convective Si core burning (Ritter et al. 2016,

in prep.). During the initial phase large amounts of material are entrained while

most parts of both convective shells are still separated (Fig. 5.4). Shortly afterwards

both convective shells merge. We find the production of 35Cl, 39K and 45Sc under

convective-reactive conditions.
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Figure 5.4: Abundance profile during entrainment of C-shell material into the O shell
about 4 min after the end of convective Fe core burning of the stellar model of 15 M�
at Z = 0.02 . The blue shades indicate convective regions. The two black vertical
lines show the position of the remnant mass of the CCSN explosion model.
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The overproduction factors due to the O-C shell merger in the stellar model are

qualitatively similar to what we found in our 1D ingestion setup with the variation of

the maximum overproduction factor between Cl and K (Fig. 5.5). For stellar models

the overproduction factors are calculated as OP = Yf/Yini where Yini and Yf are the

total amounts at onset and after inter-shell mixing, respectively. We identify further

O-C shell merger in the massive star models of NuGrid with initial masses of 12 M�,

15 M� and 20 M� at Z = 0.01. The overproduction factors of P, Cl, K and Sc vary

with the initial mass and metallicity (Fig. 5.5).

Due to its deep location the O shell is significantly modified by the core-collapse

SN explosion and affected by fallback. The CCSN prescription for the stellar model

of 15 M� at Z = 0.02 includes two neutron-star remnant coordinates based on the

delayed and rapid explosion prescription of Fryer et al. (2012). Both remnant co-

ordinates are below the peak production of 31P, 35Cl, 39K and 45Sc (Fig. 5.4). The

overproduction factors based solely on the explosive nucleosynthesis indicate that P,

Cl, K and Sc are little affected by the explosion (Fig. 5.5).

Fe-peak elements

The convective Si-burning shell in the stellar model of 20 M� at Z = 0.01 grows into

O-shell layers. The convective Si-O shell transports Fe peak elements into regions

which will be ejected during CCSN based on the rapid explosion prescription (Fryer

et al. 2012). The convective Si-O shell expands further in mass and its bottom layers

cool significantly which shuts off Si burning. The shell merges with the convective C-

burning shell. With the delayed explosion prescription (Fryer et al. 2012) O-shell and

Si-shell material would fall back onto the remnant but the extended convective Si-O-C

shell allows the ejection. The Si-O-C shell merger results in the efficient production

of Fe peak elements (Fig. 5.5). These mergers allow the transport of Fe peak elements

outside of the core which is similar to the core-collapse SN mixing-fallback mechanism

which has been suggested to explain the abundance of extreme and ultra-metal poor

stars Umeda and Nomoto (e.g. 2005) and Iwamoto et al. (2005).

p-process isotopes

The p process occurs in Ne and O shell burning in the CCSN explosion of massive

star models through photo-disintegration reactions on heavy elements (Woosley and

Howard 1978; Pignatari et al. 2016c).
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Figure 5.5: Top: Overproduction factors due to C-shell ingestion for different entrain-
ment rates of C-shell material in comparison with the production in the O-C shell
merger of the stellar model with initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.02. Bottom: Over-
production factors of the stellar model with initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.02 during
merger (merger) and due to explosive nucleosynthesis (exp) for species between Si
and Ti. In comparison the overproduction factors of O-C shell mergers of NuGrid
models with initial masses of 20 M�, 15 M� and 12 M� at Z = 0.01.
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Figure 5.6: Overproduction factors of p-process isotopes in O-C shell mergers of
stellar models of NuGrid. 180Ta values are omitted for clarity and are 2.95, 0.7, 5.61
and 0.64 in legend order, starting from the top. The dashed horizontal lines show an
overproduction factor of 0.5 and 2.

During O-C shell merger, ”fresh” heavy elements are constantly transported down

to the O-burning shell, providing new seeds for photo-disintegration. We compare the

overproduction factors of the classical 35 isotopes of the O-C shell merger of the stellar

models of NuGrid (Fig. 5.6).

In these models we find strong variations in the overproduction factors with stellar

mass and metallicity. Light p nuclei are destroyed while heavier species are effectively

produced. Most of those species have the largest overproduction factors in the stellar

model with initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.02. We confirm the results of Rauscher et

al. (2002) that p nuclei can be made in O-C shell merger. At this level of production,

the impact of O-C shell merger may change the GCE scenario of at least some of the

p-process nuclei.

5.3.3 Relevance for galactic chemical evolution

With Milky Way models the impact of the element production in O-C shell mergers

on the galactic scale is estimated. Stellar models of NuGrid with initial masses of

15 M� at Z = 0.02 and 12 M�, 15 M� and 20 M� at Z = 0.01 show O-C shell merger.

This results in the rise in in [Cl,K,Sc/Fe] above [Fe/H] ¿ -1 (Fig. 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the predictions of Cl, K and Sc of our Milky Way model
with observational data. Predictions with 10%, 50% and 100% addition of material
produced in the O-C shell merger of the stellar model of 15 M� at Z = 0.02 to all
massive stars without O-C shell merger. References of observational data in Fig. 5.1.
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Massive star models at Z < 0.01 of NuGrid show convective O and C shells

separated only by a thin convective boundary which might be overcome if convective

boundary mixing is taken into account as motivated by 3D hydrodynamic simulations

(Jones et al. 2016a). The metallicity effect on the O-C shell merger occurrence in our

1D simulations is due to modelling limitations.

Under the assumption of shell mergers at all Z we apply amounts of material

produced in the O-C shell merger of our stellar model of 15 M� at Z = 0.02 to all

massive star models which do not experience O-C shell mergers. We add the material

to 10%, 50% and 100% of these stars and find that if between 10% and 50% of

the O-C shell ejecta is affected by entrainment events the missing amounts from K

and Sc observations can be reproduced. We cannot confirm the same results for Cl,

since there are no observations available at different metallicities to compare with.

However, within this scenario Sc and K can be used to trace the production of Cl in

the Milky Way.

An increased p-process production via O-C shell merger might also boost the

Galactic p-process contribution of massive stars. Rayet et al. (1995) find a global

underproduction of p nuclides produced in massive stars compared to what is nec-

essary to explain the solar-system distribution. We speculate that the shell merger

production could allow to match the solar distribution when assuming a wide spec-

trum of entrainment rates, convective motions and stellar structures. To analyze the

impact of p-process nucleosynthesis in shell mergers on the Galactic production the

secondary nature of the p process has to be taken into account.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Towards full shell merger

Only ingestion rates of C-shell fluid many orders of magnitude higher than 3.13 ×
10−7 M�/s of our hydrodynamic simulation produce amounts of Cl, K and Sc relevant

for galactic chemical evolution. Such ingestion rates might occur in the second O shell

due to its higher luminosity (Jones et al. 2016a). In this phase our stellar models

show O-C shell merger. We artificially increase the O-burning luminosity in our

hydrodynamic simulation by 2 dex to 7× 1012 L� similar to the increase between the

first and second O shell of the stellar model with initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.02.

The luminosity increase is gained through a 67.5 times larger Q value of the O-burning
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reaction.

We run over 11 convective turn-over times of 50 s during which substantial more

material is entrained than at lower luminosity (Fig. 5.8). We derive an average en-

trainment rate of 1.07 × 10−4 M�/s in agreement with the entrainment-luminosity

law of Jones et al. (2016a). Such entrainment leads to three times more Cl and K

production than in the reference stellar model with initial mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.02

(Fig. 5.5).

To explain the Galactic underproduction of K and Sc much higher overproduction

factors are needed as they could appear in full shell mergers. But the extensive

mass exchange between shells could be hindered by the different entropy gradients of

the shells or the appearance of strong non-spherical instability similar to the GOSH.

Such an instability appears when the energy release due to burning of C fluid and

O-shell fluid is artificially increased by 1 dex and a factor of 13.5 respectively. Further

investigations are required to analyze if this Global Oscillation of Shell C-ingestion

(GOSC) boosts the entrainment rate or choke off any further nucleosynthesis.

5.4.2 Model dependence of shell merger nucleosynthesis

With the assumption of applying material produced in a O-C shell merger in our

GCE model we neglect that the element synthesis in O-C shell merger has a complex

dependence on initial mass and metallicity. While more massive stars are affected

by larger fallback (Fryer et al. 2012) they also inhibit larger O and C shells which

boost the p-process production. A larger convective C shell allows to entrain more

material which boosts the production of elements such as P, Cl, and K (Fig. 5.5).

The produced material can be transported further outwards and will be less affected

by fallback. Higher temperatures in the O shells of lower mass stars might lead to

a stronger production of lighter p nuclei which are transported into the upper part

of the C shell. The time between onset of O-C shell merger and core-collapse is also

crucial to enable effective element production. In all stellar models of NuGrid the O-C

shell merger production reaches a production equilibrium before the stellar collapse.

With convective boundary mixing in all massive star models of NuGrid we expect

O-C shell mergers in a wide range of models from Z = 0.02 down to Z = 0.0001.

We find that stellar models with initial mass of 25 M� do not have fully convective C

shells and below Z < 6× 10−3 convective C shells are absent in layers of 1 M� above

the convective O shell. This might indicate that O-C shell mergers are less likely at
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Figure 5.8: Volume fraction of C-shell fluid after 10.5 min of entrainment in a sphere
slice of the convective O shell. The entrainment rate is 1000 times higher than the
simulation shown in Fig. 5.2.
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higher initial mass and lower metallicity.

The production of p nuclei in massive star models is affected by large uncertainties

such as the C-burning rate (Pignatari et al. 2013b) and fallback during the CCSN

explosion (Pignatari et al. 2016b; Ritter et al. 2016, in prep.). Further studies with

Galactic chemical evolution models have to asses the impact of O-C shell mergers on

the galactic production.

5.5 Summary and Conclusions

To investigate the interaction of O and C shell in massive stars we perform 3D hy-

drodynamic simulations of the entrainment and burning of C-shell fluid in the first

O shell of a stellar model with initial mass of 25 M� at Z = 0.02. We do not find

strong aspherical feedback, similar to the GOSH, and instead the development of a

spherically averaged equilibrium of the entrained material. The comprehensive nu-

cleosynthesis in such as shell interaction is calculated with a 1D setup based on a

diffusion coefficient derived from the hydrodynamic simulation.

We find the strong production of odd-Z elements P, Cl, K and Sc under convective-

reaction conditions when we increase the entrainment rates by many orders more than

in the hydrodynamic simulation. The production of these elements is by many factors

more than in a reference stellar model. It is qualitative similar, but of less amount,

than in the merger of the second O shell with the C shell in massive star models of

NuGrid. In the latter models full O-C shell mergers occur in the second O shells

and the odd-Z production depend crucially on the initial mass and metallicity. With

the increase of the luminosity similar to the second O shell in our hydrodynamic

simulation we find 3 dex more entrainment which produce up to a factor three more

odd-Z elements according to our entrainment tests.

We have performed GCE simulations with the assumption that different numbers

of stars eject material produced in the O-C shell merger of the stellar model with

initial mass of 15 M� at Z = 0.02. If shell mergers occur in more than 50% of all stars

they can explain the underproduction of K and Sc in Milky Way models compared

to disk and halo stars. Inhomogeneous mixing in systems such as ultra-faint dwarfs

could allow to trace the occurrence of shell mergers through their observed abundance

signatures.

With the entrainment of C-shell material heavy-element seeds are swept into the

O shell and serve as a boost for the p-process production. In 1D stellar models we
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find a variety of production efficiencies which vary with initial mass and metallicity

and can be more than 1 dex for many isotopes beyond Ba. Such strong production

might influence the Galactic production and further investigations require galactic

chemical evolution models.

In recent years efforts have started to model the interaction in 3D hydrodynam-

ics (Meakin and Arnett 2006a) but predictions of intermediate and heavy elements

require large networks to model the reactive-convective nucleosynthesis of advanced

burning stages. Currently 3D to 1D approximations remain the only way for qual-

itative predictions and new approaches in multi-D are required to give a definitive

answer.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusion

6.1 Advances in theory of element production

The question about the origin of elements and their production emerged with the

theoretical predictions of element production in stars in the first half of the last

century (e.g. Bethe 1939). These theories were complemented by the observations

of varying composition of stars in the second half of the century (e.g. Chamberlain

and Aller 1951). Since then our understanding has been improved through individual

observations, large surveys and theoretical modeling but many questions about the

nucleosynthesis at low metallicity remain. In the following I present in short my

contributions to the theory of element production.

One of the largest uncertainties in chemical evolution models is the stellar yield

input. This uncertainty is related to the nuclear physics, model assumptions and the

provided elements which differ between yield grids. I have partly solved this problem

by producing a large yield grid of AGB stars, massive stars and CCSN models with

consistent nuclear reaction rates and physics assumptions which covers all stable

elements up to Bi. In a novel approach I made all stellar evolution data and post-

processing nucleosynthesis data available online. The yield grid has been applied in

chemical evolution studies.

To connect stellar yields with observations over a wide metallicity range chemical

evolution models are necessary. To follow the chemical enrichment in dark matter plus

gas simulations stellar yields need to be folded into simple stellar populations. I have

created the SYGMA module to model the ejecta of SSPs. I have applied SYGMA

to estimate the impact of convective boundary mixing in AGB stars on the Galactic
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production of O and found it to be negligible. To follow the chemical evolution

of galaxy I have created with Dr. Cote the NuPyCEE galaxy framework which

includes a 1-zone galaxy model and a stellar abundance database. The framework

has successfully been applied in different works and I have made efforts to provide it

to the scientific community, for research and teaching.

There is mounting evidence in recent years for an intermediate nucleosynthesis

process, the i process, between the s process and r process. I contributed to the

investigation of H ingestion and i process in S-AGB models of Jones et al. (2016b).

In Dardelet et al. (2015) we have shown that simple 1-zone i-process models can

explain the abundance signature of some CEMP-r/s stars while previous efforts to

describe the abundance distribution with a combination of s-process and r-process

production have failed.

I have investigated the comprehensive nucleosynthesis during the interaction of the

convective O shell and C shell informed by 3D hydrodynamic simulations. I found

the effective production of odd-Z elements P, Cl, K and Sc under the assumption of

entrainment of large amounts of C-shell material as expected in a O-C shell merger.

Such shell merger can explain the underproduction of K and Sc in Milky Way models

compared to the observation of disk and halo stars.

6.2 Prospects

Recent studies about convective boundary mixing in AGB stars (Battino et al. 2016)

and ongoing studies of rotation in AGB models motivate the production of a new yield

grid with updated physics input. Such an effort was initiated by the NuGrid collab-

oration and will allow to improve the predictions of element production of Chapter

2.

The ejecta of SSPs generated by SYGMA and based on my yields can be adopted

in studies with hydrodynamic simulations and semi-analytic models of galaxies. Cur-

rently only a small number of elements are tracked individually in those simulations

(e.g. 11 elements in the EAGLE simulations Schaye et al. 2015) while future studies

will be able to include elements up to Bi with the yield grid of Chapter 2.

With the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO)

and its detection of gravitational waves from compact objects (Abbott et al. 2016)

neutron star merger rates can be constrained which help to estimate the impact of

neutron-star mergers on the Galactic r-process production (Côté et al. 2016a). The
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capabilities of NuPyCEE can be used to test the impact of the various r-process

sources in combination with the constraints from LIGO.

Our finding that 1-zone i-process models match the abundance of some CEMP-

r/s stars has been recently confirmed in Hampel et al. (2016). Studies use this i-

process model to explain peculiar abundance patterns (e.g. Roederer et al. 2016).

Very recently a new site for i process, the rapidly accreting white dwarfs, was found

(Denissenkov et al. 2016). In these studies nucleosynthesis predictions are based

on 1-zone and 1D models. Realistic predictions of i-process nucleosynthesis require

the modeling of large networks in 3D hydrodynamic simulations which is currently

not feasible due to the computational cost. I have made first efforts to solve this

problem through post-processing and co-processing approaches in collaboration with

Prof. Woodward (MSU).

The reactive-convective nucleosynthesis of H ingestion can produce the odd-Z

elements Li, N and F while the reactive-convective nucleosynthesis of C ingestion

in the O shell can produce the odd-Z elements P, Cl, K, Sc. If odd-Z elements are

dominantly produced under reactive-convective conditions then understanding their

origin requires predictions of nucleosynthesis based on 3D hydrodynamic simulations

of AGB stars and massive stars.
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